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ABSTRACT
Renal tubulointerstitial fibrosis is a major predictor of progressive
glomerular

disease.

It

occurs

as

a

result

of

persistent

inflammation and is characterised by excessive deposition of
extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins, including accumulation of
type I collagen, the most abundant protein of the ECM.

Type I collagen is encoded by two genes, COL1A1 and COL1A2,
that are tightly regulated at a transcriptional level. A key aim of
this study was to use the previously identified COL1A2 promoter
and enhancer sequences in order to identify novel regulatory cisacting

elements

and

the

relevant

transcription

factors

that

regulate collagen transcription in cells derived from healthy or
diseased

kidneys.

Moreover,

the

effects

of

hypoxia

and

transforming growth factor beta (TGFβ), which are both profibrotic stimuli, on collagen transcription were studied. TGFβ is
known

to

activate

CDP/cux

transcription

factors

which

can

suppress gene activation; based on this finding the role of
CDP/cux in COL1A2 transcriptional regulation was assessed.

In conclusion, the work presented in this thesis provides an
insight

into

the

complex

control

mechanisms

that

regulate

collagen transcription in both physiological and pathological
conditions.
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CHAPTER 1- GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 INTRODUCTION

The work described in this thesis is a study of the transcriptional
regulation and gene control mechanisms of the proα2 (I) collagen
gene (COL1A2), with a special emphasis on the far-upstream, and
previously described enhancer. In particular, my work highlights
the activation and suppression of the enhancer in vitro in
conditions that mimic fibrotic disease, such as transforming
growth factor (TGFβ) stimulation and hypoxia. In this thesis, an
extensive

study

of

a

number

of

the

elements

on

the

enhancer/promoter and their potential involvement in either the
activation or inhibition of the COL1A2 gene will be described.

Accurate transcription of the COL1A2 gene is necessary for
normal tissue homeostasis (Christner and Ayitey, 2006). Work will
be described using the previously identified and characterized
proximal promoter and far-upstream enhancer of the proα2 (I)
collagen gene as a tool to evaluate gene transcription in a series
of conditions in vitro and in vivo. The function and activity of
several promoter DNA reporter constructs, generated throughout
the project, was studied in fibroblastic cell lines of the kidney and
compared with fibroblasts derived from the skin and human lung.
Fibroblasts

were

exposed

to

low

oxygen

concentrations

or

stimulated by TGFβ; then the mRNA production of COL1A2 was

16

studied between stimulated and control samples. A descriptive
study was carried out to identify physical interactions of the
COL1A2

promoter

with

potential

sites

where

enhancer/promoter

DNA

transcription

factors.

transcription
region

was

A

factors
undertaken

search

for

bind

the

using

a

bioinformatics computer-aided approach. The in silico analysis
revealed a panel of transcription factors (illustrated in Appendix
C) that may potentially bind the COL1A2 gene and promote gene
regulation in various circumstances. AP1 and CDP/cux binding
sites present on the human COL1A2 enhancer were selected for
further studies. AP1 was chosen because it has been reported to
bind COL1A2 in the minimal promoter as well as to respond to
TGFβ stimulation (Wendling et al., 2003). CDP/cux was chosen
because it is a known negative regulator of transcription and a
TGFβ regulated gene (Michl et al., 2005). The computer analysis
was then validated by employing electrophoretic mobility gel shift
assays which would determine if the putative transcription factors
bind

to

COL1A2

enhancer/promoter

DNA.

I

therefore

have

examined whether TGFβ can activate the transcription factor
CDP/cux which can suppress COL1A2 activity in human kidney
and lung fibroblasts. A particular emphasis was given to the
potential role of CDP/cux in switching off the fibrillar collagens
and therefore understanding its potential as a therapeutic target
against fibrotic disease.
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The

subsequent

chapters

include,

Chapter

1,

the

general

introduction, where mainly extracellular matrix, fibroblasts and
type I collagen transcription are described, followed by a chapter
of methods and materials (Chapter 2), then 3 chapters of results
and finally a discussion chapter with conclusions and future
directions. Chapter 3, describes the several sub-clones of the
original COL1A2 promoter/enhancer construct and shows their
activity in a variety of fibroblastic cells lines in the presence or
absence

of

TGFβ

a

major

cytokine

that

drives

collagen

expression. Moreover, the shortest DNA element of the upstream
enhancer

that

drives

high

reporter

activity

is

determined.

Additionally, the role of AP1 in activating the gene through the
upstream enhancer is described. In Chapter 3 the attempt to
generate

transgenic

animals

is

also

depicted,

however

the

attempt was not fruitful. In Chapter 4, work is presented that
explicitly describes the identification and characterization of a
novel interaction between the COL1A2 gene and CDP/cux, a
transcription factor that belongs to the

cut wing family of

transcription factors, never before implicated in type I collagen
regulation. In Chapter 5, the role of hypoxia in activation of the
COL1A2

is

tested

and

discussed

using

promoter

reporter

constructs as well as employing quantitative PCR to determine
the production of COL1A2 mRNA after exposure of the cells to
hypoxia. Finally, Chapter 6 contains the general discussion of all

18

the work presented in this thesis and the implications for kidney
fibrosis and outlines the key future work directions.
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1.2 TISSUE FIBROSIS: THE KIDNEY

The nephron
The structure and function of the nephron is reviewed well by
many authors (Garg et al., 2006; Kriz and Elgar, 2000) and a
summary is outlined here. In the human kidney there is an
estimation of one million nephrons; they are composed of a tuft of
glomerular capillaries and allow filtration of plasma. Blood enters
the glomerulus through the afferent arteriole which divides into
the glomerular capillaries. The waste by-products that are made
up by the filtering of the blood are transferred into the proximal
convoluted

tubule

and

the

filtered

blood

exits

the

efferent

arteriole. Waste by-products are filtered through the filtration
barrier and are transported via the tubule system through the
calyx, ureter, bladder and out through the urethra. The tubules
are part of the tubulointerstitium and play a vital role in reabsorption of proteins and water (Figure 1.1). The glomerulus is
composed of several lobules outlined with endothelial cells
attached

to

the

glomerular

basement

membrane

(BM).

The

outside of the BM, facing the urinary space, is enveloped by the
foot processes of the visceral epithelium, the podocytes. The
mesangium, composed of the specialised cells and the ECM,
occupies the core of the glomerular capillary tuft. The blood is
filtered through the filtration barrier, which is composed of the

20

endothelial cells, the dense network of glomerular BM and
podocytes.

The normal structure and function of the kidney depends upon an
integrated network of interactions that can take place both inside
the cell and extracellularly. Disturbance of these interactions can
result in tubulointerstitial fibrosis a major determinant of renal
disease (Lei et al., 2000;Mauch and Kornhuber, 1993). The
severity

of

tubulointerstitial

fibrosis

is

the

best

biological

correlate for renal impairment and the risk for progression.
Therefore, intervention in the development of renal fibrosis is a
desirable therapeutic

target.

Interstitial

fibrosis accompanies

renal disease of both glomerular and interstitial origin (Camara et
al., 2009; Snoeijs et al., 2008; Gaillard et al., 2008). It is
characterized by the net accumulation of extracellular matrix in
the renal interstitium and especially type I and III collagen (Figure
1.2). The causes of fibrosis are varied and it can be induced by
numerous factors such as the immune system, physical and
chemical injury (Diamond and Zalups, 1998).

Mechanisms of tubulointerstitial injury associated with glomerular
disease

are

almost

certainly

multi-factorial,

and

the

exact

pathways of initiation and progression of the disease have not
been fully elucidated.

21

Figure 1.1: A simplified schematic illustration of a kidney nephron.
Diagram schematically representing some of the major structural
components of the kidney including the glomerulus, distal and proximal
convoluted tubule, collecting duct and the loop of Henle.

Adapted from:
http://www.ivyrose.co.uk/Topics/Urinary_System_Nephron_Diagram.ph
p (last accessed 03-11-08).
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The progression of tubulointerstitial fibrosis can be divided into 3
phases which are the initial triggering followed by the persistent
inflammation and lastly, fibrosis. Key contributory events begin
with

tubulointerstitial

proliferation.

High

consequence

of

inflammation,
urinary

many

tubular

protein

glomerular

is

atrophy

thought

diseases

to

and

is

and

cell

be

the

another

mechanism that leads to tubulo-interstitial fibrosis (Biesenbach et
al., 1996). Proximal tubular cells usually function to reabsorb
small proteins, but when the cells are exposed to very high
protein concentrations and toxic components of the filtered
protein

they

become

activated.

The

initial

inflammation

is

followed by activation and subsequent transformation of tubular
epithelial cells and interstitial fibroblasts into myofibroblasts.
Infiltrating inflammatory cells promote fibrosis by synthesizing
pro-fibrotic

proteins

that

stimulate

fibroblasts

to

increase

extracellular matrix (ECM) production and by inducing adhesion
molecules

on

tubular

epithelium

(Moussa,

2008).

Activated

fibroblasts produce an excess amount of ECM components,
particularly fibrillar collagens (Figure 1,9), type IV collagen and
non-collagenous proteins such as fibronectin and tenansin C
(Adhikary et al., 1999). Abnormal regulation of the synthesis and
degradation of ECM is correlated by progressive accumulation of
deposits in the renal interstitium which eventually leads to
tubulointerstitial fibrosis and loss of kidney function (Tan et al.,
2006) (Figure 1.2). The degradation of ECM proteins is mainly
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mediated by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and their action is
inhibited by tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinases (TIMPs). TIMPs
mainly work to block the activity of the MMPs leading to an
abnormal

balance

between

synthesis

of

ECM

compared

to

degradation (Seeland et al., 2002). This unbalanced situation,
when prolonged can lead to fibrosis while the reverse, a high
level of activity of the MMPs, can lead to tissue destruction. An
example of a condition characterised by tissue destruction is
arthritis (Tchetverikov et al., 2005).
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ECM accumulation

Chronic
Inflammation

Figure 1.2: Normal versus fibrotic kidney.
A common hallmark of chronic kidney disease is progressive fibrosis of
the kidney, presenting morphologically either as glomerulosclerosis
and/or as tubulo-interstitial fibrosis. In both circumstances, initial
injury to the kidney leads to activation of resident cells that, by
secretion

of

soluble

mediators

(growth

factors,

cytokines,

and

chemokines), mediate apoptosis, proliferation, epithelial-mesenchymal
transdifferentiation, and inflammatory cell infiltration. Mechanisms
primarily intended to repair tissue damage then progressively lead to
accumulation of ECM, due both to increased synthesis and decreased
degradation of matrix components.

Picture adapted from:
http://www.klinik.uni-frankfurt.de/zpharm/allg/schaefer.html
(last accessed 03-11-08).
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TGFβ and Epithelial- to mesenchymal transition (EMT)

The cytokine TGFβ has been reported by several investigators to
promote wound healing, tissue repair and regeneration after
initial insults such as inflammation as well as tissue fibrosis
(Pohlers et al., 2009; Tredget and Ding, 2009; Yan et al., 2009;
Wipff and Hinz, 2009). In mammals, the TGFβ family consists of 3
members (TGF-β1, TGF-β2 and TGF-β3), which have similar
biological effects. The 3 cytokines belong to a larger family, the
TGFβ superfamily, which also contains proteins such as bone
morphogenetic proteins (BMP) (Kingsley, 1994). TGFβ, apart of
its roles in normal physiology, is a well-studied profibrotic
molecule involved in progressive renal fibrosis by orchestrating a
cross-talk

between

parenchymal,

inflammatory

and

collagen-

expressing cells. It is mainly produced by both intrinsic renal cells
and infiltrating macrophages but is also secreted by monocytes,
lymphocytes, platelets, fibroblasts and osteoblasts. It has also
been reported to be involved in initiation EMT, activation and
proliferation of fibroblasts and production of type I collagen (Xu et
al., 2009; Bani-Hani et al., 2008). The role of TGFβ in type I
collagen synthesis has been demonstrated both in vitro and in
vivo. In vitro, TGFβ stimulates the synthesis of most of the
structural components of the ECM by fibroblasts and osteoblasts,
including type I collagen (Laiho et al., 1991; Kahari et al., 1990).
TGFβ

also

decreases

ECM

degradation

by

repressing

the
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synthesis of collagenases and stromelysins and by increasing the
synthesis of TIMPs, which would in turn inhibit the activity of the
collagenases, (Kwak et al., 2006) and plasminogen activator
inhibitor 1 (PAI-1) (Otsuka et al., 2007; Otsuka et al., 2006). It
also stimulates proliferation and expansion of resident fibroblasts
in many tissues including the kidney and the liver. In addition, it
has been established that in vitro TGFβ induces COL1A1 and
COL1A2 mRNA (Itoh et al., 2007).

Moreover, overexpression of TGFβ in transgenic animals results
in fibrosis of multiple organs, emphasizing the important role that
the molecule plays in disease progression (Bataller et al., 2005).
However, there are studies showing that overexpression of latent
TGFβ in mice protects against unilateral ureteral obstruction
(UUO) -induced fibrosis and glomerunephritis (Huang et al., 2008).
The effect of TGFβ on transcription of the COL1A2 gene seems to
be mediated through a sequence of the promoter located between
-378 to -183bp upstream from the transcriptional start site. This
has been illustrated by employing a system of transfections of
deletion constructs and mapping the TGFβ responsive element on
the COL1A2 proximal promoter (Inagaki et al., 1994).

TGFβ is not expressed constitutively but it is upregulated in
response to injury and persistent inflammation (Sheppard, 2006).
The mechanism of latent TGFβ activation into the biologically
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active form varies in different organs and tissues. Subsequently,
activated TGFβ is known to signal through the canonical pathway
which involves binding of the protein to its specific receptors
(TβR) {Klopfleisch, 2009 11 /id}. There are 3 receptors TGFβ
receptor type I (TβRI), TGFβ receptor type II (TβRII) and TGFβ
receptor type III (TβRIII) (Finger et al., 2008; Ghosh et al.,
2008 ;Ogata et al., 2007). Both TβRI and II are transmembrane
receptors with serine-threonine kinase activity and they are
usually present in the plasma membrane as homodimers (Jin et
al., 2007). Ligand binding induces the assembly of type I and II
receptors into complexes, within which type II receptors by
phosphorylation activated type I receptor which then in turn
initiates

the

downstream

activation
signalling

of
that

TβRI
involved

kinase

and

subsequent

phosphorylation

of

the

Smad2/3 complex. The phosphorylation enables the complex to
bind to Smad4 and to translocate to the cell nucleus where it
would then activate several TGFβ target genes (Figure 1.3)
shows the TGFβ canonical signalling pathway. In addition to the
Smad canonical signalling TGFβ activates a signalling cascade
that includes RhoA and p28 mitogen activated protein kinase
(MAPK) (Gal et al., 2008). RhoA and its downstream effector
kinase are involved in α-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) promoter
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activation actin re-organisation and cell migration (Li et al., 2008).

Figure 1.3: The canonical TGF β signalling pathway.
TGFβ binding signals a receptor conformational change which would
lead to formation of a complex between the two receptors (type I and
II) and subsequent phosphorylation of type I by type II. This would
lead to activation of TβRI kinase which would in turn phosphorylate the
smad2/3 complex. Then smad2/3 binds to Smad 4 and initiates a
series of downstream events that ultimately will result in activation of
TGFβ target genes involved in fibrogenesis such as type I collagen,
PAI-1, CTGF, and AP1.
Adapted from:
http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/life-science/cell-biology/learningcenter/pathfinder/pathway-maps/TGFbeta-signaling.html.
Last accessed: 12-03-2009.
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EMT describes a process by which cells of the epithelium
transforms into fibroblasts and subsequently give rise to activated
fibroblasts or myofibroblasts (Wynn, 2008) (Figure 1.4). There is
evidence that the change of the cellular identity, the EMT, occurs
in the diseased kidney and other organs (Wahab and Mason,
2006). Moreover, evidence suggests that EMT is an important
event in native and transplant kidney injury including chronic
allograft tubulointerstitial fibrosis (Iwano et al., 2002). EMT is
regulated by numerous growth factors, cytokines and hormones.
However, TGFβ is the most important profibrotic factor in the
kidney because it has been shown that it not only can initiate but
also maintain EMT (Zeisberg et al., 2007). Other molecules,
including interleukin 1 (Liu et al., 2005; Fan et al., 2001),
epidermal growth factor (Sabbah et al., 2008; Docherty et al.,
2006), fibroblast growth factor 2 (Lee and Kay, 2006; Strutz et al.,
2002), heat shock protein 70/90 (Banh et al., 2007), reactive
oxygen species (ROS) (Dong et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2006; Rhyu
et al., 2005) and hypoxia (Cannito et al., 2008) were also able to
induce EMT in kidney epithelial cells.

Expression of fibroblast-specific protein 1 (FSP-1) is thought to
be a marker associated with tubular epithelial cells in transition
(Nishitani et al., 2005). The FSP-1 positive cells lose their
epithelial cell marker characteristics and gain fibroblastic markers
as they transverse through the damaged tubular BM into the
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interstitium. In the normal kidney there only a few fibroblasts
present in a non-activated form; however, during fibrogenesis
less than one third of the fibroblasts have been reported to arise
from EMT, some from the bone marrow and the rest from local
proliferation (Larue and Bellacosa, 2005). Moreover, there is
evidence to suggest that bone-marrow might not contribute to
fibroblasts in the extend suggested before, as illustrated by bonemarrow sex-mismatch experiments performed from COL1A2- LacZ
transgenics to wild type {Roufosse, 2006 8 /id}. There is evidence
to suggest that EMT could potentially be a reversible process,
where with the right intervention the process could be stopped
and the negative effects of EMT on tissue fibrosis could be
reduced. Studies from Parket et al have used erythropoietin
(EPO) and have produced early promising results (Park et al.,
2007). The investigators showed that EPO treatment significantly
attenuated

the

downregulation

upregulation
of

of

E-cadherin.

TGFβ

and

Another

α-SMA

body

of

and
work

the
has

suggested that bone morphogenic protein 7 (BMP7), which is a
35kDa

homodimeric

protein

and

a

member

of

the

TGFβ

superfamily, is involved in the reversal of TGFβ- induced EMT.
The investigators reported that BMP-7 reverses TGFβ induced
EMT by re-induction of E-cadherin, a key epithelial cell adhesion
molecule. Additionally, they provided molecular evidence for
Smad-dependent reversal of TGFβ- induced EMT by BMP-7 in
renal tubular epithelial cells and mammary ductal epithelial cells
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{Xu, 2009 1 /id}. Collectively, these results provide evidence of
cross talk between BMP-7 and TGFβ in the regulation of EMT in
health and disease (Zeisberg, 2003). Moreover, work has shown
that

blockade

of

angiotensin

II

acts

synergistically

with

hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) gene therapy to attenuate EMTinduced kidney fibrosis. The combined therapy of angiotensin
blockade with HGF also reduced

the accumulation of interstitial

matrix components including type I collagen, fibronectin and
suppressed TGFβ and its receptor (Yang et al., 2002).

Figure 1.4: Cellular modifications associated with EMT.
(a) Schematic of EMT. Epithelial cells (in blue) adhere to each other
through

adherens

junctions,

using

E-cadherin

(E-cad),

and

their

desmosomes (tight junctions) constituted by various proteins such as
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desmoplakin

(dp).

Mesenchymal

cells

(in

red)

have

different

morphology and they do not adhere. The intermediate filament protein
vimentin

(vim)

is

Photomicrography

induced

of

in

epithelial

mesenchymal
cells

(b)

and

cells.

(b–g)

AKT-induced

mesenchymal cells (c). E-cadherin (d and e) and vimentin (f and g)
immunolocalization

in

epithelial

(d

and

f)

and

AKT-induced

mesenchymal cells (e and g).
Picture adapted from L Larue and A Bellacosa, 2005.

Chronic hypoxia hypothesis
It has been proposed that hypoxia can contribute to tissue
fibrosis. The ‘chronic hypoxia hypothesis’ was first introduced in
1998 (Fine et al., 1998) where it was proposed that tissue
hypoxia

is

a

major

contributor

to

tubulointerstitial

fibrosis.

Primary kidney disease was suggested to lead to restricted postglomerular flow and downstream injury to the peritubular capillary
network. The microvascular damage has been shown to create a
situation where the cells have limited oxygen supply that in turn
leads to a fibrotic response in tubulointerstitial cells (Fine and
Norman, 2008; Fine et al., 2000; Fine et al., 1998; Bohle et al.,
1996). This cycle of tissue hypoxia that leads to fibrosis is
summarised in Figure 1.5.

In the kidney, despite a large renal blood flow, hypoxia has been
detected in several chronic kidney disease models (Haase, 2006)
and can be attributed to narrowing of renal arteries due to
atherosclerosis

which

results

in

reduced

blood

flow.

As

a
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consequence, decreased oxygenation of the kidney is a common
outcome of atherosclerosis. In response to low oxygen, hypoxiainducible factors (HIFs), which are key mediators of global
cellular adaptation to hypoxia, are activated.

Figure 1.5: The chronic hypoxia hypothesis.
Diagrammatic representation of the role that hypoxia plays in the
progression of chronic kidney disease. Primary tissue injury leads to
alterations in the micro vasculature which has been shown to promote
fibrosis in the kidney and other organs such as the heart. Shortage of
oxygen promotes extended inflammation and other processes that
would eventually lead to further tissue damage.
Picture adapted from Fine and Norman, 2008.
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HIFs are members of the Per-ARNT-Sim (PAS) family of basic
helix-loop-helix transcription factors that recognize and bind to
the hypoxia-response element (HRE) of target genes {Li, 2009 5
/id}. They consist of an oxygen sensitive α-subunit and a
constitutively-expressed β-subunit. As global regulators of oxygen
homeostasis,

the

HIFs

facilitate

both

oxygen

delivery

and

adaptation to oxygen deprivation. They do this by regulating a
number

of

processes;

including

erythropoiesis,

cellular

proliferation and apoptosis as well as angiogenesis and anaerobic
glycolysis (Wenger et al., 2005; Schofield and Ratcliffe, 2004).

The importance of HIF signalling in the regulation of EMT, which
is a contributor to the development of kidney tubulointerstitial
fibrosis, is underpinned by studies that have demonstrated that
HIF activation by hypoxia correlated with epithelial cells acquiring
fibroblastic characteristics and undergoing EMT in vitro {Luo,
2008 1 /id}. In addition to the in vitro experiments, EMT has been
shown to be reduced in mouse models of kidney fibrosis with a
genetic ablation of epithelial HIF-1α suggesting a role for HIF in
promoting

EMT

in

fibrotic

condition

(Higgins

et

al.,

2007).

Moreover, it has been reported that HIF signalling is involved in
the EMT regulation by studies in renal cancer cells that are von
Hippel-Lindau

(VHL)

negative;

where

it

was

showed

that

activation of HIF downregulated E-cadherin, which led to loss of
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cell-cell adhesion and promoted EMT as a consequence of
activation of transcriptional repressors including TCF3 and Snail
(Krishnamachary et al., 2006; Evans et al., 2007). It was also
shown that re-expression of VHL in VHL-negative renal clear cell
carcinoma cells restored E-cadherin and that HIF itself was
enough to suppress E-cadherin expression thus implying a very
important role for HIF signalling in promoting EMT (Esteban et al.,
2006).

Aside from promoting EMT, hypoxia may drive fibrogenesis
through a direct transcriptional increase of the expression of
collagen genes or other sets of genes that are involved in the
regulation of ECM turnover. Hypoxia has been shown to induce
COL1A1 and MMP-2 in renal epithelial cells (Orphanides et al.,
1997). The investigators showed that proximal tubular epithelial
cells, exposed

to 1% oxygen, exhibited

an

increased

total

collagen production by 15% and decreased MMP-2 activity as well
as increased TIMP-1 protein expression. Orphanides et al also
showed that treating the cells with exogenous active TGFβ or
TGFβ neutralizing antibodies did not alter the effect of hypoxia on
collagen

and

TIMP

levels.

Therefore,

suggesting

that

the

mechanism underlying the differential expression of collagen,
TIMP

and

MMP-2

by

hypoxia

is

not

TGFβ-mediated

and

emphasizing the idea that hypoxia is an important pro-fibrotic
stimulus independent of TGFβ. It has also been shown using
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primary tubular epithelial cells, derived from a tetracyclineinducible HIF-1α knockout mouse model as well as wild type mice,
that HIF-1α directly interacts with the murine ctgf promoter. The
latter was shown to contain HREs which enable HIF-1α to bind
and causes an upregulation in mRNA production. In addition cells
lacking HIF-1α were incapable of inducing murine ctgf mRNA in
response to hypoxia, suggesting an important role of HIF-1α in
the activation of the gene (Smith et al., 2006; Higgins et al.,
2004). Increased CTGF expression has been reported in a variety
of fibrotic kidney pathologies including inflammatory glomerular
and

tubulointerstitial

lesions,

periglomerular

fibrosis

and

proliferative lesion of IgA nephropathy (Ito et al., 1998). In a
recent study, from J. Varga, it has clearly been demonstrated that
ctgf-/- (null) mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) still retain their
ability to activate the smad2/3 signalling cascade even in the
absence of the mouse ctgf gene. Furthermore, compared to wild
type MEFs,

ctgf-/- MEFs still retained normal activation of

COL1A2 and fibronectin mRNA expression and promoter activity.
Therefore it was shown that COL1A2 can also be induced in the
absence of ctgf, which is considered a major pro-fibrotic cytokine.
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1.3 EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX AND THE COLLAGEN FAMILY
OF PROTEINS

Collagen, ECM and fibrosis

Even though it is true that all living organisms are made up of
cells, ECM, non-living material, is also exceptionally important for
all organisms (Du et al., 2008a). Most of the cells in the
multicellular organisms are surrounded by a complex mixture of
non-living material and proteins that make up the ECM (Du et al.,
2008; Ihn, 2005). The role of ECM is to provide support to
epithelial tissues by engaging the interstitial space between the
cells.

In

addition

to

the

well

known

and

well-documented

scaffolding role of ECM it is also known that ECM performs
various other important functions. ECM has other functions as
well, which include cell adhesion, migration, differentiation and
repair (Marastoni et al., 2008). Even though ECM components are
present in every tissue, ECM is more prominent in connective
tissue as well as BM (Alford and Hankenson, 2006). ECM consists
of

polysaccharides,

heterogeneous

proteins

mixture

that

and

water

contains

4

hence
main

making

it

categories

a
of

proteins (Figure 1.6). The 4 protein categories of the ECM are
classified

as:

collagens,

non-collagenous

glycoproteins,

proteoglycans and elastins (Bornstein and Sage, 2002). Upon
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deposition, the ECM protein components are organized into
tissue-specific
Interestingly,
undergoes
Werthen,

networks,
the

ECM

changes
2007).

in

The

is

which
a

control

highly

structure

and

re-modelling

organ

dynamic

structure.

structure

that

composition(Agren

and

taking

controlled by a sensitive balance between

place

in

ECM

is

ECM production and

degradation (Kyriakides and Bornstein, 2003). There are many
enzymes that are involved in degradation of ECM including the
MMPs. ECM has been shown to serve as a storage depot for
proteins that play important biological roles, such as growth
factors, enzymes and cytokines. ECM proteins have been shown
to directly interact with surface receptors and influence adhesion
and migration (Bornstein, 2000). They exert these effects by
activating

signalling

cascades

that

can

eventually

lead

to

activation of adhesion molecules or molecules that have been
implicated with migration. In the kidney the glomerular basement
membrane (GBM) is composed of type IV collagen, laminin, and
proteoglycans (PGs). The mesangial matrix contains collagen IV,
VI, small amounts of V, fibronectin, laminin, and small-leucinerich proteoglycans (SLRP) including decorin, biglycan, lumican
and fibrodulin (Mason and Wahab, 2003). Type IV, V and VI
collagens belong to the family of non-fibrillar collagens and in the
kidney collagen IV α3 and α4 are the main components of the
GBM

(Zhou

and

Reeders,

1996),

whilst

in

the

mesangium
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collagen IV is composed of α1 and α2 chains (Mason and Wahab,
2003).

The environment within which the cells, such as fibroblasts, grow
determines their behavior and ability to produce certain proteins.
Therefore their behavior and phenotype can vary according to
their exposure to two dimensional (2D) and 3 dimensional (3D)
ECM structures. Epithelial cells that exist in vivo as multi-layer
sheets, such as keratinocytes and corneal epithelial cells, can
recapitulate

these

structures

and

exhibit

differentiated

3D

histological architecture when cultured on flat substrates in the
appropriate culture in vitro media and can mimic the responses of
real tissues to drugs well enough to be used in validated
toxicology assays (Suuronen et al., 2006; Suuronen et al., 2005;
Watt, 1984; Louekari et al., 2006). The cells can in fact sense the
3D location through specific interactions with the ECM as well as
with neighboring cells. The cell-cell and cell-receptor contacts are
very important for cell maintenance and the lack of appropriate
cells that will make ECM components and the interaction of the
two leads eventually to a particular form of cell death, named
anoikis.
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Figure 1.6: Representation of the constituents of ECM.
Fibroblasts, macrophages, mast cells, elastic and collagen fibers and
glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are illustrated in this diagram.

The ECM

plays many vital roles including: providing compressive strength and
elasticity

as

well

as

buffering

against

extracellular

change

and

retention of water and control of cell behaviour by binding of growth
factors and interaction with cell-surface receptors. The most typical
form of ECM is that found in connective tissue, which is a mixture of
cells and ECM found in much of the body. Connective tissue is
primarily generated by fibroblasts and fibrocytes. Immune cells are
often present too, but these traditionally are thought to be present for
defense against invading micro-organisms, not for generation of ECM:
The

ECM

is

composed

of

a

mixture

of

water,

proteins

and

carbohydrates. The main macromolecular components of the ECM are
glycosaminoglycans
proteins

such

as

(GAGs,
collagen,

acidic
elastin,

polysaccharide
fibronectin

and

derivatives);
laminin;

and

proteoglycans.
Picture adapted from:

http://www.steve.gb.com/images/science/connective_tissue.png
(last accessed 03-11-08).
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Tissue homeostasis is guaranteed by a relative balance between
cells and the surrounding stromal microenvironment and when
this sophisticated equilibrium is disrupted pathological conditions
may arise such as excessive fibrogenesis or over-abundant
accumulation of proteases that modify the matrix composition
(Coraux et al., 2008; Hamilton, 2008; Nakashima et al., 2008;
Melrose et al., 2008; Agren and Werthen, 2007). At a basic
structural level, tissues comprise a population of cells that
interact with each other and with the proteins of the surrounding
ECM (Figure 1.7). A typical epithelial tissue comprises two parts:
a layer of tightly joined, polarized epithelial cells that sit on a thin
BM, and an ECM-rich stroma that contains fibroblasts, blood,
lymphatic vessels, and immune cells. The stroma both physically
supports the epithelial layer and interacts with it through soluble
signals and the ECM. The ECM comprises a scaffold of collagens
and

other

structural

proteins

that

are

interlaced

with

proteoglycans, which together, control the bulk local mechanical
environment. Several studies report that expression of integrins,
which can lead to an enhancement of mitogenic signals, is one of
the major mechanisms by which ECM molecules influence various
physiological activities (Weber et al., 2008); including ECM
contraction, changes in the cytoskeleton organization and gene
expression, integrins and cell survival. Signals are transduced by
the recruitment of the focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and activation
of Src family (SFKs) and phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)
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(Zoppi et al., 2008). These signals sustain cell viability and,
prevent them from undergoing apoptosis or, in the context of
ECM, anoikis. Shortage or low availability of survival growth
factors

leads

to

activation

of

intracellular

signaling,

mainly

downregulation of Akt, which in turn activates apoptosis (Kundu
et al., 2008; Mousa, 2008).

Figure 1.7: The roles of different components of the ECM.
Epithelial cells produce matrix components which will subsequently
make up the BM. In turn, the BM will block the transport of certain
proteins and therefore make the scaffolding stiffer. Proteoglycans
control the hydration and are responsible for the contractility of the
structure. In contrary, the collagen molecules based on the chemical
structure can arrange themselves in fibres and are resistant to
contraction and compressive forces. Depending on the forces that the
fibroblastic cells receive it will determine the production and release of
matrix MMPs which will in turn work to degrade matrix when needed.
To balance degradation to production of matrix, growth factors and
cytokines are also produced and deposited. The biological properties
of ECM are controlled by the composition and architecture of the ECM.
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Picture adapted from: Suuronen et al. 2006.

Collagen
Cells that synthesise collagen
Collagen
connective

fibres

are

tissue,

the

which

main

fibre

provides

type

found

structural

and

in

fibrous

metabolic

support to surrounding tissues and can be found in many different
forms (Vanderby, 2003). Each form of connective tissue has
distinct physical properties. Cells use loose connective tissue as
a biological packing material and denser connective tissue is
used when stronger support is required. The connective tissue is
made up of fibroblastic cells, which are mainly responsible for the
synthesis and production of ECM components including type I
collagen (Shekhter, 1978). In the bone, the cells that synthesize
matrix are known as osteoblasts, in cartilage chondroblasts, in
the teeth odontoblasts and in the skin and various soft tissues,
including the kidney, are known as fibroblasts.

Fibroblastic cells are derived from the precursor cells of the
mesenchyme, the connective tissue network formed early in the
embryonic development. The stellate-shaped mesenchymal cells
are the evolutionary ancestors of most cells in the connective
tissue (Hahn et al., 1987). Traditionally, fibroblasts have been
classified as flat elongated cells with an oval nucleus (Figure 1.9)
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and the ability to synthesize ECM components (Haston et al.,
1983). However, this definition ignores the various other roles of

the fibroblasts and the heterogeneity within the fibroblastic
population. In addition to synthesizing the components of the
ECM, including type I collagen, fibroblasts play an important role
in the regulation of the ECM composition through production of a
variety of inhibitors and proteolytic enzymes (Yamato et al., 1995).
There is also evidence to support the idea that fibroblasts play an
important role in the immune system by initiating inflammation via
recruitment of leukocytes to the site of injury in several tissues
(Hogaboam et al., 1998).

Although fibroblasts are amenable to culture in vitro and are
largely

commercially-available

from

several

companies

they

remain poorly defined in molecular terms, e.g. little is know about
specific fibroblast markers. In practice, fibroblasts are usually
identified by their spindle-shaped morphology (Figure 1.9), ability
to adhere to plastic culture vessels, and the absence of markers
for other cell lineages (Kuehl, 1996). Despite the evidence that
the cells we call fibroblasts from different stromal sites may
comprise a host of distinct differentiated cell types (Chung et al.,
2002), the diversity of these cells and their functional significance
has not been examined. Nevertheless, studies by Chang et al
have shown, using genome wide expression profiling, that human
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fibroblasts exhibit topographic differentiation. In more detail, it
was shown that fibroblasts from different sites exhibit very
different expression profiles and the profiles are comparable to
differences found in profiles of among different lineages of white
blood cells (Chang et al., 2002). Thus, comparison of the
genome-wide mRNA expression programs provided a much richer
portrait of fibroblast physiology than was previously possible and
indicates that fibroblasts of distinct anatomical origin can be
distinct differentiated cell types.

A growing body of evidence, from studies conducted in several
organs including the kidney, suggests that resident fibroblasts,
which are mesenchymal cells and have many vital functions
during development and in adult organisms, are the primary
source of ECM in the course of fibrosis. Activated resident
fibroblasts arise from a population of tissue specific fibroblasts
that proliferate and undergo activation in response to injury.
These

activated

fibroblasts,

also

known

in

literature

as

myofibroblasts differ from resident fibroblasts because they lack
expression of CD45 and CD34 markers on their surface. Cultured
resident fibroblasts, respond to fibrogenic stimuli including TGFβ
or certain type of ECM (fibronectin or type I collagen) by rapidly
acquiring a myofibroblastic phenotype including expression of αsmooth muscle actin (α-SMA), excessive secretion of type I and
III collagens and contractility (Wynn, 2007). Additionally, a
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relatively small number of fibroblasts is derived from EMT and
bone marrow-derived precursors.

Numerous

diseases

are

associated

with

the

activation

of

fibroblasts, either because fibroblasts are implicated in the
etiology of disease, or because of fibrosis that accompanies
damage to other cell types. During development, reciprocal
epithelial-mesenchymal

interactions

are

required

for

the

development of many organs, including the skin, eyes, lung, and
other visceral organs. Recombination experiments with tissue
explants

showed

that

mesenchymal

identity

determines

the

epidermal attachments that subsequently develop, indicating that
the mesenchyme has an essential role in establishing positional
identity (Dhouailly and Sawyer, 1984). The molecular signals that
underlie epithelial-mesenchymal interaction in many cases remain
not completely understood; the extent of their roles in specifying
the differentiation and architecture of epithelial tissues remain to
be defined. In addition to TGFβ and other fibrogenic stimuli,
fibrotic

changes

in

the

cellular

micro-environment

can

significantly affect the phenotype of tissue-resident collagen
producing fibroblasts (Hinz, 2007). Adjacent connective tissue
acts as a structural scaffold determining the morphology of
resident fibroblasts. Depending on the composition of the ECM,
fibroblasts

maintain

quiescence

or

differentiate

into

myofibroblasts. Therefore, increasing deposition of abnormal
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ECM accelerates activation of collagen producing cells. This
process has been well-documented in the liver (Iredale, 2007;Van
de et al., 2007).

Hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) represent the

major collagen-producing cells in liver (Ramaiah et al., 2004).
The state of HSCs is affected by direct interaction with ECM and
depends on ECM content (Domeij et al., 2006;Suzuki et al.,
2003). In normal liver, quiescent HSCs are surrounded by BM like
matrix. Upon injury and persistent inflammation, the composition
of ECM progressively changes towards fibrillar collagen and that
shift further accelerates activation of resident HSCs (Gaca et al.,
2003).

The wide synthetic properties of the fibroblastic cells, secreting
various collagens, proteoglycans, growth factors, cytokines and
collagenases suggest that the cells belong to a heterogeneous
family of cells (Sappino et al., 1990). However, division of the
fibroblastic cells into sub-populations has not proven easy. The
best characterized sub-type of fibroblast is the myofibroblast.
These were identified in the granulation tissue of wounds and
exhibit biochemical and ultra-structural features of smooth muscle
cells including the presence of microfilament bundles and α-SMA
staining (Schmitt-Graff et al., 1994).
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Myofibroblasts have since been described in a number of diverse
normal organs although with a restricted distribution indicating
that

these

cells

may

exert

a

specific

function

at

defined

anatomical locations (Sappino et al., 1990a). Despite the smooth
muscle characteristics shared by the myofibroblasts, analysis of
cytoskeletal markers has identified that the myofibroblasts are
derived from fibroblasts (Darby et al., 1990). Myofibroblasts are
thought to provide the force for wound contraction (Grinnell,
1994) (Figure 1.9).

These are the different routes that fibroblasts become activated
and secrete ECM, thus leading to renal fibrosis. The bone-marrow
contribution as well as the EMT are still under a lot of scientific
debate and more work has to be done to fully elucidate the
contribution of these to mechanisms to fibroblast production
(Figure 1.8). There is though a study that shows, in an in vivo
model or UUO that bone marrow derived cells do not contribute in
collagen synthesis in the kidney (Roufosse et al., 2006)
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Proliferation

Figure 1.8: Origins of collagen-producing cells.
EMT

as

well

as

bone

marrow

derived

cells

are

two

of

the

3

mechanisms of generating fibroblasts in the kidney, however they
contribute in a lesser extend compared to proliferation and expansion
of the resident fibroblasts. The markers that the cells express are
highlighted in this picture as well as the cell shape and morphology.
Picture adapted from Kissele va and Brenner, 2008.
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Figure 1.9: Normal versus activated fibroblasts.
A) Schematic illustration of normal fibroblasts. These cells have been
described

in

literature

to

have

the

capability

to

express

ECM

(fibronectin, FSP1, type I collagen). While normal fibroblasts make
ECM

activated

fibroblasts

(B)

have

been

reported

to

produce

excessive amounts of ECM and are tenasin C, and EDA-fibronectin
positive.
Picture adapted from Raghu Kalluri & Michael Zeisberg (2006).
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The collagen family of proteins

The accepted definition of a collagen molecule is: ‘structural
proteins

of

the

ECM

which

contain

one

or

more

domains

harbouring the conformation of a collagen triple helix’ (Myllyharju
and Kivirikko, 2004) and (van der and Garrone, 1991; van der and
Garrone, 1990). It has been almost 150 years since the term
‘collagen’ (from the Greek work κολλα, which means glue) was
first adopted in the English language. This protein that yields
gelatin upon boiling made its early appearance in evolution in
primitive animals such as jellyfish, coral and sea anemones
(Bergeon, 1967). Today the collagen family of proteins consists of
28 different types and are used as a versatile biomaterial for
delivery of drugs as well as for cosmetic purposes (e.g. Chanel
cosmetics- lip balm). They elicit a huge worldwide research
activity, marked every year by the publishing of several books
and numerous papers. Collagens belong to one of the following 6
sub-categories: the fibril-forming collagens, the network forming
collagens, the fibril-associated collagens with interrupted triple
helices, the beaded filament collagens, collagens of anchoring
filaments, and the collagens with a trans-membrane domain
(Prockop and Kivirikko, 1995). In addition there exist a number of
proteins not defined as collagens, yet they contain one or more
collagenous

domain.

This

category

includes

collagenQ,

conglutinin and surfactant proteins.
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Figure 1.10: Cartoon emphasizing the importance of collagen.
Cartoon adapted from Prockop’s review published in 1998 which
emphasizes the importance of collagen in a humorous way and shows
that the word collagen has began to appear in lay press (originally
published in ‘the New Yorker’ magazine). Adapted from: Prockop DJ
Matrix Bio (1998).

Figure 1.11: The collagen triple helix.
The collagen triple helix is depicted in this diagram where the
arrangement of the 3 chains can be visualized. Note that all collagen
molecules are made up of 3 polypeptide chains. There are molecules,
including type I collagen, which are heterotrimers composed of two
distinct chains; other collagen molecules composed of 3 distinct chains.
Moreover, some collagen molecules, including type III collagen are
only made up of 3 α1 identical chains.
Adapted from:
http://openlearn.open.ac.uk/file.php/1605/SK183_1_005i.jpg
(last accessed 03-11-08).
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It is worthy of note that even though all these molecules contain a
collagenous domain, they do not participate in the ECM and for
that reason they do not satisfy the definition of a collagen.

Figure 1.10 is adapted from a review published 1998 and shows
that the collagen molecules have received publicity based on
their importance and illustrates that people outside the science
and

medicine

field

have

started

appreciating

collagen’s

importance. The collagen family plays a central role in forming
the architectural scaffold of tissues as well as in promoting cell
behaviour. In many tissues the principal scaffold is made of
collagen

networks.

All

collagen

proteins

are

made

of

3

polypeptide chains and form the characteristic collagen structure
(Hulmes, 1992) (Figure 1.11). The structure of collagen is made
up

by

collagenous

as

well

as

non-collagenous

domains.

Importantly, type I collagen is the most prominent component of
ECM.

The fibrillar collagen provide support for the body in the skeleton,
vessels, internal organs, skin, blood and the nerves. They exhibit
a structural and size similarity and they are composed of about
337

Gly-X-Y

repeats

per

chain,

where

X

is

usually

a

hydroxylproline and Y is a proline (Figure 1.12).
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Type I Collagen
Type I collagen belongs to the fibril-forming subgroup of the
collagen family.

Each molecule is typically a heterotrimer

composed of two alpha1 (α1) and one alpha2 (α2) chains
(Myllyharju and Kivirikko, 2004) coiled around each other in the
characteristic collagen triple helix which was discussed above
(Figure 1.11). However, a small subset of type I collagen can be
formed by 3 alpha1 chains and produce α1 homotrimers which are
by definition composed of 3 α1chains, the expression of this
subset of type I collagen is involved in disease and will be
discussed later on in more detail.

Type I collagen is the first collagen that was discovered therefore
it was given the name ‘type I’. Type I collagen is secreted as a
propeptide which needs to be cleaved by specific proteases to
produce mature molecules of collagen that would participate in
forming of fibrils. Paradoxically, even though most tissues contain
type I collagen, its production is mainly confined to fibroblasts,
ondotoplasts

and

osteoblasts.

The

two

discrete

chains

are

produced as pro-collagen chains followed by several steps of
post-translational modification, which allow it to adopt its mature
form. The protein has a number of functions and it is the major
collagen form that is expressed in response to injury.
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Figure 1.12: The collagen structure.
Collagen is a fibrous protein that consists of 3 α-chains that form a
rope-like triple helix, providin g tensile strength to the ECM. α chains
contain GXY repeats: glycine (G) is small, and is the only amino acid
that fits in the crowded interior of the triple helix. X is usually proline,
which destabilises the formation of a simple α-helix and Y is usually
hydroxyproline; the hydrogen-bonding between the OH groups on this
hydroxylated form of proline stabilises the triple helix.

Picture adapted from:
http://www.steve.gb.com/images/molecules/proteins/collagen_(alp
ha_chain).jpg
(last accessed 03-11-08).
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Genetic disease and type I Collagen

Osteogenesis imperfecta is a genetic disease characterized by
extremely

fragile

bones.

Genetic

studies

showed

that

the

aetiology of the disease is linked to mutations in the coding
sequence of either the COL1A1 or COL1A2. So far there are more
than 140 different mutations identified in these genes (Kuivaniemi
et al., 1997). The mutations present on the coding sequence of
the two genes that make up the type I collagen molecule can
have different effects depending on the nature of the mutation
(Faqeih, 2009). Some of the most serious ones are associated
with production of normal amounts of COL1A2 but one of the two
types of chains, which make up collagen, is abnormal which has
deleterious effects on bones (Khillan, 1991). The reasons why
such mutations are serious and cause damage are firstly because
the abnormal chains cannot fold correctly and interfering with
collagen folding can lead to abnormal fibril networks. In which
case,

the

incompletely

folded

triple

helical

molecules

are

degraded intracellularly resulting in a phenomenon known as the
‘procollagen suicide’ (Prockop, 1989). Other mutations do not
prevent appropriate folding in the triple helix but rather prevent
proper fibril assembly. Furthermore, it has been shown that a
mutation in the COL1A1 gene, at position 748 which causes a
cysteine to glycine change, results in a kink in the triple helix and
dysfunctional fibril assembly (Kadler et al., 2007). A third class of
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mutations

alter

the

mechanical

properties

of

the

fibrils

by

imposing relatively subtle changes in their structure (Raff et al.,
2000). Finally there are reports of null mutations, which are
usually associated with a premature stop codon (Zankl et al.,
2005; De et al., 2000). In those cases a decreased expression of
collagen is the end product which produces a less severe, milder
form of osteogenesis imperfecta.

Another disease associated with mutations of the collagen genes
is an autosomal dominant genetic disease, named Ehlers-Danlos
syndrome type VIIA and VIIB. The mutations are rare and occur in
the COL1A1 for type VIIA and COL1A2 for type VIIB. These
mutations interfere with normal splicing of exon 6 affecting the
splice donor site of intron 7 or the splice acceptor site of intron 5
(Byers et al., 1997), leading to loss of the cleavage site of the Nterminal propeptide of collagen. The removal of the cleavage site
results in partially processed collagen molecules participating in
fibril formation, which as a consequence, fail to provide the
normal, amount of tensile strength to different tissues.

Excessive expression and accumulation of collagen fibres is also
associated with non-genetic disorders such as tissue fibrosis and
will be described in more detail below.
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1.3 EUKARYOTIC TRANSCRIPTIONAL CONTROL

The central dogma of molecular biology describes the two-step
process, transcription and translation, by which the information in
genes flows into proteins: DNA → RNA → protein (Crick, 1970).

Over the past forty years, there has been an enormous body of
work on gene regulation.
transcription

in

This work has revealed that gene

eukaryotic

organisms

is

an

extraordinarily

intricate biochemical process, which is tightly regulated at many
levels. Growth and development are essential aspects of life; the
regulation

as

well

as

coordination

of

these

processes,

in

response to hormonal or environmental stimuli, necessitates a
dynamic control of the expression of thousands of genes in every
organism (Panning and Taatjes, 2008). Every eukaryotic cell
carries a great amount of genetic information, which encodes
approximately 100,000 proteins, less than predicted (Heger et al.,
2009;Khan et al., 1992). Cells produce specialized proteins,
termed transcription factors (TFs), which are master regulators of
gene expression. In addition to regions of DNA that encode
proteins, the genome contains gigantic amounts of cis-acting
regulatory DNA which remains un-translated and is therefore noncoding (Veenstra and Wolffe, 2001). These so-called cis-acting
elements are responsible for directing spatial and temporal
patterns

of

expression

in

response

to

developmental

and
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metabolic requirements. The cis-acting elements are normally
found in the promoters and the enhancers of target genes. TFs,
by recognizing the cis-acting sequence and subsequently binding
to it, can either promote a repression or more classically an
enhancement of the transcriptional rates of the target gene
(Lemon and Tjian, 2000; Riano-Pachon et al., 2008). Approaches
using molecular genetics techniques have been used for many
decades in order to identify and characterize cis-acting DNA
sequences required gene regulation in eukaryotes. The cis-acting
sequences are modular in nature, consisting of arrays of short
recognition

elements

that interact with

specific transcription

factors (Kothapalli et al., 2008). Despite the fact that many genes
have been cloned and have been found to act as transcription
factors and that the respective proteins have been purified, the
mechanisms by which TFs regulate gene expression remain
vague. Positive and negative regulatory elements that function
only in specific cell types or in response to extracellular inducers
have been identified. A number of cases of tissue-specific gene
expression involve the activation of pre-existing TFs, rather than
the initiation of synthesis of new TFs that would regulate the
process. This activation of pre-existing TFs may involve covalent
modification of the protein and/or allosteric changes in their
structure.

Maniatis

et

al

suggested

in

1987

that

those

modifications of regulatory proteins may play a central role in the
mechanisms of eukaryotic gene regulation (Maniatis et al., 1987).
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The pre-initiation complex

The transcriptional machinery has a pivotal role in maintaining
cellular

homeostasis

by

regulating

gene

expression.

In

eukaryotes, transcription of the genetic information of DNA is
transcribed to different forms of RNA, including messenger RNA
(mRNA)

and

non-coding

RNA

(nc-RNA).

The

protein

that

facilitates this process is called RNA polymerase II (pol II) and is
a 12-subunit DNA dependant enzyme. Pol II associates with the
promoter region of any given gene and the formation of a stable
initiation complex is an essential requirement for successful gene
transcription. In the pre-initiation complex (PIC), the general
transcription factors, TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE,

TFIIF and TFIIH,

associate with the promoter region of the gene (Hahn, 2004;
Borggrefe et al., 2001; Fan et al., 1996). The PIC associates with
3 distinct elements on the promoters of several genes. Those
elements include: the TATA box element (not all promoters have
a TATA box though) which is usually located -30bp from the
transcriptional start site, the initiator element and finally the
downstream promoter element, see Figure 1.13 for details of the
locations of the different elements. In general, the region that
encompasses

the

TATA

box,

the

initiator

and

downstream

promoter element (DPE) is termed the core or proximal promoter
for any given gene. From the general TFs, it is known that TFIID
is the first to bind to the DNA along with the TATA-binding protein
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(TBP) and is responsible for the recognition of the TATA box as
well as the DPE. TFIIB is the next to enter the PIC and the
subunits TFIIB-TFIID-DNA are recognized by the pol II- TFIIF
complex. After pol II has stably associate with the core promoter
TFIIE and TFIIH bind to the PIC. Once the PIC is complete
(composed of all the general TFs and pol II) the subsequent
events

leading

to

efficient transcription

are

summarized

as

initiation, promoter escape, abortive transcription, elongation and,
finally, transcription termination (Saunders et al., 2006). Figure
1.13 shows diagrammatically the association of RNA pol II with
the DNA required for switching on gene transcription.
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Figure

1.13:

Fundamental

elements

of

eukaryotic

transcriptional

control.
The

proximal

promoter

sequence

contains

the

initiation

element

responsible, the downstream promoter element (DPE) and the TATA
box (TATA). RNA pol II recognises the TATA- DPE - initiator elements
and binds with high affinity in order to switch transcription on. Not all
genes, though, contain a TATA box in their proximal promoters.
Enhancer elements (green box) are found in many genes and have
been shown to also be able to bind transcription factors with high
affinity.

During

stage

2

of

transcription,

sequence-specific

transcription factors have to bind to the relevant regulatory cis-acting
elements. In this diagram the TFs include specificity protein-1 (SP1,
green), CCAAT binding- protein (CBF), and nuclear factor-kappa B
(NF-κB, blue).
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Enhancers and co-ordinately expressed genes
Enhancers

and

tissue-specific

elements

were

traditionally

identified in transient co-transfection experiments as well as in
stable transfections and transgenic animal models (Hogan, 1983;
Mautner et al., 1995). Historically, enhancers were identified as
cis-acting DNA sequences that increase transcription in a manner
that is independent of orientation and distance relative to the
transcriptional start site of the gene (Ornitz et al., 1987).
However work done over the years has changed the view of the
name enhancers and has broadened to describe a number of
different phenomena (Muller et al., 2002). Those phenomena
include elements that merely increase transcription and elements
that promote specific expression patterns. Usually there are
several separate tissue-specific cis-acting elements found in
genes that are expressed in a number of different spatial and
temporal patterns. Moreover, those separate cis-acting elements
control the overall regulation program. Those elements can be
defined as tissue-specific enhancer and tend to contain clusters
of transcription factor binding sites (Davidson et al., 2002;
Arnone and Davidson, 1997). Many genes that exhibit tissuespecific

expression

are

also

coordinately

expressed.

Unlike

bacteria, eukaryotes contain, coordinately expressed genes that
are not always positioned near to each other and therefore not
controlled in the same gene locus domain. An example of
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coordinately expressed genes is the haemoglobin family, which
consists of two α- and two β- globin genes that encode for the
equivalent

polypeptide

chains

that

make

up

the

molecule

haemoglobin. The genes that encode for the α and β chains are
located on different, separate, chromosomes in humans. Type I
collagen is also made up of two different genes which are located
on separate chromosomes on the human genome, 17 and 7
respectively. For many years it has been hypothesized that genes
that are expressed at the same developmental stage and tissue
should be under the control of similar transcription factors and
cis-acting DNA elements.
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The collagen genes
The knowledge of collagen gene structure has a number of
significant applications. Providing a necessary database for the
identification of mutations in collagen genes that cause human
diseases is one of them. Often in the collagen genes, just like in
genes not related to collagen there exist normal variations, the
knowledge

of

which

is

fundamental

in

understanding

the

functional properties of the protein. In addition, some of these
normal variations may even turn out to be potently predisposing
to common diseases (Kivirikko, 1970). The knowledge of gene
structures across distant phyla is used in evolutionary studies to
identify functionally important domains in the protein structure
and within the regulatory regions. The use of genomic sequences
has provided a necessary tool for many molecular biological
studies including gene regulation and elucidation of protein
function. Collagen genes and their loci have been named with the
prefix COL, followed by an Arabic number denoting the collagen
type, the letter A, and another Arabic number for the α-chain in
question. The gene names are usually written in italics. Those
encoding human polypeptides are written with upper case letters,
whereas

lower

case

letters

are

used

to

differentiate

the

corresponding genes in mouse or chicken. The collagen genes
are scattered throughout the genome. Genes encoding collagens,
typically, span large genomic areas and consist of multiple exons
that have some common characteristics due to the repeating Gly66

X-Y unit structure (Vuorio and De, 1990 and Chu et al., 1983).
Hence,

the

structure

of

the

genes

encoding

fibril-forming

collagens is similar. However, those encoding non-fibril-forming
collagens are more heterogeneous. The region encoding the
triple-helical domain of the major fibril-forming collagens, types IIII, consists of 41-42 exons, all of which are multiples of 9bp.
Most exons are 54bp in size, but can also be multiples of 54bp or
combinations of 45bp and 54bp exons. Moreover, each exon
starts with a complete codon for glycine and therefore codes for a
discrete

number

of

Gly-X-Y–units.

Because

of

the

high

evolutionary conservation among the fibrillar collagen genes, it
has been proposed that the ancestral gene arose by amplification
of a 54bp exon unit. Additionally, the minor fibrillar collagens
genes, including types V and XI, have a large number of 54bp
exons, thus supporting the hypothesis of a 54bp ancestor exon.
Although their structures otherwise diverse considerably from that
of the major ones, indicating a separate evolutionary pathway
(Takahara et al., 1999 and Vuoristo et al., 1996).

The triple helix encoding regions of non fibril-forming collagen
genes contain 36bp and 63bp exons or other sizes that are
multiples of 9bp, therefore not reflecting the 54bp exons found in
fibrill-forming collagen genes. The presence of imperfections in
the Gly-X-Y sequences, and the occurrence of split codons,
further accounts for the variation in the exon sizes (Vuorio and
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De, 1990).

The coordinate function of a multiplicity of regulatory elements
located in the core promoter and enhancer areas is required to
ensure that the collagen genes are expressed at controlled rates
and in their specific locations in adult as well as in developing
tissue.

In

addition,

further

modulation

of

collagen

gene

expression, is provided by various cytokines and hormones
(Vuorio and De, 1990). Type XV collagen expression was,
reported to be enhanced by TGFβ and reduced by tumour
necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) and interleukin-1β (IL-1β )(Kivirikko et
al., 1999;Kivirikko, 1970).

Structurally,

the

collagen

genes

are

divided

into

two

sub-

categories based on the characteristics in their core promoter
areas. These sub-categories are “tissue-specific genes”, which
have TATA boxes specifying the precise position of transcription
initiation, including COL1A2. Moreover, housekeeping genes that
lack TATA boxes, but have instead high GC-content and multiple
transcriptional start sites. The genes belonging into the latter
category are transcribed widely in many tissues, but at low levels.
Of

the

collagen

genes,

those

encoding

the

major

fibrillar

collagens, COL1A1 (Bornstein, 2002;Bornstein and Sage, 1989),
COL2A1 (Metsaranta et al., 1991) and COL3A1 (son-Chanda et
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al., 1989), the COL10A1 encoding the highly specialized collagen
of hypertrophic chondrocytes (Apte and Olsen, 1993), and the
downstream promoter initiating the synthesis of the corneaspecific transcript of collagen IX (Pihlajamaa et al., 1998) belong
to the tissue-specific gene category. COL4A3-A4 (Momota et al.,
1998), COL5A1 (Lee and Greenspan, 1995), COL7A1 (Christiano
et al., 1994), COL9A2-A3 (Paassilta et al., 1999), COL11A2
(Vandenberg et al., 1996), Col13a1 (Kvist et al., 1999), the
promoter 1 of Col18a1 (Rehn et al., 1996), and the downstream
promoter of COL6A2 (Saitta and Chu, 1994) all belong to the
housekeeping

gene

category.

Furthermore,

some

collagen

promoters, including COL4A5 and COL4A6 (Sugimoto et al.,
1994) and the promoter 2 of Col18a1 (Rehn et al., 1996), lack
both TATA- and GC-boxes, but contain CCAAT boxes. Others,
however, lack the above mentioned proximal promoter elements,
and examples of these are COL6A1 (Bonaldo et al., 1993) and the
upstream promoter of the cartilage-specific transcript of collagen
IX (Pihlajamaa et al., 1998).

There are several ways to identify and characterize the regulatory
elements.

Putative

cis-acting

regulatory

elements

can

be

identified by sequence analysis of the 5’ and 3’-flanking areas of
the genes and followed by searching for possible binding sites for
known transcription factors. Moreover, the functional significance
of the putative cis-acting elements and corresponding putative
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transcription
including

factors

must

DNA-protein

immunoprecipitation
researchers

utilized

be

determined

binding

(ChIP)

assays

assays.

information

by

other

and

In

chromatin

several

provided

by

means,

studies

phylogenic

conservation studies of critical regulatory elements (collagens I,
II, V and X) (Antoniv et al., 2001; Thomas et al., 1995; Truter et
al., 1992; Vikkula et al., 1992). A powerful experimental system to
study elements conferring tissue-specificity in intact animals is
provided

by

transgenic

mice

and

more

recently

also

by

nematodes (Knott, 2009; Liu, 2005), zebra fish (Gibbs, 2000;
Krauss,

1993),

and

frogs

(Loeber,

2009;

Ogino,

2006).

Characteristically, a potential regulatory sequence is fused to a
reporter gene, such as β -galactosidase, luciferase, or green
fluorescent protein, introduced into the mouse germline, and the
expression of the reporter gene is monitored in tissues (Hogan et
al., 1994). This strategy has been used in the identification of the
chondrocyte-specific elements in the first intron of Col2a1 gene
(Zhou et al., 1998), in the identification of osteoblast-specific
elements in the promoter of COL1A1 gene (Rossert et al., 1996),
in the study of isoform specificity in the expression patterns of
collagen XVIII, cle-1, in C. elegans (Ackley et al., 2001) and the
identification of fibroblast-specific expression of COL1A2 (BouGharios et al., 1996).
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Similarly, the promoter efficacy can be studied in vitro in transient
transfection assays using reporter gene constructs, which, when
combined

with

footprinting

cotransfection,

assays

and

DNA-protein

site-directed

binding

assays,

mutagenesis,

reveal

functional characteristics of the promoter, such as the critical
regulatory elements implicated in gene expression. This strategy
has been successfully used in the identification of regulatory
elements conferring the liver-specificity of promoter 2 of the
Col18a1 gene (Lietard et al., 2000).

Transcriptional control of type I collagen

Expression

of

COL1A1

and

COL1A2

genes

is

coordinately

regulated in a variety of physiological and pathological processes
(Sengupta, 2005). In many of these situations the control of the
two genes occurs at a transcriptional level; which would provide
indirect evidence that the two genes are regulated by similar
transcription

machinery.

The

COL1A1

and

COL1A2

core

promoters have been shown to contain a number of tissue
specific cis-acting elements as well as ubiquitous elements
(Moser, 1996; Sokolov, 1995; Rippe, 1989).

COL1A1
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In order to identify the regulatory elements of COL1A1, studies
employing transgenic mice, were performed using a region that
lies between -3521 and +115bp relative to the COL1A1 start site.
This untranslated region has been shown to be capable of
specific and high transcriptional activity in osteoblasts when
constructs were linked to chloramhenicol acetyltransferase (CAT)
reporter gene (Ivkosic et al., 2006;Bogdanovic et al., 1994).
Additionally, in an independent study, it was shown that the
COL1A1 promoter has the ability to express in osteoblasts in vitro
via a TAAT motif (Dodig et al., 1996). Furthermore, in an attempt
to find the regulatory protein that binds the TAAT motif and
promotes

osteoblast-specific

concluded

that

the

protein

expression,
is

an

activator

the
that

investigators
contains a

homeodomain, but the exact identity of the protein was not
discovered. In addition, a study carried out by Ivkosic et al.
demonstrated that a DNA element, governing the sequence
between -1683 and +115bp upstream the COL1A1 start site, is
important for fibroblast expression but failed to specify the
transcription factors involved in the pathway (Ivkosic et al., 2006).
Additionally, it was demonstrated that a similar construct (-1719
to +115bp) driving CAT expression in transgenic mice did not
have the ability to promote expression in cells extracted from the
teeth of the mice (Thomas et al., 1995). In parallel, Krempen et al
discovered a mouse DNA element that is located between -18 and
-19.5kb relative to the mouse COL1A1 start site exhibited correct
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spatial and temporal COL1A1 expression in transgenic mice
(Krempen et al., 1999). Moreover, in the same study a region
between -7 to -8kb relative to the mouse COL1A1 start site was
found to specifically enhance the expression of the promoter in
the uteri of the transgenic mice, and therefore was termed the
COL1A1 enhancer. Finally, in a study by Bedalov et al. (1995) a
DNA fragment of 49bp within the previously identified mouse
COL1A1 regulatory promoter/enhancer

region was

shown

to

promote bone-specific expression. The regulatory regions that
promote full expression of COL1A1 in vivo are not fully described
despite the large number of studies that have been conducted the
past thirty years.

COL1A2

The 5’ untranslated DNA sequence of the human COL1A2 gene
that lies between -376 and +52bp from the transcriptional start
site has been proposed to act as the minimal region that is
required for transcriptional activation of COL1A2 in vitro (Boast et
al., 1990) (Figure 1.14). There is 90% homology between the
mouse and human DNA sequence for the promoter of the COL1A2
(Akai et al., 1999). However, there are some DNA cis-acting
elements that are different between the proximal promoter of the
mouse compared to the human. The region between -101 and 72bp relative to the COL1A2 transcriptional start site contains an
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inverted CCAAT box motif that is shared between the human and
the mouse promoters (Karsenty and De, 1990). It has been
proposed and clearly demonstrated that CCAAT-binding factor
(CBF) binds to the inverted CCAAT box in both the mouse and the
human promoters (Collins et al., 1998). The role of the binding of
CBF to the COL1A2 promoter has been tested by site-directed
mutagenesis to alter the CCAAT box and thus disrupt binding of
CBF. These experiments have clearly shown that binding of the
CBF factor to the COL1A2 promoter is necessary for normal
transcriptional activity of the human COL1A2 gene. CBF is formed
by 3 different subunits, named A, B and C (Maity and De, 1998),
it has been shown that all 3 subunits are needed for CBF to bind
to the -80bp CCAAT box on the COL1A2 promoter. Mutations in
the CCAAT box (which prevent CBF from binding to that site)
decreased COL1A2 promoter activity up to 5 times in transfection
experiments (Karsenty et al., 1988). Finally, when CBF was
transfected to cultures of cells previously depleted of CBF is
shown to activate transcription of COL1A2 (Coustry et al., 1995).

An element located downstream the CCAAT box, named the
collagen modulating element (CME), was shown to bind a protein
which

was

determined

by

the

investigators

as

a

novel

transcription factor but they were unable to identify the protein
(Collins

et

al.,

1997).

Moreover,

Inagaki

showed

that

the

sequences between -313 and -286bp contain a SP1 site and the
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investigators showed that this SP1 site is involved in TGFβ
mediated

induction

(Inagaki

et

al.,

1994).

Additionally,

elimination of binding of SP1 in the promoter by site-directed
mutagenesis of the corresponding cis-acting elements resulted
loss of expression in osteoblasts in vivo in transgenic mice
(Tanaka et al., 2004). Chung et al. 1996 have shown that AP1
binds to the DNA sequence between -265 and -241bp and plays a
significant role in mediating the TGFβ induction of COL1A2 and
this work was validated by work from {Liberati, 1999 5 /id}. The
human COL1A2 proximal promoter also contains a binding site for
the repressive CCAAT/enhancer binding proteins (C/EBPs) at
position -360bp relative to the transcriptional start site of the
gene. The C/EBP site has been shown to mediate the TNF-α
signal and is therefore involved in negative regulation of the
COL1A2 gene in vitro (Greenwel et al., 2000). In addition, in a
study by Kouba et al. TNF-α was shown to downregulate COL1A2
proximal

promoter

activity

by

binding

to

the

NF-κB

site.

Furthermore, the degree of DNA methylation at position +7bp
relative the transcriptional start site determined the binding
affinity of factor for xbox (RFX) proteins, which are known
negative regulators of transcription (Sengupta et al., 2002).
Furthermore, in a study by Higashi et al. an INF-γ response was
identified in the proximal promoter of COL1A2 in the region
between -161 to -125bp relative to the COL1A2 start site. This
response element was shown to downregulate the expression of
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the promoter in cell transfection assays using a CAT-reporter
gene. Additionally, 5 DNase I hypersensitive sites were identified
that are located within the upstream sequence and first intron of
the COL1A2 gene (Antoniv et al., 2001). The findings are
important

since

hypersensitive

sites

(HS)

in

chromatin

arrangement are structural landmarks and indicate control regions
that

are

involved

in

regulating

tissue-

and

stage-specific

expression of COL1A2. One of the 5 HS sites is located in the
defined proximal promoter and 3 are located in the upstream
region that extends from -20.5 to 19.1kb. One more HS was found
in the region between the proximal promoter and the upstream
sequence at position -2.3kb relative to the start site. To add to
the findings, it was showed that the hypersensitive site that is
located in the first intron of COL1A2 can repress reporter gene
expression in transgenic mice (Antoniv et al., 2005). Additionally,
in the same study, mutations in this particular region restored the
ability of the promoter to express the reporter gene. Also, GATA4 and interferon regulated factor 1 and 2 were found to bind to
the sequence by using gel mobility shift and ChIP assays,
therefore these

proteins

were

correlated

with

the

observed

repression of COL1A2. Thus, the results indicate the significance
of these control regions. Finally, in a relatively recent study
(Ponticos et al., 2004) it was shown that the upstream regulatory
region is absolutely necessary for accurate expression of a LacZ
reporter gene during mouse embryonic development. Additionally,
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more importantly, it was shown that the transgene expression
coincides with the endogenous expression of type I collagen.

A body of work generated at Trojanowska’s lab has identified Fli1, a member of the Ets transcriptional factors, as a negative
regulator of COL1A2 transcription as indicated by transfection
experiments and COL1A2 mRNA and promoter activity (CzuwaraLadykowska et al., 2001). Further investigations showed that the
in vitro results were reproduced in vivo in Fli-1 knockout mice
(Kubo et al., 2003). Moreover, studies from the same group
reported that TGFβ induced displacement of Fli-1 from the
promoter and resulted in an increased of COL1A1 and COL1A2
expression as well as a down-regulation of MMP1 (Nakerakanti et
al., 2006). More recently, they have shown that TGFβ regulates
DNA binding activity of Fli-1 by promoting acetylation in the
p300/CREB

binding

protein-associated

factor

and

therefore

allowing a transcriptional activation of COL1A2 in response to
TGFβ treatment (Asano et al., 2007).

Work conducted in Varga’s group recently demonstrated that
mouse embryonic fibroblasts from CTFG-null mice showed normal
activation of COL1A2 in response to TFG-β between the null and
wild type fibroblasts, suggesting that CTGF is not involved in the
TGFβ-induced activation of COL1A2 in fibroblasts (Mori et al.,
2008).
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A recent study has shown that retinoic acid antagonised TGFβinduced liver fibrosis through regulation of ROS and calcium
influx (Yang et al., 2008) and reducing the binding of SP1 on
COL1A2 promoter and by hindering the translocation of the
phosphorylated form of Smad3 to the nucleus (Yang et al., 2008).

It has been reported by Okano that Rack-1, which is a binding
partner of Smad3, did not alter phosphorylation of Smad3 but it
decreased its expression and its ability to bind the Smad binding
element motif (Okano et al., 2006). More recently, studies from
the same group have shown that cells transfected with Galectin-1,
which
showed

is

known

to

suppressed

prevent

experimental

transcriptional

glumerulonephritis,

activity

of

COL1A2

in

response to TGFβ treatment {Okano, 2008 9 /id}. Even though
Galectin-1

had

no

effect

on

phosphorylation

of

Smad3,

it

decreased the binding interaction of Smad3 to the Smad binding
element on COL1A2 promoter (Okano et al., 2008).
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Figure 1.14: Representation of the trans-acting factors and cis-acting
regulatory elements of COL1A2.
A number of transcription factors, illustrated diagrammatically, have
been shown to bind to the COL1A2 proximal promoter and either direct
an increase or suppression of the gene in vitro and in vivo.
Adapted from: Ramirez et al. 2006.

1.5 PROJECT AIMS

Given that type I collagen is an important ECM molecule,
synthesised by various cells in almost all organs, understanding
its transcriptional regulation in renal cells in response to profibrotic stimuli can inform the development of novel therapeutic
approaches that might prove successful in treating tissue fibrosis.

Specific project aims:
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1. Identify minimal cis-acting DNA sequences that confer basal
transcriptional regulation of COL1A2 in a kidney-specific
manner in vitro using renal and lung fibroblasts.
2. Validate the expression in vivo with the use of transgenic
COL1A2 reporter mice.
3. Identify novel transcription factors interacting with COL1A2
that are involved in regulating mRNA expression of COL1A2
in kidney fibroblasts in vitro.
4. Characterize DNA/protein interactions that are important for
COL1A2 transcription in response to TGFβ and hypoxia.
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2.1 MAMMALIAN CELL CULTURE
Cell lines
Human kidney fibroblasts were obtained from normal or fibrotic
kidneys (generous gift from Professor F. Strutz, Germany). TK173
and TK188 isolation, immortalisation and characteristics are
described in literature (Muller et al., 1995). In brief, primary
kidney fibroblasts isolated from normal interstitium or a kidney
with tubulointerstitial fibrosis, were immortalised by transfection
with the RSV-40 gene. NIH 3T3 are mouse embryonic fibroblastic
cell line commercially-available from ATCC. The cells are well
described in literature (Noda et al., 1986). In brief, NIH3T3
fibroblasts

were isolated

from a

Swiss mouse

embryo

and

immortalised using reverse transcriptase enzyme. The WI26
human diploid cell line was derived by L. Hayflick from normal
embryonic

(3-month

gestation)

lung

tissue

of

a

female

(Stanbridge et al., 1969).
Maintenance of cells
To thaw the cells, cryovials (Nunc, Germany) were removed from
liquid nitrogen and quickly thawed in a 37 o C water bath. The
thawed

cells

were

then

transferred

into

pre-warmed

DMEM

(Invitrogen, UK) media supplemented with 10% (v:v) Fetal Bovine
Serum

(FBS)

and

1%

(v/v)

penicillin/streptomycin

(P/S)

(Invitrogen). The cells were maintained in T25 or T75 flasks
(Helena, UK) in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% (v:v)
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carbon dioxide (CO 2 ). Medium replaced with fresh every 24 hours
and cells were incubated at 37 o C until they reached 70-90%
confluency. Cell lines, when confluent, were then sub-cultured by
washing the cell monolayer with 1XPBS following incubation with
trypsin/EDTA up to 5 minutes or until they were completely
detached. FCS-containing media was added to the flask in order
to inhibit the action of trypsin and cells were centrifuged; cell
pellet was resuspended in DMEM, transferred into tissue culture
flasks

and

cells

were

then

incubated

at

37 o C

humidified

atmosphere, 5% (v/v) CO 2 .

Cryopreservation
Following trypsinisation and centrifugation, the cell pellet was resuspended in DMEM medium containing 20% (v:v) FBS and 10%
DMSO

and

were

placed

into

cryovials,

which

were

frozen

overnight at -80 o C in an isopropanol freezing container. Finally
cryovials were transferred to the liquid nitrogen the next day.

2.2 TRANSIENT DNA TRANSFECTIONS
Seeding of the cells
Cells were trypsinised using the standard sub-culture protocol.
Variation to the standard protocol, that was only carried out as
part of preparing cells for transfection included passing cells
through a syringe (1 ml) attached to a needle (27 G) in order to
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ensure that they were in single cell suspension. Then, they were
re-suspended in 10ml media and 10µl of that was transferred in
an eppendorf with 10µl of Trypan Blue (Sigma), an exclusion
stain that stains blue the non-respiring cells. Cell number were
estimated by taking 3 averages. Cell number were then adjusted
with addition of the calculated volume of DMEM media and cells
were seeded in 12-well plates (BD biosciences) at 3 x 10 ^ 4/1ml
using 1ml per well. Then, they were incubated at 37 o C humidified
atmosphere 5% (v/v) CO 2 for 24 hours, in DMEM supplemented
with 10% (v/v) FCS, before transfection.
Transfection protocol
The aim of this technique was to use liposomes, in order to
deliver a number of plasmid DNA constructs into mammalian cells.
Achieving good transfection efficiency was vital in the nature of
the experiments and therefore I optimised Roche’s Fugene 6
protocol by varying the following parameters one at the time and
fixing cells following by x-gal staining to determine transfectants
compared to non-stained untransfected cells:
1) cell number at seeding
2) days/hours

between

seeding

and

adding

transfection

reagent
3) amount of DNA/ purity of DNA
4) amount of transfection reagent
5) time between transfection and lysis of cells
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For normal and fibrotic fibroblasts the optimised conditions are
as follow: cells were seeded at 4.5x10^5/ml in 12 well plates in
10% serum, 12 hours later DNA/ Fugene 6 (Roche Applied
Sciences, Germany) was added in a ration 3:1 (3μl fugene:
1μg DNA) and they were harvested 72 hours later.
Reporter gene assay
48 or 72 hours post-transfection medium was removed and the
cell monolayer washed with cold 1xPBS twice, then 100µl of lysis
buffer (component of Dual-light Tropix detection kit) was added
per well and cells were removed from the wells by scraping. They
were transferred into eppendorf tubes and centrifuged at 4 o C 800
xg for 5 min in order to pellet and remove cellular debris. The
cleared supernatant, containing cell lysates, was then transferred
into new eppendorf tube and stored at -20 o C.

Cell lysates (10µl-20µl) was transferred in 8x50mm cuvettes
(Promega, UK) and mixed with 12.5µl of buffer A (Dual-light
Tropix, Bedford). Galacton plus and buffer B were mixed together
(both components of the tropix kit) in a 1:100 ratio. 50µl of
galacton/Buffer B was added to each one of the cuvettes was
immediately added into the luminometer (Promega) for analysis of
expression of LacZ. Once samples were analysed for luciferase,
they were then incubated for 60 minutes in order for the chemical
reaction to completely finish and then Accelerator II solution
(component of Tropix kit) was added and samples were analysed
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using a luminometer, for LacZ activity. The first reading reflected
the luciferase activity, while the second (after 60 minutes)
reflected

the

β-galactosidase

(β-gal)

activity.

Luciferase

expression was used as an experimental control to normalise
transfection efficiency thus to obtain a relative β-gal activity.

β-gal activity
luciferase activity

=

Relative β-galactosidase
activity

Each experiment was performed in triplicate and repeated 3 times,
unless stated otherwise.

2.3 PREPARATION OF NUCLEIC ACIDS

Small-scale DNA extraction
DH5α (dam + ) was the Escherichia coli (E. coli) strain used for
transformation experiments (New England Biolabs, USA). A single
colony of transformed E. coli was inoculated into 4 ml of Luria
Broth (LB) supplemented with 100µg/µl ampicillin and incubated
for 18 hours at 37 o C, at 250rpm in shaking incubator (Innova
4430, Jencons, Germany). After 18 hours, 1.5 ml of bacteria was
transferred into an eppendorf and centrifuged at 700 x g for 1 min.
The supernatant was removed and in the same eppendorf tube
another 1.5 ml of bacteria was added and centrifuged. The
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supernatant was once more removed and 100 µl of P1 (resuspension buffer, plasmid extraction kit, Qiagen, Germany)
solution was added and the tube was mixed well to ensure that
the bacteria were completely resuspended in P1 buffer. Once the
bacteria were re-suspended, then 100 µl P2 (lysis buffer, Plasmid
extraction kit, Qiagen) was added. The contents of the tube were
mixed by inverting the tube 4 times, and incubated at room
temperature for 5 minutes. The presence of high pH and sodium
dodecyl sulphate (SDS) in the buffer led to the release of
denatured plasmid and genomic DNA as well as proteins. Then,
100 µl of P3 (neutralisation buffer, Plasmid extraction kit, Qiagen)
was added, the tube was inverted 10 times and incubated on ice
for 5 minutes. Then centrifugation followed at 12,000 x g for 5
minutes. The supernatant was transferred into clean eppendorf
and 800µl (ice cold) pure ethanol was added. After centrifugation
at 12,000 x g for 5 minutes (in order to ethanol precipitate the
plasmid DNA), the supernatant was removed and the pelleted
DNA was washed with 800µl ethanol (70%). The supernatant was
once more removed and the pellet was left for 20 minutes to airdry. Next the pellet was re-suspended in 30µl distilled H 2 O. The
purified plasmid was then digested with appropriate restriction
enzymes

and

electrophoresed

in

a

1%

(w:v)

agarose

gel,

supplemented with ethidium bromide (0.1 µg/µl). The gel was
photographed using UV light and the quality of the plasmid was
determined by looking at the bands. The DNA was stored -20 o C.
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Large-scale DNA extraction

The same protocol as described above was used for the large
scale preparation. In brief, 4 ml bacterial culture was incubated
for 18 hours 37 o C and then 100 µl from that original culture was
transferred into a 100 ml of LB and incubated 37 o C 250rpm for 18
hours. LB was used with appropriate selection antibiotics.
The DNA extraction was then carried out using a qiagen Plasmid
maxi kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s protocol. The
overnight culture of bacteria was then centrifuged at 3,000 x g for
30 minutes. After the centrifugation supernatant was discarded
and the pellet was re-suspended in 10 ml P1. 10 ml P2 was added
and mixed by inverting the tube, incubated at room temperature
for 5 minutes. 10 ml of P3 was added and the tube was mixed by
inverting 10 times then the tube was incubated on ice for 30
minutes. After the incubation, tube was centrifuged at 12,000 x g
for 30 minutes. After the 30 minutes, the supernatant was
transferred in a Qiagen equilibrated tip. The tip was then washed
twice with washing buffer (Qiagen) and then the DNA was eluted
in 30 ml elution buffer (Qiagen). Then 10ml of isopropanol was
added to the eluate and tubes were centrifuged at 13,000 x g for
another 30 minutes. Supernatant was discarded and the pellet
was resuspended in 70% alcohol in order to wash the DNA and
remove impurities. The pelleted DNA was then resuspended in
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appropriate buffer (e.g. Tris- EDTA). Finally, the quality of the
extraction
determined

and
by

the

concentration

using

a

of

Nanodrop

the

plasmid

DNA

was

spectrophotometer

and

performing electrophoresis of 100ng of DNA in 1% (w:v) agarose
gel at 100 V for 1 hour. The DNA was stored -20 o C.

Total RNA extraction and quantification
Total RNA was extracted from mammalian cells using 1ml of
Trizol (Invitrogen, UK) per T75 flask. After addition of Trizol the
cells were scraped off the plate using a sterile cell scraper and
transferred into autoclaved eppendorf tubes and incubated for 10
minutes at room temperature to allow complete dissociation of the
nucleoprotein complexes. Then 200µl of chloroform (WVR) was
added to the tube and mixed, then the tubes were incubated at
room temperature for 10 minutes and then centrifuged for 15
minutes at 12,000 x g. The upper aqueous phase was then
removed from the tube carefully and placed into a new RNase
free tube, 500µl of isopropanol was added and tubes were mixed
and centrifuged for 15 minutes at 12,000 x g. Finally, the RNA
pellets

were

washed

with

75%

RNase-free

ethanol

and

centrifuged at 9,000 x g for 10 minutes. Ethanol was removed and
the pellet was left for 10 minutes at room temperature to air-dry.
Appropriate amounts of RNase-free water were added and tubes
were incubated for 5 minutes at 50 o C to allow complete re-
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suspension of the RNA. Then the concentration of the samples
was measured by taking 1µl of the RNA sample and using a
Nanodrop spectrophotometer. The purity of RNA was determined
by calculating the A 2 6 0 /A 2 8 0 ratio. Samples were then stored at 80 o C.
Oligonucleotides

A Pubmed search was used to first identify oligonucleotides
already described in the literature. Those unavailable were
manually

designed

according

to

the

following

rules:

where

possible the length of the primer was 18-25bp and the GC content
45-55%. Run of 4 or more consecutive bases that could re-anneal
were avoided. Oligonucleotides were designed using a web-based
program

(www.primer3.com).

The

oligonucleotides

were

purchased from MWG-biotech, Germany and the solid stock was
re-suspended using distilled H 2 O to a concentration of 100nM.
The samples were stored at -20 o C.
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2.4 STANDARD MANIPULATIONS OF DNA

Agarose gel electrophoresis
Agarose gels, (0.5-5%), were made by dissolving appropriate
amounts of ultra-pure agarose (Sigma) in 1x TEA buffer. The
agarose was heated in a microwave until completely dissolved.
Next ethidium bromide was added to a final concentration of
0.1µg/µl in order to allow, under UV exposure, visualisation of the
DNA. The gel was then poured into a gel tray (Biorad) and
allowed to set for approximately 30 minutes at room temperature.
Small (50ml of agarose solution), medium (100ml) or large
(500ml) gel tanks were used depending on the number of samples
and the desired degree of DNA fragment separation. DNA loading
buffer was added in the samples to a final concentration 1x
loading buffer, prior of loading of the samples. The DNA samples
were then loaded onto the gel and electrophoresis was carried
out between 80-100V for up to 2 hours. The migration of the DNA
fragments was visualised by transillumination with ultraviolet light
at

312

nm

(cloning)

and

254

nm

(standard).

The

longer

wavelength was used in order to avoid possible nicks in the
double strand which would make cloning inefficient.
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DNA isolation from agarose gel
Gel extraction kit (Qiagen) was used to extract desired DNA from
the gel according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief,
bands containing the desired DNA fragment were excised from
the gel using a sterile scalpel and transferred to an autoclaved
tube where buffer QC (component of gel extraction kit) was added
and the tube was incubated at 55 o C until the gel completely
dissolved. Then it was transferred to a Qiagen spin column and
centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 1 minute at room temperature to
allow the DNA to bind to the silica membrane. Then the column
was

washed

with

600µl

ethanol-containing

PE-buffer

and

centrifuged at 12,000 x g for 1 minute. Then 10-30µl of elution
buffer

(component

of

gel

extraction

kit)

was

added

and

centrifuged. Electrophoresis of part of the DNA eluate was carried
out in order to determine quality and concentration of the eluted
DNA. Nanodrop spectrophotometer was used to determine the
concentration of the plasmid DNA. Samples were store at -20 o C.

Restriction enzyme digestion of plasmid DNA
The restriction enzymes and buffers used for these experiments
were

purchased

from

New

England

Biolabs

(NEB)

unless

otherwise stated. Protocols provided by NEB were followed. In
brief, 2µl multi-core buffer (10X) was mixed with DNA, 2µl BSA
(10X), 1µl appropriate restriction enzyme and distilled H 2 O up to
20µl. The reactions were incubated at appropriate temperatures,
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determined by the enzyme used, for up to 2 hours and DNA
electrophoresis

was

carried

out

at

100V

for

1

hour.

DNA

fragments were visualised using a Biorad gel documentation
system and pictures were obtained.

2.5 RECOMBINANT DNA PROCEDURES

Blunt-ended DNA ligation
Digesting and blunt-ending the vector aims to produce a double
stranded, nicked plasmid vector and insert (by enzyme digestion)
and secondly to remove any 3’ and 5’ overhangs that might have
been created by the digestion with the restriction enzymes.
Vectors

were

extracted

from

bacterial

cultures

(DH5α).

To

produce donor vectors and appropriate inserts, DNA was digested
with appropriate enzymes and purified with a gel purification kit.
The DNA was then mixed with T4 DNA polymerase (Roche)
supplemented with 2µl (10x) T4 polymerase buffer, 0.2mM dNTP’s
(Promega) and water up to 20µl, in order to remove overhangs.
The reaction was then incubated at 16 o C for 15 minutes and
stopped by addition of EDTA. The insert was prepared by either
amplification of the desired DNA product or by restriction enzyme
digestion of the required fragment. DNA ligations were performed
using T4 DNA ligase (Roche), using vector DNA at 10-20ng
concentration and insert at a 4:1 ratio insert:vector. The formula
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that was followed to determine the molar ratio of the insert is the
following:

x ng of
vector DNA

x

Vector bp

x 4

Insert bp

= ng of insert to be used

In every ligation, a vector self-ligation control was added to
determine the percent false positive clones due to vector selfligation. The ligation reaction was incubated at 16 o C overnight or
for 5 hours at room temperature.
Competent DH5α cell preparation
The method of Chung et al. was used to prepare competent
bacterial cells (Chung et al., 1989). A small amount of DH5α LBglycerol stock was scraped with an inoculating loop and the cells
were streaked on LB agar plates, in order to obtain separation of
single colonies, and incubated at 37 o C overnight. Then a single
colony of E.coli was inoculated in 2ml of LB and incubated
overnight at 37 o C on a shaking platform. The next day the culture
was grown in 50ml of LB at 37 o C until the cells reached an OD 6 0 0
reading of 0.2-0.3. Competent bacteria were then prepared by resuspending the bacterial pellet in 5ml of TTS buffer. Aliquots of
240µl of chemically competent cells (c/c) were stored at -80 o C.
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Transformation of DH5α
The DH5a were thawed on ice and 80µl of bacteria was added to
the ligation reaction, mixed by inverting the tube. The tube was
then incubated on ice for 10 minutes. After the incubation the
bacteria were heat-shocked, at 37 o C water bath for 5 minutes.
Then they were placed on ice for another 5 minutes. After that,
500µl LB supplemented with appropriate antibiotics, e.g. 100µg/µl
ampicillin, was added to the tube and was incubated at 37 o C for 2
hours at 250rpm on a shaking platform. The tube was then
centrifuged at 1,000 x g for 1 minute, the supernatant was
discarded and the pellet was streaked in an LB-agar plate
supplemented with antibiotics for selection. The LB-agar plates
were then incubated at 37 o C for 18 hours.
Screening for recombinant plasmid
Several single transformed bacterial colonies were selected and
grown overnight at 37 o C in LB media with appropriate antibiotic
selection. Small-scale DNA extraction was performed and the
isolated plasmid DNA was then screened using several restriction
enzymes

to

identify

the

desired

recombinant

plasmid.

The

digested DNA was then run into an agarose gel and the right
recombinant clone was mixed with 30% (v:v) glycerol and stored
at -80 o C.
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2.6 POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION
Standard PCR
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) was used in order to amplify a
segment

of

DNA

using

primers.

Amplification

of

DNA

was

achieved by using 100ng plasmid DNA as template DNA, 10pmol
primer (forward and reverse), 5µl (10X) PCR Pfx buffer, 5µl Pfx
PCR enhancer solution, 50mM MgSO 4 , 10mM dNTP’s

and dH 2 O

up to 50µl, at the end 0.5µl platinum Pfx DNA polymerase
(Invitrogen) was added. The polymerase was extending at 68 o C,
50-60 o C annealing temperature (according to % of CG content of
primer), around 15-30 PCR cycles were performed depending on
nature of experiment.

Name

Sequence

Primers used for sequencing the various constructs generated throughout my
project (numbers correspond to positions in bp on the human COL1A2
enhancer)
H 1330 For

5’ GAG GTA GAG CTT TCA GAC TTG ATT G 3’

H 1540 For

5’ CTG CTT CCT TTG CTT GCT G 3’

H 1660 For

5’ GGA GGG AGA TGC TGT GCT T 3’

H 1750 For

5’ GGC CAG ACT CAG TTT TGA CA 3’

H 2020 For

5’ GGT TGG ACC TCC TCT TGG TT 3’
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H1670 Rev

5’ CAG CTG GTA AGA AAG CAC AGC 3’

H1910 Rev

5’ TGG ATG TCA ATG AGA CCA ACA C 3’

H 2350 Rev

5’ CAG CAA GCA ACG TGG ACA AT 3’

H 2030 Rev

5’ CTGGGCTTTAACCAAGAGGA 3’

H 1500 Rev

5’ TCGTTAGCTTTAGGAAGACTGAGG 3’

H 2100 Rev

5’ AGGACCATTTGTCATTTCCTG 3’

H 2250 Rev

5’ GGCTGGGGGAAAAGGGTA 3’

H 2100 For

5’ TCCCAGGAAATGACAAATGG 3’

H 2250 For

5’ TTTCCCCCAGCCCAGTTTA 3’

Primers for amplification of mutant COL1A2 at two AP1 sites:
H 1356 MUT For

5’ GGG CTT CCA GTT CTA GCT CTA GCT CTC
AAT AAG GC 3’

H 1356 MUT Rev

5’GCC TTA TTG AGA GCT AGA GCT AGA ACT
GGA AGC CC 3’

H 1609 MUT For

5’ GAT GGT ATT GGC AGA GAG CTA CTT AGT
ACA ACC C 3’

H 1609 MUT Rev

5’ GGGTTGTACTAAGTAGCTCTCTGCCA
ATACCATC 3’

Primers used for real-time PCR:
COL1A2 For

5’ TCACCTACCACTGCAAGAACAG 3’
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COL1A2 Rev

5’ CCCTCAGCAACAAGTTCAAC 3’

β-actin for

5’ CCCAGAGCAAGAGAGG 3’

β-actin reverse:

5’ GTCCAGACGCAGGATG 3’

CDP/cux exon 18 for:

5’ CCTGCAGAGTGAGCTGGAC 3’

CDP/cux exon 19 rev:

5’ GCTTGCTGAAGGAGGAGAAG 3’

CDP/cux exon 22 for:

5’ GAGAGCATGGAGAGGGACTG 3’

CDP/cux exon 23 rev:

5’ TTCTCGTGGAACTTGTGCAG 3’

Table 2.1: List of primers. A number of primers were designed for
sequencing various constructs generated during the project, for refers
to a forward upper strand primer, while Rev refers to a lower strand,
reverse primer. Additionally the information of the oligonucleotides
used for the introduction of 2 base pair mutation in two AP1 putative
sites on the enhancer of COL1A2 are listed here. Finally, the primer
sets for amplifying various genes by real-time PCR are shown.

Colony PCR

Following ligation of constructs generated through my PhD project,
colonies grown on ampicillin resistant plates were screened using
colony PCR which is a technique that is used to rapidly screen for
vectors that contain a desired insert and can also be used to
check orientation of insert into vector. QuickTaqPCR beads
(Qiagen) were dissolved in 25µl dH 2 O and 5µl of the mixture was
used for each PCR reaction. Forward and reverse primers were
added

at

a

final

concentration

of

10nM

each.

One

single

transformed bacterial colony was dissolved in 10µl of dH 2 O and
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1µl of that was added to the PCR reaction mix as template DNA.
The PCR was carried out at 72 o C extension temperature and
annealing temperature adjusted to the primers % of GC content,
15 cycles of PCR were performed. The PCR product was then
collected

and

electrophoresed

in

ethidium

bromide

(for

visualisation) containing agarose gel.
cDNA synthesis
cDNA represents the whole array of mRNA molecules present in
the total RNA mixture. Total RNA (2µg), extracted from cells, and
was used to synthesize cDNA by reverse transcription using a
‘first strand synthesis’ kit from Roche according to manufacturer’s
instructions. The following program was used:

95 o C for 5 min (denaturation- before addition of the enzyme)
45 o C for 1 hour (synthesis)
95 o C (inactivation of the enzyme)
All cDNA samples were stored at -20 o C.

Real-time PCR
The expression of several genes was investigated using semiquantitative PCR analysis. For the semi-quantitative PCR, 5x
Sybr green (ABgene) was diluted to 1x using appropriate amount
of water and primers. The genes applified using this method are
the

following:

CDP/cux,

COL1A2,

β-actin,

and

forward

and
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reverse primers for these can be found in table 2.1. The following
PCR program was used:

Step 1: 95 o C for 15 min (initial denaturation)
Step 2: 95 o C for 5 min (template denaturation)
Step 3: 65 o C for 1 min (primer annealing)
Step 4: 72 o C for 1 min (template extension)
4) go to step 2 another 39 times
5) perform melting curve
CT values were then obtained and plotted in an Excel file.
2.7 CLONING VECTORS
pBluescript

DNA fragments were cloned into pBluescript®II KS (+/-) phagemid
(Stratagene,

Germany)

before

sub-cloning

into

appropriate

mammalian expressing vectors. pBluescript was generated by the
appropriate restriction enzyme digests, blunt ending, and dephosphorylation, when necessary.
pβgal-Basic
A modified version of the pβgal-Basic vector (Clontech) was used
for transfecting mammalian cells. This is a mammalian reporter
vector used for the analysis of the effects of cis-regulatory
elements on mammalian cells by assaying for β-galactosidase.
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The vector lacks promoter or enhancer sequences, therefore it
was used as a promoter-cloning vehicle in reporter assays.
See Figure 2.1 for more details on the cloning vectors used.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the cloning strategy.
This figure illustrates the way the cloning was conducted. The subclones were linked to the proximal promoter and the whole complex
drives LacZ.

Note that the vector does not contain any promoter

regions, therefore observation of any β-gal expression has to be
produced by the promoter and regulatory sequences inserted in the
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vector. An extended number of cloning vectors with various portions of
the 5’ UTR enhancer of COL1A2 were generated and described in
more detail in the following results chapters.

2.8 GENERATION OF TRANSGENIC ANIMALS

Mice and microinjection
For all procedures, C57BL10 x CBA/J mice were used. The
fragments of linear DNA for microinjection were isolated from
their plasmid vectors by digestion with the appropriate enzymes
and gel purified. Concentration was established using Nanodrop
and the DNA was diluted to a final concentration of 2 ng/µl.
Samples were stored at -20 o C until injection day.

The actual microinjections were done in collaboration with the
Kennedy Institute; in Professor Nick Wells’ laboratory and were
performed by Dr Ke Lie. In brief, the DNA was microinjected to
the fertilised egg and surrogate mothers were used to carry the
embryos. The mother was sacrificed and embryos at embryonic
day 14.5 were collected. Figure 2.2 represents diagrammatically
the microinjection procedure.
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Figure 2.2: Generation of transgenics.
Schematic illustration of the transgenic generation using microinjection.
In

brief,

the

purified,

linearised

transgene

is

microinjected

into

fertilised egg which are then implanted into surrogate mothers.
Picture adapted from:
http://www.scq.ubc.ca/wp-content/pronuclearmicroinjection.gif
(last accessed 21-12-09)
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Preparation of embryos and detection of the transgene

Collection of transient transgenic embryos
Unless otherwise stated mice were collected at E14.5 stage of
gestation and washed 2 times in cold 1XPBS. The placenta and
tail were removed, under the microscope, and placed into sterile
tube. Embryos were then placed in PBS.

X-gal staining of the embryos
The embryos were placed in 5 ml fixative solution for 30 minutes,
and then washed for 30 minutes, 3 times with 5 ml rinse solution,
in rotating platform. The rinse was removed and replaced with 5
ml of staining solution (containing X-gal) and incubated at room
temperature overnight. Embryos were then washed 3 times with
rinse solution for 30 minutes each time (please see Appendix B
for buffer compositions).

LacZ PCR for genotyping
Normal PCR was used to identify the presence of the transgene
(i.e. LacZ) using the DNA extracted from the placenta and tail
tissues. The placenta contains genetic material from both the
mother and the embryo and therefore the transgene was diluted.
However the PCR was not used to determine concentration or
copy number of the transgene but rather to give an answer as to
the presence or absence of LacZ in the embryos.
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2.9 ELECTROPHORETIC MOBILITY SHIFT ASSAY (EMSA)
Nuclear extract preparation
Cells were grown until confluent, then washed with autoclaved 1X
TBS twice, scraped in 1 ml TBS and transferred into autoclaved
eppendorf tubes. Then they were centrifuged for 1 minute at
12000 x g at room temperature and the pellet was re-suspended
in 400µl of Buffer A supplemented with 10 µl of protease inhibitor
cocktail (Invitrogen). Samples were then incubated for 15 minutes
on ice prior to addition of 25µl of NP-40. Samples were then
mixed and centrifuged for 30 seconds at 12,000 x g, the pellet
was re-suspended in 400µl of Buffer B and the samples were
incubated for 45 minutes at 4 o C in a rocking platform. They were
then centrifuged for 5 minutes at 12,000 x g at 4 o C to pellet
cellular debris, the supernatant aliquoted (10µl) and stored at 80 o C.
Quantification of nuclear protein

A modified version of the Bradford assay (Bradford, 1976) was
used to determine the concentration of the nuclear protein
extracted from the cells. The Bradford assay relies on the binding
of Coomassie blue dye to the protein. The acidic environment
causes a shift in the absorbance of dye from 465nm to 595nm
causing a colour change, from brown to blue. Thus, the amount of
protein

bound

to

dye

can

be

quantified

by

measuring

the

absorbance of the dye/protein complex at 595nm. The protein
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samples were diluted 1/10 in PBS and the micro-plate B method
from the Coomassie Protein Assay kit (Pierce) was followed
without any deviations from the recommended protocol. Albumin
standards were used at working concentration of 0- 1.0mg/ml.
Samples were pippetted in the micro-plate wells and 200µl of
Coomassie reagent, A and B, were added to each well of the
samples and the standards. The plate was then sealed and
incubated for 30 minutes at 37 o C and the absorbance at 595nm
was measured using a plate reader (Fluostar Galaxy microplate
reader, Labtech). The protein concentration was then estimated
from the standard curve using linear regression.
Radio-labelling of the DNA
DNA probes used for the EMSA were typically 15-35bp long and
were used at a concentration of 25ng per reaction. The probes
were labelled with 50µCi of α 3 2 P dATP (900Ci/ mmol, Amersham)
by

nick

translation

using

ready-to-go

DNA

labelling

beads

(Pharmacia Biotech) following the manufacturer’s instructions.
Unincorporated

label

was

removed

using

Nick

columns

(Pharmacia Biotech) as instructed.

Binding reaction and SDS-PAGE
Two µl of binding buffer (Promega) was incubated for 15 minutes
at room temperature with 1µg of nuclear protein with or without
competition with unlabelled DNA consensus sites for transcription
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factors. Radio-labelled DNA probe was then added to the reaction
mixture and incubated at room temperature for an additional 30
minutes. Then the DNA:protein binding reactions were analysed
by SDS- polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) based
on the method of (Laemmli, 1970) using protean XL gel system
(BioRad). Forty percent acrylamide/0.8% bisacrylamide was used
and for the generation of 50ml of gel in water the following were
used:

10ml 1X tris
7.5 ml of acrylamide
500µl 10X ammonium persulphate (APS)
50µl TEMED
Samples (without addition of dye) were loaded on the 4% gel and
electrophoresed for 3 hours at 180V in 1XTBS buffer.

Autoradiography
After the electrophoresis the gels were fixed for 15 minutes at
room temperature in 20% methanol (v:v) and 10% (v:v) acetic
acid. After that they were dried for 2 hours before transferring
them in an X-ray cassette and exposed to X-ray film (Hyperfilm
ECL, Amersham) for up to 5 days after which film was developed
to allow visualisation of the DNA:protein bands.
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2.10 WESTERN BLOTTING
Preparation of lysates
Lysis buffer was prepared as follows: 1% (v/v) Triton-X-100, 0.5
mM EDTA, 15mM NaCl, 2 mM Tris base. Immediately before use,
a protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail was added (Sigma
and

Calbiochem,

UK).

Supernatant

from

dishes

containing

fibroblasts, 48 hours post-transfection with vector DNA or siRNA
was collected and stored at -20ºC, after addition of protease
inhibitors. The cell monolayer was then washed once with icecold 1xTBS and lysis buffer was added; cells were scraped and
transferred to an eppendorf tube and stored at -20ºC, freeze-thaw
cycle ensures complete lysis of the cells. Whole cell lysates and
supernatant,

containing

the

excreted

proteins,

were

then

analysed for protein concentration using a BCA assay following
the manufacturer’s instructions (Perbio Sciences, UK).
Electrophoresis, transfer and developing
The

gel

cast

was

assembled

according

to

manufacturer’s

instructions (Biorad). Seven % resolving gels were prepared for
type I collagen (high molecular size proteins) and 10% gels for
actin loading control. Gels were prepared using the following
recipe: 25% (v/v) SDS resolving buffer, pH 8.0 (0.55M Tris, 0.4%
(w/v) SDS) varying volumes of 30% acrylamide/bisacrylamide
solution, 50% (v/v) ddH 2 O, 0.1% (v/v) TEMED and finally 1% (v/v)
APS was added to start the crosslinking reaction. Once the
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resolving gel was set, the stacking gel (5%) was prepared. The
recipe of the stacking gel is as follows: 25% (v/v) stacking SDS
buffer, pH 6.8 (1.64M Tris, 0.4% (w/v) SDS), 12.5% (v/v) of 30%
acrylamide/bisacrylamide, 61.5% (v/v) ddH 2 O, 0.1% (v/v) TEMED
and 1% APS. Samples (20µg of protein) were mixed with sample
buffer (0.12M Tris, 4% (w/v) SDS, 20% (w/v) glycerol, 0.04%
(w/v) bromophenol blue pH, 6.8) and boiled for 5 minutes before
loading onto the gel. SDS-PAGE electrophoresis, 1 hour at 100V,
was carried out using the following running buffer: (0.025M Tris,
0.192M glycine, 0.1% SDS). Transfer of protein from SDS-PAGE
gel onto PVDF membrane was carried out using cold transfer
buffer

(0.025M

Tris,

0.192M

Glycine,

10%

methanol

(v/v)),

according to the manufacturer’s instruction (Biorad). After 1 hour
electrophoresis at 100 volts, membranes were recovered from the
‘western blot sandwich’, and blocked for 1 hour in 1XTBS
supplemented with 5% non-fat powder milk. Following this, an
incubation of primary antibodies was carried out for 1 hour to
overnight at 4ºC. Antibodies used were: mouse anti-human type I
collagen and rabbit anti-βactin both obtained from Sigma and
used at a 1:1000 dilution. Then, membranes were washed 3 times
with 1xTBST for 5 minutes at room temperature and secondary
antibodies were added and incubated for 45-60 minutes at room
temperature. Secondary antibodies used are: anti-mouse horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and anti-rabbit HRP, used at 1:10000
dilution (Dako). Finally, 5 washes of 5 minutes were performed
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before chemiluminescent detection. The secondary antibodies
used were HRP-conjugates therefore detection was performed
using

enzyme-linked

chemiluminescence

(ECL+)

detection

reagents A and B (Amersham). This works on the basis of the
HRP catalysis of luminol in alkaline conditions. The luminol is
then excited and emits chemiluminescence, which decays with
time in a chemiluminescent reaction. Films (ECL+, Amersham)
were exposed and developed using a CanoScan 8000F scanner.
2.10 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Each experiment was performed in triplicate and repeated 3
independent times, unless stated otherwise. Results were then
expressed

as

mean

±

SEM,

with

n

being

the

number

of

independent observations. Statistical significance of differences
between means was evaluated using computer-based software
(Prism, Graphpad, San Diego, CA, version 4.0). Either a pairedstudent t test, two tailed or two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni
correction for multi-comparison test were performed. A P value of
P≤0.05 was regarded a statistically significant.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
The far-upstream enhancer of the mouse COL1A2 was identified
by Bou-Gharios et al., 1996 and it is located -19.5kb upstream
the transcription start site. Considerable research has been
conducted the past thirty years into the minimal promoter of the
human COL1A2 gene (Chen et al., 2000; D'Souza et al., 1993;
Niederreither et al., 1992; Goldberg et al., 1992) in order to
identify regulatory elements that drive the expression of the gene
in vitro and in vivo. In contrary the far-upstream enhancer of the
human COL1A2 has not been studied extensively. Antoviv et al.
identified and characterised the human COL1A2 far-upstream
enhancer, in vivo. This was achieved by generating transgenic βgalactosidase reporter mice containing various portions of the farupstream COL1A2 enhancer (Antoniv et al., 2001). Figure 3.1
shows the staining pattern in the transgenic animals where the
investigators have demonstrated that a DNA construct harbouring
the

-18.8kb

to

-21.2kb

region

upstream

of

the

COL1A2

transcriptional start site, shows high reporter gene expression in
multiple regions. To examine the functionality of this portion of
DNA

they

further

characterised

it

by

employing

in

vitro

hypersensitive site mapping and footprinting techniques. Overall,
investigators conclude that the DNA region that lies between 21.2 and -18.8kb upstream of the COL1A2 start site should be
termed the human COL1A2 ‘enhancer’ since it enhances the
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basal promoter activity in vivo. Endogenous protein levels of type
I collagen were not investigated by the authors in this study.

To answer questions that were left unanswered by Antoviv et al,
further studies showed that specific DNA cis-acting elements on
the human COL1A2 far-upstream enhancer direct the expression
of COL1A2 in vivo (Ponticos et al., 2004) and also that the spatial
distribution
correlates

of
with

COL1A2-enhancer
the

pattern

of

driven

endogenous

LacZ
type

expression
I

collagen

expression. A follow up study was published more recently by
Alexakis et al. where the investigators demonstrated that a
portion of the human COL1A2 far-upstream enhancer, which lies
between -21.2 to -18.8kb relative to the transcriptional start site,
can drive kidney-specific expression of a reporter gene, Figure
3.2 (Alexakis et al., 2006).
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A
B

C

Figure 3.1: Transgenic animal analysis of human COL1A2 upstrea m
DNA sequence.
Various COL1A2 DNA constructs were microinjected in fertilised
mouse oocytes and transgenic embryos were analysed at embryonic
day 15.5 in order to study the expression pattern of COL1A2 farupstream

enhancer-driven

β-galactosidase

expression.

All

the

constructs used in the study are illustrated (top panel).

A DNA

construct,

to

which

is

located

-18.8

to

-21.1kb

relative

the

transcriptional start site of COL1A2, shows strong β-galactosidase
staining compared to COL1A2 proximal promoter alone or part of the
upstream sequence (compare B with A and C). Picture adapted from
Antoviv et al. 2001.
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Figure 3.2: Part of the human COL1A2 enhancer can drive-kidney
specific expression in vivo.
Histological section of a transgenic embryo (E15.5) generated by
microinjection of a collagen regulatory DNA fragment (-18.8kb to 20.2kb relative to COL1A2 transcription start site). β-galactosidase
staining (blue), which represents activity of the microinjected fragment,
is almost exclusively and restricted to the developing mouse kidney
(arrow). Note that DNA construct used in this study is the same as the
control construct used by Antoviv et al. 2001. (3.1 C), which gave low
widespread expression of the reporter and did not appear kidney
specific in this earlier study. Picture adapted from Alexakis et al. 2006.
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3.2

IDENTIFICATION

REQUIRED

TO

OF

DRIVE

THE

MINIMAL

KIDNEY-SPECIFIC

DNA

SEQUENCE

EXPRESSION

OF

COL1A2 IN VITRO

Aims & and experimental design

Previous studies by Alexakis et al. 2006, Ponticos et al. 2004 and
Antoviv et al. 2001, led to the identification and characterisation
of the human COL1A2 enhancer, in vivo (Figure 3.1 and 3.2).
Following this work, the first aim of my study was to construct
deletion
enhancer

contructs
in

order

from
to

the

original

identify

a

2.4kb

upstream

minimal-COL1A2

human

enhancer

sequence that is necessary to drive kidney-specific expression in
vitro using mammalian cell lines. In addition to using a molecular
biology approach (i.e. deletion constructs, which were then
transfected mammalian cells to test promoter activity) I also
performed a bioinformatics and the regions of homology in the
COL1A2 5’ UTR of human were mapped with mouse and chicken
(Appendix D). I observed that a DNA portion spanning -18.8 to 22.2kb was conserved in all 3 species and therefore studied in
detail the role of this region in driving COL1A2 expression.
Human COL1A2 proximal promoter alone or full-length upstream
enhancer/promoter constructs were transiently transfected in a
panel of cell lines, including human kidney, human lung, mouse
embryonic, fibroblasts and rat osteosarcoma cells, which were
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used since they are classified as major collagen-producing cells
to study the COL1A2 regulatory sequences. Additionally several
shorter DNA constructs were generated and tested in renal, skin
and lung mammalian cells.

Results
A lipid-based transfection approach was employed for delivering
DNA into cells. DNA-liposome complexes were incubated with
cells and transfection efficiency was determined 48 or 72 hours
post-transfection by two methods. The first method, which was
used to establish the optimal transfection conditions, involved
transfecting

cells

with

a

CMV-driven

LacZ

construct

and

performing X-gal staining. Transfected cells turn blue compared
to non-transfected cells which remain unstained. I observed when
transfecting a CMV-driven LacZ vector that more than 50-90% of
the cells were transfected (blue) 48 hours post-transfection
(Figure

3.3).

conditions,

I

After

having

performed

established

optimal

transfection-based

transfection

experiments

to

establish the activity of the human COL1A2 minimal promoter and
the full-length enhancer and normalise the transfection efficiency
by using luciferase as an internal control. Specifically, 5’ UTR
promoters/enhancers of interest were cloned upstream of a LacZ
reporter gene (Table 3.1 for details on cloning of the particular
contructs) and cells were co-transfected with a global CMV-driven
luciferase vector to normalise for transfection efficiency. This
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allowed multiple concurrent testing of β-gal and luciferase to
obtain an accurate normalised measurement of promoter activity.

Using the optimised transfection protocol, next I tested the ability
of the promoter alone and the promoter/full-length enhancer to
drive reporter gene expression in vitro in a variety of cell lines
(Figure 3.4). The cell lines used include the following: human
kidney normal fibroblasts (Figure 3.4 B), human kidney fibrotic
fibroblasts (C), human lung fibroblasts (D), mouse embryonic
fibroblasts (E), and rat osteoblasts (F). I observed that in human
kidney

normal

fibroblasts

transfection

with

promoter

alone

construct showed some β-gal activity and the presence of the
enhancer in the enhancer/promoter construct did not increase this
basal expression (B). I observed that human kidney fibrotic
fibroblasts transfected with the same DNA constructs exhibited a
different activity profile, whereby basal promoter activity was
higher than normal kidney fibroblasts, (compare C and B).
Interestingly,

the

fibrotic

fibroblasts

transfected

with

promoter/enhancer exhibited a statistically significant increased
activity in the presence of the enhancer when compared to
promoter alone activity (C). Similar to normal kidney fibroblasts,
normal lung fibroblasts (WI26), mouse embryonic fibroblasts
(NIH3T3)

and

rat

osteoblasts

(ROS17)

all

exhibit

a

basal

promoter activity and the enhancer did not stimulate a further
increase of activity (D, E and F respectively).
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Next, I generated a series of deletion constructs of the full-length
enhancer which can be seen in Figure 3.5 A, in order to identify
the most important sequences in directing transcription of the
reporter gene. Subsequently, the deletion sub-constructs were
transiently transfected into cells. I observed, that removing
certain portions of the enhancer (i.e. MF2, 3, 4, 6 and MF7), did
not reduce or enhance basal promoter/enhancer- β-gal activity.
However,

I

also

observed

that

one

of

the

sub-constructs,

harbouring the region between -19.13kb to -19.48kb (i.e. MF5),
reduced basal expression of β-gal, in all cells tested with the
exception of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (Figure 3.5 A-D).
Interestingly, another construct harbouring the region between 18.8 to -19.13kb upstream the transcriptional start site, exhibited
an increased β-gal activity, in all the cells tested (Figure 3.5 A-E).

Based on the observation that MF8, but not the rest of the subconstructs, induced an increased β-gal reporter activity in all
cells tested, I hypothesed that within this DNA construct lies a
cis-acting activatory sequence. I then designed an experiment to
test this idea whereby further sequential deletion constructs of
MF8 were sub-cloned upstream of a β-galactosidase reporter and
tested in transiently transfected human normal kidney fibroblasts
(construct information can be seen Figure 3.6 A). This approach
revealed that all 3 sub-constructs of the original MF8 clone
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presented

reduced

activity

compared

to

full-length

MF8.

I

therefore suggest that MF8 contains multiple regulatory elements
spanning

its

length

that

are

responsible

for

transcriptional

regulation (Figure 3.6 B).
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(A) Empty vector

(B) CMV/LacZ

20x

20x

Figure 3.3: Determination of transfection efficiency by X-gal staining.

Representative pictures of human fibrotic kidney fibroblast transfected
with an empty-vector (A) or with a CMV-driven LacZ vector (B). Cells
were seeded in 12-well plates and grown to 60% confluence for 24
hours in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS. Transfection was then
performed

using

Fugene

6

liposomal-based method

(Chapter 2).

Fibroblasts, 48 hours post-transfection, were washed with 1XPBS
twice and fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde fixative buffer. After
washing with 1xPBS they were then stained with X-gal-containing stain
buffer. A) Cells transfected with an empty vector were β-gal negative
(no staining) while B) more than 70% of cells transfected with a CMVdriven LacZ vector exhibited blue staining.
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B

A

C

D

F

E

Figure 3.4: Testing COL1A2 promoter and promoter with full length
activity in mammalia n collagen-producing cells.
Schematic representation of the two DNA constructs that were used,
proximal promoter only and upstream enhancer linked to proximal
promoter

driving

LacZ

expression

(A).

(B-E)

Various

collagen-

producing cell lines were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS
until they reached 60% confluency. They were then transfected with
COL1A2

promoter

or

promoter/enhancer

construct

and

were

co-

transfected with a luciferase vector in order to normalise transfection
efficiency. Forty-eight hours post-transfection cells were harvested
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and

beta-galactosidase/luciferase

ratios

were

calculated.

The

enhancer/promoter and promoter only constructs have similar effects
on reporter gene expression in normal human kidney (B), lung (C),
embryonic fibroblasts (D) and rat osteoblasts (E). However, the
enhancer/promoter showed approximately 10-fold enhanced activity
compared to the promoter alone in fibrotic renal fibroblasts (F). Data
were pooled from 5 independent experiments and mean values are
shown with standard deviation. Data were analysed using student’s ttest (2-tailed) and significant differences are indicated.

A

B

Generation of deletion constructs:

Deletion constructs sorted in relation to their size:
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Figure 3.5: Characterisation of the activity of the COL1A2 enhancer
sub-constructs.

Deletion constructs were generated by using conventional cloning
methods described in Chaper 2 (A and B) and were then delivered into
mammalia n cells using Fugene 6 transfection protocol (C-F). Cell lines
were grown in DMEM with 10% FCS until they reached 60% confluency,
they were then transfected with constructs and co-transfected with
luciferase vector to normalise transfection efficiency. Cells were
harvested 72 hours post-transfection and β-galactosidase/luciferase
ratios were calculated. The deletion constructs MF2, 3, 4, 6 and 7 did
not

show

any

differential

activity

compared

to

full-length

enhancer/promoter expressio n, which was used as a basal expression.
However construct MF5 exhibited decreased reporter gene activity in
all

the

cells

lines

tested

apart

from

NIH3T3.

Additionally,

MF8

construct exhibited increased expression in all the cell lines tested
when compared to basal expression (C-F). Data were pooled from 5
independent experiments and mean values are shown with standard
error of the mean. Data were analysed using student’s t-test (2-tailed)
and only significant differences are indicated in the relevant graphs.
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MF8 clone B

MF8 clone C

Figure 3.6: Identification of minimal DNA sequence required for
promoter/enhancer activity.
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3 deletion constructs of MF8 were generated (MF8 A to C) and shown
in A. Cell lines were grown in DMEM with 10% FCS until they reached
60% confluency, they were then transfected with constructs and cotransfected with luciferase vector to normalise transfection efficiency.
Cells

were

harvested

48

hours

post-transfection

and

β-

galactosidase/luciferase ratios were calculated. The data shows that
the

smaller

compared

to

sub-constructs
full-length

all

MF8

exhibited

activity.

a

Data

lower
were

activity
pooled

when

from

5

independent experiments, in triplicate, and mean values are shown
with standard error of the mean. Data were analysed using student’s ttest (2-tailed) and significant differences are indicated.
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3.3 THE ROLE OF AP1 AND TGFβ IN COL1A2 ENHANCER
ACTIVATION
Aims & experimental design

The aim of this set of experiments was to investigate the role that
TGFβ and the transcription factor AP1 play in regulating COL1A2
gene transcription in vitro through interactions with the far
upstream enhancer. Both TGFβ and AP1 have been shown in
numerous publications to induce COL1A2 transcription and it has
also been reported that they exert some of the effects through
interaction with the human COL1A2 proximal promoter (Tang et
al., 2009; Cho et al., 2008; McGaha et al., 2002; RmendarizBorunda et al., 1994). However, the contribution of the farupstream enhancer has not been elucidated. Here I cultured,
human kidney and lung fibroblasts and performed a reporter gene
experiments in order to assess the activity of COL1A2 enhancer
in

response

to

TGFβ

treatment.

Moreover,

I

performed

bioinformatics analysis of the COL1A2 promoter and enhancer
that revealed many potential sites for binding of transcription
factors including SP1, AP1, NFkappaB and others (Appendix C).
It has been previously reported that mutation of an AP1 cis-acting
element in the proximal promoter of COL1A2 abolished some of
the TGFβ effects (Mauviel et al., 1996; Chung et al., 1996). To
investigate the potential role of putative AP1 sites identified in
the upstream enhancer I employed site-directed mutagenesis
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introducing two base pair changes in either of the putative AP1
sites and tested the effects of the mutants on enhancer activity in
fibroblasts.
Results
I observed, using human renal fibroblasts that TGFβ enhanced
the

activities

of

promoter/enhancer

both

the

constructs,

promoter
in

a

only

and

dose-dependent

the

manner

(Figure 3.7 B). For the promoter only construct, I observed a 2fold and 4-fold increase of basal reporter expression with 2 and
4ng/ml TGFβ, respectively (Figure 3.7 B).

Moreover, I observed

that there is a higher response from the construct that contains
the

far-upstream

enhancer

compared

to

the

promoter

only

construct, where 2 and 4ng/ml of TGFβ promoted approximately a
10-fold increase (Figure 3.7 B). In contrast with the promoter only
construct, I did not observe a dose-dependent increase of
promoter activity from the enhancer/promoter construct, instead
both concentrations of TGFβ stimulated the same response, 10fold increase (Figure 3.7 B). A similar picture emerges when I
stimulate promoter only construct in human lung fibroblasts where
a

dose-dependent

activation

is

seen

(Figure

3.7

C).

The

enhancer/promoter construct is responsive to TGFβ stimulation,
which induced activity by approximately 6-fold.

I introduced mutations in two potential AP1 putative sites located
in the enhancer of COL1A2 (Figure 3.8 A). I observed that a two
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base pair substitution of the potential AP1 site at position 19.59kb

reduced

basal

activity

of

the

promoter/enhancer

construct in both human kidney and lung fibroblasts; whereas
mutation of the putative AP1 site at position -19.84kb had no
effect (Figure 3.8 B and C).

These data are consistent with the hypothesis that AP1 positively
regulates COL1A2 basal expression via binding to the -19.59kb
element in the enhancer.
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Figure

3.7:

TGFβ

stimulation

enhanced

basal

COL1A2

promoter/enhancer activity.
Fibroblasts were grown to 60% confluency in DMEM supplemented
with 10% serum, then transfected using constructs illustr ated in (A).
24 hours post-transfection, serum was removed for 4 hours and then
two concentration of TGFβ 2ng/ml or 4ng/ml were added. Promoter
activity was measured 48 hours later. TGF β treatment caused an
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increase in promoter only and promoter/enhancer activity between 4to 8-fold in both renal and lung (B and C) fibroblasts. Data were
pooled from 3 independent experiments and mean values are shown
with standard deviation. Data were analysed using student’s t-test (2tailed) and significant differences are indicated. Asterisks indicate
statistical significance P>0.001.
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Figure 3.8: Site-directed mutagenesis revealed a cis-acting element
important in regulation of basal COL1A2 expressio n.
Two forms of two base pair mutations were introduced in the far
upstream enhancer by site-directed mutagenesis. The two forms are
termed AP1 mutation 1 and 2 and are shown in (A). Constructs were
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transfected in renal and lung fibroblasts. Cells were grown until the y
reached 60%

confluency

in

DMEM

with

10% FCS,

then

mutant

constructs or wild type constructs were transfected using Fugene 6.
Forty eight hours post-transfection, cells were harvested and lysates
were examined for β-galactosidase/luciferase activity, using tropix
Dual Light detection kit. Mutant 1 in both renal (B) and lung (C)
fibroblasts, exhibits reduced basal promoter/enhancer activity, while
mutant 2 shows no difference in activity. Data were pooled from 3
independent experiments and mean values are shown with standard
error of the mean. Data were analysed using student’s t-test (2-tailed),
paired and significant differences are indicated.

3.4 GENERATION OF MOUSE TRANSGENIC EMBRYOS USING
THE COL1A2 ENHANCER REGION

Aims & experimental design
The in vitro approach was based on the hypothesis that specific
functions and properties of the enhancer can be dissected in
detail in mammalian cell culture. Additionally, a second aim of the
project was to validate the in vitro findings in vivo, by employing
a well-established technique in our lab, mouse transgenesis to
study transcriptional activity of COL1A2. It remained unanswered
so far the relative contribution of the enhancer in isolation from
its

endogenous

proximal

promoter.

Therefore,

the

specific

question that I addressed in work presented in this part of this
chapter was whether the enhancer of COL1A2 could drive similar
expression to the one previously reported (Antoviv et al. 2001
and Alexakis et al 2006), when the COL1A2 proximal promoter is
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replaced by a heterologous heat-shock protein 68 (HSP-68)
promoter.

I

therefore

used

molecular

biology

approaches

to

generate

chimeric DNA constructs in which the COL1A2 enhancer was
positioned upstream of the HSP68 promoter and a LacZ reporter
gene (Figure 3.9 A). Subsequently, this construct was validated
by restriction enzyme analysis and DNA sequencing (data not
shown).

The

chimeric

construct

was

then

linearised

and

microinjected into fertilised eggs to produce transgenic mouse
embryos, which were collected at E14.5. Using PCR I determined
the percentage transgenesis that was achieved, and using X-gal
staining the expression pattern of the chimeric construct was
analysed and PCR results were confirmed.

Results

Generating transgenic mice using the chimeric construct did not
prove

fruitful

in

identifying

tissues

in

which

the

enhancer

specifically directs expression independent from the proximal
promoter. Polymerase chain reaction was successfully used to
identify embryos that carried the transgene, which comprised
25% of these studied, (Figure 3.9 B) From those 25% of the
transgenic embryos only 3 expressed β-galactosidase activity and
the remaining were silent. Representative pictures of the staining
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pattern, generated by 3 transgenic embryos, are shown in Figure
3.9 C.

In addition to generation of chimeric transgenics I attempted
generation of straight transgenics using the full-length enhancer
and shorter constructs (e.g. MF8) linked to the native proximal
promoter and the LacZ reporter gene, but again the process
generated low numbers of transgenic mice and work was stopped
for pragmatic reasons (data not shown).
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A

Forward: GATGCGGTGCTGATTACGAC
Reverse: CGGTAATCGCCATTTGACCACT

B

C

Figure 3.9: Generation of COL1A2-reporter transgenics.
A chimeric construct containing the HSP68 promoter and COL1A2
enhancer driving LacZ was generated and microinjected into fertilise d
ovocytes to produce transgenic mouse embryos, the map of the
chimeric construct is shown in and the primers used for amplification
of the transgene are also shown (A). By employing normal PCR from
tail and yolk sack DNA, using the primer pair shown in (A), embryo s
carrying the transgene were identified (B). All embryos were fixed and
stained with X-gal. Blue staining represents the activity of the chimeric
promoter/enhancer construct. Strong peri-spinal staining and sporadic
staining in other tissues, including the skin and brain were seen
(indicated by arrows, C).
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3.5 DISCUSSION

My studies lead me to the following conclusions:

1) The

COL1A2

promoter/enhancer

construct

confers

increased promoter activity only in human kidney fibrotic
fibroblasts and not in other fibroblasts I have tested.
2) I have identified a region, that lies between -18.8kb and 19.59kb that confers higher activity, when compared to fulllength enhancer in all cell lines tested.
3) Both promoter only and promoter/enhancer constructs are
responsive to TGFβ stimulation by increasing their basal
expression by up to 8-fold.
4) Mutating one of the two identified AP1 putative cis-acting
elements

on

the

enhancer,

confers

reduced

promoter/enhancer basal activity in fibroblasts.
5) Transgenic approach was not successful because of the low
levels of transgenesis and but suggested that the COL1A2
chimeric

HSP68/enhancer

construct

can

drive

varied

patterns of gene expression in vivo.

In vitro enhancer-activity and transgenics

Antoviv et al 2001 published work on the identification of the
human

COL1A2

enhancer

and

expression

patterns

using

a

reporter gene (i.e. LacZ). It was demonstrated that the construct
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harbouring the region between -21.2kp to -18.8kp relative to the
transcription start site of COL1A2 is the enhancer of the gene
because it is required for enhanced expression, in vivo. Moreover
it is known that COL1A2 expression is stopped during adulthood
(Khetarpal and Morton, 1993).

When I performed the in vitro experiments, I was not able to
reproduce in vitro the phenomena observed in vivo by Antoviv et
al. (2001). Specifically, the same enhancer sequence (COL1A2
human enhancer), did not enhance promoter activity in normal
human or mouse cell lines in vitro. Interestingly, the presence of
the enhancer only stimulated increased COL1A2 promoter activity
in

human

kidney

fibrotic

fibroblasts,

suggesting

that

these

fibroblasts express a number of cytokines that can activate the
enhancer. In support of this hypothesis, it has been reported
previously that type I collagen expression, in adulthood, is
switched on in response to inflammation and other disease
mechanisms (Lemaire et al., 2005;Radhakumary et al., 2001).
The cell lines used in this study were predominantly human cells
derived from adults and it is highly likely that their transcription
profile is very different to a mouse during development, at
embryonic day 14.5. Moreover, there might be differences in
expression of proteins and cross-species variation that could
account for some of the observed differences between the
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previous in vivo work and the in vitro work presented in this
thesis.

In vivo studies using transgenic reporter gene animals to study
sequences that are involved in transcription regulation of genes is
a popular approach which has been used by many investigators
(Cho et al., 2009;Han et al., 2009;Chen et al., 2009); however,
the technique has its own inherent limitations. The percentage of
transgenic animals usually depends on the facility used and
normally does not exceed 20-40% (Hasegawa and Nakatsuji,
2002;Meng et al., 1999). We were faced with a lot of problems
generating transgenics and the best percentage we achieved was
25%, which was only achieved one single time. On average, our
microinjection ratio was between 2-5% which was statistically
insufficient
embryos

experimentation

were

produced.

unless
Moreover,

a

very
the

large

low

number

of

percentage

of

transgenesis was also accompanied by another inherent problemas reported by Antoviv et al. only 30% of the transgenics express
the transgene- therefore we could not achieve the required
number of transgenics sufficient for experimentation because of
pragmatic

reasons.

The

low

efficiency

of

reporter

gene

expression in transgenic animals could potentially be explained
by interference of other promoters depending on the location that
the transgene was inserted. I employed a random insertion
approach and therefore the complication of inserting the construct
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of interest next to a strong repressor, for example, cannot be
excluded

or

avoided.

In

addition,

the

variation

in

tissue

distribution of the reporter gene expression that I observed may
also be explained by the particular genomic environment that the
transgene landed in the genome of the transgenic studied.
However, recently there are ways to overcome those difficulties
with the use of insulator sequences which have been shown to
eliminate problems that arise from random transgene insertion
into

the

mouse

genome

(Hasegawa

and

Nakatsuji,

2002).

However, in this study we did not have access to insulator
sequences and therefore we did not benefit from using this more
sophisticated method of producing transgenics.

AP1 and the involvement of TGFβ
The

transcription

factor

AP1

has

been

reported

to

play

a

significant role in activating both COL1A1 (Lee et al., 1998) and
COL1A2 (Wendling et al., 2003;Silbiger et al., 1999) proximal
promoters. The relative contribution of the enhancer sequence of
COL1A2 has not been studied and therefore it is a novel finding
that mutating one of the putative AP1 sites, located -19.59kb
relative to transcriptional start site, results in reduced promoter
basal activity in vitro. This was a pilot study and collaborators
(Prof David Abraham’s lab) carried out parallel investigations to
determine the role of AP1 in activating collagen through alterative
upstream enhancer sequences, which contain different putative
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sites for AP1 (Ponticos et al, 2009). It is interesting though that
two single bp mutations can cause such a drastic downregulation
of promoter activity and suggests the importance of AP1 in
maintaining basal levels of COL1A2 transcription, as previously
suggested for the proximal promoter of the gene by Mauviel’s
work.

Importantly, TGFβ, which is a pleiotropic cytokine, has been
reported to induce pro-fibrotic molecules in many cell settings
and is believed to be involved in the initiation and progression of
disease. Part of the TGFβ mechanism of action to regulate gene
expression

is

exerted

at

the

transcriptional

level.

It

is

documented that the proximal promoter of COL1A2 contains a
TGFβ response element (TbRE) and therefore stimulation with
TGFβ causes an increased promoter activity and mRNA levels
(Nieto and Cederbaum, 2005; Zhang et al., 2000). Moreover, the
TGFβ response element has been fine-mapped to the region
between +58 to -3500bp upstream the transcription start site
(Kahari et al., 1990). Kahari has shown that the promoter of
COL1A2 can replicate the 4-fold increase of collagen expression
in response to TGFβ stimulation, suggesting that all the cis-acting
elements required for activation of collagen facilitated by TGFβ
are located within the construct extending from +58 to -3500, this
is evidence against the idea that the far-upstream enhancer
(located -18000bp) is involved in the TGFβ response. This study
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was taken a step further when it has been shown, by employing
sequential deletions of the upstream regulatory sequence of
COL1A2, that the TbRE is located between -378 and -183bp in
relation

to

the

transcriptional

start

site

of

the

gene.

The

investigators then suggested that the response to TGFβ is
mediated by SP1 (Inagaki et al., 1994). A more recent study
confirmed that some of the TGFβ effects are mediated by SP1
and that trichostatin A, which is a histone deacetylase inhibitor,
blocked the TGFβ induced COL1A2 upregulation (Ghosh et al.,
2007). Interestingly, it has been reported that there is a link
between TGFβ-induced activation of COL1A2 and the AP1 binding
site in the proximal promoter of the gene, where the investigators
have shown that altering this AP1 site abolishes the effects of
TGFβ on the promoter (Chung et al., 1996). More recently, work
published from Prof Abraham’s laboratory, supported the idea
that TGFβ can activate COL1A2 reporter gene through a noncanonical TGFβ response element (Ponticos et al. 2009). The
canonical TGFβ element is located in the proximal promoter of
COL1A2 and involves the Smad protein family. Ponticos et al
proposed that an element that lies in the upstream enhancer, at 20.34kb, involves a switch in the occupancy of a transcription
factor

in

the

enhancer,

an

exchange

from

c-Jun

to

Jun-B

occupancy in response to TGFβ. Moreover, it was shown the
long-range interaction of JunB with a critical proximal promoter
site and that mutation of this site results in the abolition of
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COL1A2 expression in reporter gene transgenic mice (Ponticos et
al., 2009). This work is supportive of my observation that
mutating a putative AP1 site, located -19.59kb, could potentially
regulate basal levels of COL1A2 gene transcription possibly
through AP1. More confirmatory work needs to be carried out to
test whether this hypothesis is correct for the site at -19.59kb.

Despite

the

clear

importance

of

TGFβ

in

regulating

gene

expression in response to disease, the understanding of its
effects on the enhancer/promoter of COL1A2 is still somewhat
unclear. In this thesis, work is presented that shows that there is
a synergistic effect between promoter and enhancer and the
presence of the far-upstream enhancer caused increased TGFβinduced COL1A2- LacZ promoter activity in fibrotic kidney cells.
This finding suggests that within this enhancer sequence lies
another previously unidentified TGFβ element. Interestingly, the
upstream enhancer increased COL1A2 reporter gene activity only
in human fibrotic fibroblasts; reinforcing the idea that certain
cytokines (which are elevated in fibrosis, such as TGFβ and
CTGF) could potentially act in synergy to regulate transcription of
COL1A2

through

accumulation

of

the
type

enhancer
I

and

collagen

subsequently

after

the

cause

initiation

of

an
an

inflammatory disease, such as fibrosis. TGFβ and CTGF may
therefore have synergistic effects; In support of this idea, it has
previously been reported that CTGF can modulate the TGFβ
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signalling via inducing expression of TIEG1 a transcription factor,
which is a negative regulator of Smad3 and therefore in the
presence of high CTGF levels TGFβ signalling is enhanced
(Wahab et al., 2005).

Thus, my findings and work from others suggests that COL1A2
transcription is tightly regulated by multiple transcription factors
including AP1, SP1 and Smads, which are altered by TGFβ.
These observations identify TGFβ signalling as a key pathway in
regulating COL1A2 expression in fibrosis. The specific molecular
protein-protein

and

protein-DNA

interactions,

when

fully

understood, can then be used to inform new therapies against
diseases such as kidney fibrosis which at the moment is incurable.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

Control of transcription initiation is an essential mechanism for
determining whether or not genes will be expressed and how
much mRNA will be produced. A promoter is a sequence that
initiates and regulates the transcription of a gene. Protein binding
sites in a promoter represent fundamental elements and the
corresponding proteins, the transcription factors, are equally
important for accurate gene transcription. Currently, more than
1400 human transcription factors are known and a total of 1850
(Venter, 2000) to 3000 (Lander et al., 2001) was estimated for the
human genome. To be able to predict potentially functional
transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) is an important first step
in promoter analysis.

CCAAT

displacement

protein

(CDP/cux)

belongs

to

the

CDP/cux/cut protein family of transcription factors, which are
characterised by the presence of one to 3 copies of the ‘cut’
repeat. The CDP family of protein was first identified through
genetic studies on Drosophila melanogaster; moreover the term
‘cut’ was introduced by the observation of the cut-wing phenotype
in

Drosophila

mutants.

The

CDP

protein

is

present

in

all

metazoans and is involved in the control of proliferation and
differentiation. The full-length protein is 200kDa (also known as
p200) and there are several other isoforms of CDP than the full-
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length. Those include: p150, p110, p90, p80 and p75 (molecular
weight is reflected by the number of the isoform). Some of these
isoforms

are

formed

by

proteolytic

processing

of

p200

by

cathespin L (p110, p90 and p80) and isoform, p150, is processed
by an unidentified cysteine protease. Isoform p75 is produced by
a shorter mRNA that is initiated at downstream transcription
initiation site within intron 20.

Recent studies have revealed that TGFβ positively regulates
CDP/cux mRNA and protein production and have shown that
CDP/cux is required for the TGFβ-induced fibroblastic migration
and invasion. However, the potential effects of CDP/cux on
COL1A2 expression have not been studied. I therefore studied
the novel hypothesis that TGFβ regulates COL1A2 via induction
of CDP/cux.

4.2 SUPPRESSION OF COL1A2 mRNA BY CDP/CUX
Aim and Experimental design

The response of CDP/cux overexpression on COL1A2 mRNA,
protein expression and promoter activity was investigated using
human renal, lung and mouse embryonic fibroblasts. To achieve
the aims of the project mammalian cells were transfected with
either an empty vector or vector containing the p75 or p200
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isoforms of CDP/cux and then effects on COL1A2 mRNA and
promoter/enhancer activity were determined (Mitchel et al. 2005
for details on vectors).

Results
CDP/cux was successfully transfected into fibroblastic cells as
indicated in Figure 4.1 (A-D), where CDP/cux mRNA was measured
in cells transfected with either the p75 or p200 isoform and results
were

normalised

to

actin

housekeeping

mRNA

expression.

I

designed and used two different primer pairs for qPCR that can
distinguish between the two isoforms (p75 isoform is a truncated
version

of

the

full

length).

I

observed

that

CDP/cux

mRNA

expression was successfully increased significantly in all the cell
lines tested, renal normal fibroblasts (Figure 4.1 A), renal fibrotic
fibroblasts (B), lung (C) and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (D). The
overexpression ranged from 10 to 20 fold-increase of CDP mRNA.
After establishing that CDP/cux was successfully overexpressed in
the fibroblasts; I observed that overexpression of p200 isoform
caused a statistically significant decrease of COL1A2 mRNA in
human kidney fibroblasts (Figure 4.2 A), fibrotic kidney fibroblasts
(Figure 4.2 B) and human lung fibroblasts (4.2 C). Interestingly,
CDP/cux overexpression in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (NIH3T3)
did not cause a statistically significant reduction of COL1A2 mRNA
(Figure 4.2 D). Moreover, when the other isoform of CDP, p75, was
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overexpressed in the same cells, a similar picture emerged, whereby
overexpression of CDP/p75 correlated with a significant decrease of
COL1A2 mRNA in all cells tested (Figure 4.2 A-C) apart from
NIH3T3 cells (Figure 4.2 D). Additionally, transfection with p200 or
p75 had similar effects on COL1A2 production and both were
capable of suppressing its expression with a similar efficiency. Thus,
no statistically significant difference was observed between the
effects of p200 or p75 CDP/cux overexpression.

To examine the function of endogenous CDP/cux mRNA levels I
silenced

it

using

two

specific

siRNA

sequences,

previously

described in Mitchel et al. 2005. I observed using human fibrotic
fibroblasts (i.e. TK188), that silencing CDP/cux led to enhanced
expression of type I collagen protein by analysis of both cell lysates
and cell supernatant (Figure 4.3). Similarly, overexpression of
CDP/cux in both the led to suppressed expression of intracellular
type I collagen expression and it abolished completely deposion of
collagen in the ECM (Figure 4.3 A).

I next examined whether CDP/cux influences COL1A2 expression at
the transcriptional level by carrying out COL1A2 reporter gene
experiments. I observed that overexpression of CDP/cux reduced
the basal activity of reporter construct that contained either the
COL1A2 promoter only or promoter/enhancer sequences (Figure
4.4).
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4.1:

CDP (p200)

p=0.001

15
p=0.002
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5

0

Figure

CDP (p200)

non-transfected EV-transfected

Validation

by

qPCR

of

CDP (p75)

CDP/cux

CDP (p200)

overexpression

in

fibroblasts.
TK173 (A), TK188 (B), WI26 (C) and NIH3T3 (D) cells were seeded
and 24 hours later transfected with an empty vector (EV) or vector
containing CDP (p75 or p200 isoform), or left untransfected. Cells
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were harvested 48 hours post-transfection, total RNA was extracted
and qPCR was performed with CDP/cux specific primers and actin
control. CDP/cux transcript levels were calculated and results are
presented as mean of 6 independent experiments. Two-way anova was
used for multiple analysis and the statistical significance between
groups (p-values) is illustrated in the graphs.
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Figure 4.2: Overexpression of CDP/cux suppressed COL1A2 mRNA
expressio n in fibroblasts.
TK173 (A), TK188 (B), WI26 (C) and NIH3T3 (D) cells were seeded
and 24 hours later transfected with an empty vector or vector
containing CDP (p75 or p200 isoform), or left untransfected. Cells
were harvested 48 hours post-transfection, total RNA was extracted
and qPCR was performed with COL1A2 specific primers and actin
control. COL1A2 transcript levels were calculated and normalised
against

actin

‘housekeeping’

mRNA

expression

and

results

are

presented as mean of 6 independent experiments. Two-way anova was
used for multiple analysis and the statistical significance between
groups (p-values) is illustrated in the graphs.
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Figure

4.3:

CDP/cux-mediated

suppression

of

secreted

and

intracellular type I collagen protein.
TK188 cells were cultured until they reached 70% confluency, they
were then transfected with either CDP/cux expression vector or
siRNA against CDP/cux oligo I or oligo II or negative control siRNA.
Supernatant

was

collected

and

centrifuged

to

remove

cellular

debris, whole cell lysates were prepared using lysis buffer. Forty µl
of pre-cleared supernatant or 30µg total protein was loaded on a 7%
acrylamide

gel,

electrophoresis

was

followed

by

transfer

and

blotting with rabbit anti-type I collagen or rabbit anti-actin control
antibody followed by incubation with a secondary anti-rabbit HRPlinked

antibody,

detection

was

achieved

using

ECL+

system.

Overexpression of CDP decreased collagen levels significantly both
intracellularly

and

extracellularly.

Moreover,

silencing

CDP/cux

increased collagen chains both inside and outside the cells.
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Figure 4.4: Overexpression of CDP/cux suppresses COL1A2 promoter
activity in renal fibroblasts, though the proximal promoter.
TK173 cells were seeded and 24 hours later transfected using Fugen e
6 with an empty vector or vector containing CDP/cux isoform p200 (A)
or p275 (B). Cells were then harvested 48 hours later and βgalactosidase/luciferase ratios were generated in order to study the
normalised COL1A2 promoter/enhancer activity in response to CDP
overexpression. Both isoforms, p200 (full-length, A) and p75 (Nterminus truncated, B), suppressed the activities of both the promoter
and promoter/enhancer reporters. The suppression of COL1A2 is
therefore taking place in cis-acting elements located in the promoter of
the

gene.

Results

are

represented

as

means

of

6

independent

experiments with standard deviations; student t-test, two tailed was
used to identify statistically significant changes.
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4.3 ANTAGONISTIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CDP/CUX AND
TGFβ ON COL1A2 mRNA PRODUCTION

Aim and Experimental design
TGFβ is known to activate CDP/cux at the mRNA and protein
levels (Mitchel. 2005). Moreover, it has been reported that TGFβ,
apart from the canonical pathway activation, which includes
phosphorylation of Smad3/4, it also stimulates Smad7 expression,
which is an inhibitory Smad protein. Moreover, the transcriptional
regulation by TGFβ is context-dependent, and which genes are
activated or suppressed depends on cell type and context. Even
in cell lines established from the same tissue type, the gene
expression responses to TGFβ can be entirely different (Kloth et
al., 2005). Several explanations exist for the context dependence
of

TGFβ-mediated

responses

and

differential

expression

of

signalling receptors as well as accessory proteins have been
implicated (Goumans et al., 2003;Dennler et al., 2002). Given
that TGFβ is a pluripotent cytokine, I hypothesised that it may
also negatively regulate type I collagen expression through
induction of CDP/cux. I have previously shown CDP/cux to be a
negative regulator of COL1A2 transcription (Figure 4.2). The aims
of this study were (1) to examine the effects of increasing
concentrations of TGFβ on CDP/cux mRNA production in renal
fibroblasts; (2) to explore whether TGFβ-mediated induction of
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CDP/cux can have similar effects on COL1A2 expression as I
previously

observed

with

CDP/cux

overexpression

(i.e.

suppression of COL1A2 mRNA with overexpression of CDP/cux);
and finally (3) to determine if there is an antagonistic effect
between expression of CDP/cux and TGFβ-induced COL1A2
mRNA induction, since TGFβ is known to upregulate collagen
protein and RNA levels in vitro in human fibroblasts.

In order to establish the effects of TGFβ in induction of CDP/cux
in human kidney fibroblasts, cells were treated with increasing
concentrations of active TGFβ and mRNA levels and promoter
activity of CDP/cux were assessed.
Results
I therefore tested the hypothesis that there might exist an
antagonistic effect between CDP/cux (which is a TGFβ target
gene) expression and the TGFβ canonical action on COL1A2
transcription. I observed by qPCR that increasing concentrations
of TGFβ (1, 2, 5 and 10ng/ml of TGFβ), caused a dose-dependent
increase of CDP/cux mRNA in human kidney fibroblasts (Figure
4.5 A). The highest concentration of TGFβ caused a 15-fold
increase of CDP/cux. Moreover, concentration of 1, 2 and 5ng/ml
TGFβ, using the same mRNA samples, caused an increase of
COL1A2 synthesis, as previously described in literature, but the
highest

concentration

of

TGFβ

(10ng/ml)

did

not

stimulate

COL1A2 mRNA expression (4.5 B), and levels of COL1A2 mRNA
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returned to basal. Additionally, the highest concentration of TGFβ,
which

did

not

stimulated

stimulate

COL1A2

the highest expression

mRNA

synthesis,

notably

of CDP/cux. Therefore, I

observed

that

TGFβ

mediated

a

regulation

of

both

COL1A2

and

differential

transcriptional

CDP/cux

at

different

concentrations.

I then employed the COL1A2 enhancer/promoter LacZ-tagged
construct to study the response of COL1A2 promoter to a double
stimulation, TGFβ and transfection with one of the isoforms of
CDP/cux (either p75 or p200, respectively). I observed that both
CDP/cux isoforms reduced transcriptional activity of COL1A2
significantly

(Figure

4.6).

Moreover,

I

confirmed

that

TGFβ

treatment (5ng/ml) stimulated promoter transcription, as expected
and shown previously. More importantly, I observed that the
TGFβ-induced COL1A2 increased activity, was abolished with
transfection of either p200 or p75 CDP/cux. Finally, I observed
that the cis-acting element(s) responsible for the CDP/cuxmediated reduction of COL1A2 activity is mapped in the COL1A2
proximal promoter and that the upstream enhancer did not
contribute significantly (Figure 4.6).

The effects of TGFβ stimulation on promoter activity and the
observation that CDP/cux abolishes the TGFβ effects, support the
hypothesis that there is an antagonistic relationship between
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CDP/cux- induced COL1A2 promoter suppression and TGFβmediated

COL1A2

promoter

transcriptional

activation.
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F igure 4.5: Stimulation of fibroblasts with TG Fβ induced increased
production of CDP/cux which correlated with reduced expression of
COL1A2.
Cells were seeded in 12-well plates and were serum-starved before
stimulation with increasing concentrations of TGFβ. Then, cells were
harvested, total RNA was extracted and cDNA was synthesised. qPCR
analysis

showed

that

TGFβ

treatment

caused

a

dose-dependen t

increase of CDP/cux (full-length), notably 10ng/ml of TGFβ caused the
highest

expressio n

of

CDP/cux

in

renal

fibroblasts.

Moreover,

increasing concentrations of TGFβ also increased message transcript
levels for COL1A2 and interestingly the highest concentration of TGFβ,
which correlated with 15-fold increase of CDP/cux, did not stimulate
COL1A2 mRNA production. Data were pooled from 3 independent
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experiments

and

student

t

test

was

performed

for

analysis

of

significance, which is indicated in the graph.
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4.6

+ CDP/cux (p200)

CDP/cux

+ 2ng/ml TGFβ +2ng/ml TFGβ + 2ng/mlTGFβ

CDP
+ CDP/cux (p75)

+empty vector

overe xpression

+ CDP/cux (p200) + CDP/cux (p75)

suppresses

COL1A2

transcriptional activity through the promoter and reverses TGFβinduced COL1A2 activation.
Human kidney fibroblasts (TK173) were seeded in 12-well plates and
subsequently transfected either with a plasmid containing one of the
two CDP isoforms (p75 or p200) or an empty vector and were cotransfected with a COL1A2-reporter construct fused to LacZ. Cells
were

harvested

48

hours

later,

lysates

were

prepared

and

β-

galactosidase/luciferase ratios were calculated. Overexpression of
both isoforms of CDP/cux suppresses COL1A2 transcription via the
proximal promoter in renal cells. Moreover, stimulation with TGFβ
(2ng/ml for 24 hours) activated COL1A2 promoter and activation was
abolished with overexpression of either of the CDP/cux isoforms. Data
were pooled from 5 independent expreriment and a 2-way anova was
used for multiple analysis and p-values are shown.
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4.4 IN SILICO ANALYSIS OF COL1A2 PUTATIVE CDP/CUX CISACTING ELEMENTS AND BINDING ASSAYS

Aim and Experimental design
BIOINFORMATICS
The aims of this study were to utilize bioinformatics in order to (1)
identify CDP/cux putative binding DNA sites on the COL1A2
promoter and enhancer UTR sequences and (2) predict the exact
location of putative sites within those sequences. Initially, a
descriptive study was performed using ‘MatInspector’ software
available

from

program

is

http/www.genomatix.de/matinspector.html;
a

transcription

factor

prediction

the

freeware.

MatInspector employs an alignment algorithm based on the
method described by (Cartharius et al., 2005) and contains a
large transcription factor library (>600) that can be used to
construct a description for a putative consensus binding site
based on 1) core similarity and 2) matrix similarity, two values
adjusted from the program in order to identify close matches of
known transcription factors and exclude as many false positive
entries as

possible. Matrix similarity equals 1, only if

candidate

sequence

corresponds

to

the

most

the

conserved

nucleotide at each position of the matrix. MatInspector allows a
user-defined minimum core and matrix similarity. For all the
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searches core and matrix similarity were set between 0.9 and 1 (1
is the maximum), thus excluding as many negative putative
binding sites as possible.

The DNA sequence of the human COL1A2 minimal promoter
(400bp

DNA)

electronically

and

the

submitted

far-upstream
on

the

enhancer

Genomatix

(2.4kb)

website

in

were
plain

sequence format. The software then analyzed the DNA sequences
and produced an extended list of transcription factors (Appendix
C).

The

algorithm

of

the

genomatix

software

identifies

as

potential putative transcription factor binding sites, DNA elements
on the promoter/enhancer that are 100% similar to the already
published matrices site for several transcription factors. From
that extended list of transcription factors all the sites for CDP/cux
were identified, as well as other sites important for collagen
transcription proteins such as SP1, AP1 and CBF (but only
CDP/cux sites are shown in Figure 4.7).

BINDING ASSAYS
I examined whether CDP/cux binds to the COL1A2 promoter in
renal fibroblasts; since I have previously demonstrated that
CDP/cux reduces COL1A2 promoter activity, but does not affect
enhancer in this cell type. A second aim of this study was to
determine whether overexpression of CDP/cux results in stronger
binding of the transcription factor to putative CDP-binding sites,
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and finally whether there is any relationship between ccaat
binding

factor

(CBF)

binding

and

CDP/cux

binding

to

the

promoter. To answer these questions, I employed electrophoretic
mobility shift assays (EMSAs), and used the predicted putative
CDP/cux binding sites located in the COL1A2 proximal promoter
to study the nature and mechanism of binding.

Results
Using the Genomatix software, 5 potential sites of CDP/cux
binding in the COL1A2 far-upstream enhancer were identified, of
which 2 are located in the proximal promoter. Figure 4.7 (A)
summarizes the 15-20 base pair sequences on the human
COL1A2 enhancer and promoter that CDP/cux is predicted to bind,
it also gives information of the location in base pairs relative to
the transcriptional start site and matrix and core similarity. Figure
4.7 (B) is a diagrammatic representation of the binding sites for
CDP/cux
summary,

on
the

the

COL1A2

promoter/

bioinformatics

approach

enhancer
identified

complex.
5

In

putative

CDP/cux sites, two of which are located in the proximal promoter
at positions -200bp and -80bp.

By employing EMSAs I have observed that CBF binds to a 19bp
double-stranded DNA probe located –80bp relative to the start
site, in renal fibroblasts (Figure 4.8). In more detail, a band or a
‘shift’ was observed when the 19bp radiolabelled probe was
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incubated with whole nuclear extracts from TK173 fibroblasts.
The complete removal of the shift, which was observed when the
radiolabelled probe was pre-incubated for 15 minutes with an
excess concentration of unlabelled CBF consensus oligo (lane 4);
whereas a mutant CBF consensus site (i.e. critical sequence for
CBF was mutated and therefore mutant CBF oligo is unable to
bind CBF) had no effect suggesting that CBF is involved in the
protein-DNA complex (lane 4). Additionally, nuclear extracts were
pre-incubated with an excess concentration of unlabeled CDP/cux
and CDP/cux mutant probes and no competition was observed;
indicating that CDP/cux was not involved. Finally, I confirmed that
CBF is the protein involved in the observed shift by preincubating the nuclear extracts with an EMSA specific antiCBF(A) antibody. I observed a ‘supershift’ or an ‘antibodyprotein-DNA’ complex in the gel (lane 8), further supporting the
evidence that CBF binds to the COL1A2 promoter at a cis-acting
element located -80bp, relative to the transcriptional start site, in
renal fibroblasts.

Next I examined the second CCAAT box which is located -200bp
relative

to

the

transcriptional

start

site.

I

generated

and

radiolabelled a 19bp double-stranded DNA probe, which I used in
binding assays with nuclear extracts from renal fibroblasts. I
observed a band (lane 2, figure 4.9), which was successfully
competed

with

cold-CDP/cux

consensus

probe

(lane

4),
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suggesting that CDP/cux is involved in the protein complex. Cold
probe competition with CBF, C/EBP and SP1 left the shifted band
unaffected.

Finally, when I performed the EMSA by incubating the -80bp
double-stranded

probe

with

nuclear

lysates

from

CDP/cux-

overexpressing fibroblasts, I observed a stronger shifted band
(figure 4.10 compare lane 2 and 9). The binding was partially
competed, as indicated by the lowering of the intensity of the
band,

with

oligonucleotide
completely

pre-incubation
in

excess

removed.

with

CBF

concentration

Moreover,

C/EBP

cold
(lane

and

consensus

11),

SP1

but

not

consensus

oligonucleotides (lanes 13 and 14 respectively) did not affect
binding. Finally, competition with CDP/cux oligonucleotide for 15
minutes before addition of the radiolabelled -80bp probe reduced
the intensity of the band (lane 12). In summary, it appeared from
these experiments that CDP/cux constitutively bind the promoter
at position -200bp and it also has the potential to bind and
possibly displace CBF from the -80bp site when CDP/cux protein
is high in renal cells (e.g. when I transfected the cells with
CDP/cux).
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1.000
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CCAAT
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1.000
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1.000
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B

Figure 4.7: In silico analysis revealed 5 putative CDP/cux binding
sites
A) Consensus putative cis-a cting element for CDP/cux located either
in the human COL1A2 proximal promoter or the far-upstream enhancer
(indicated on the left hand site with blue). The position in bp
expresses

the

distance

of

the

cis-acting

element

from

the

transcriptional start site of the human COL1A2 gene (white). The
actual consensus sequence is illustrated (yellow) as well as core
(white) and matrix (red) similarity. Core and matrix simila rity reflect
how well the consensus sequence is conserved comparing it to
published matrix libraries with up to 600 different transcription factors,
maximum values (max= 1.00) reflect a better match. There are 5 in
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total

potential

sites

for

CDP/cux

binding

distributed

across

the

proximal promoter and enhancer of COL1A2. B) Representation of the
COL1A2 proximal promoter and far-upstream enhancer with all 5
putative cis-acting elements for CDP/cux binding. There are two
potential sites on the COL1A2 proximal promoter, positions -80bp and
-200bp relative to the COL1A2 transcriptional start site. 3 more
putative sites are located on the COL1A2 far-upstream enhancer,
positions -18.9, -19.2 and -20.1kp.
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3: cold -80bp ccaat box oligo
4: cold CBF consensus oligo
5: cold mutant CBF oligo
6: cold CDP consensus oligo
7: cold mutant CDP oligo

8: CBF-A antibody
Figure 4.8: CBF binds to the COL1A2 proximal promoter at position 80bp relative to the transcriptional start site.

EMSAs were performed using a 19-bp double-stranded probe
corresponding to the -80bp CCAAT box in the COL1A2 proximal
promoter and nuclear extracts from TK173 cells. The study
revealed that CBF consensus oligonucleotide as well as CBF-A
antibody competed with the radio-labelled -80bp DNA probe (lanes 4
and 8 compared to lane 2), while mutant CBF and CDP unlabelled
oligonucleotides did not compete indicating that the binding observed
is entirely caused by CBF binding to the -80bp DNA probe. The
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experiment was repeated 3 times, and a representative picture is
shown.
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Competition is as follows per lane: 3) with cold 19bp probe designed to map
the cis-acting element around -80bp relative to the transcriptional start site 4)
with cold CDP/cux, 5) with cold mutant CDP/cux, 6) with cold CBF, 7) with cold
C/EBP and, 8) with cold SP1 consensus oligonucleotides.
Figure 4.9: CDP binds to the COL1A2 proxima l promoter through a
cis-acting element located -200bp relative to the transcriptional start
site.

EMSAs were performed using a 19-bp double-stranded probe
corresponding to the -200bp CCAAT box in the COL1A2 proximal
promoter and nuclear extracts from TK173 cells. The study
revealed that a CDP consensus oligonucleotide competed with the
radio-labelled -200bp DNA probe (lanes 4 compared to lane 2), while
CBF, C/EBP, and SP1 unlabelled consensus oligonucleotides did not
compete indicating that the binding observed is caused by CDP/cux
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binding to the -80bp DNA probe. The experiment was repeated 3 times,
and a representative picture is shown.
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Competition is as follows per lane: 3) with cold 19bp probe designed to map
the cis-acting element around -80bp relative to the transcriptional start site, 4)
with cold CBF, 5) with cold mutantCBF, 6) with cold CDP/cux, 7) with cold
C/EBP and, 8) with cold SP1 consensus oligonucleotides, 10) with cold 19bp
probe designed to map the cis-acting element around -80bp relative to the
transcriptional start site, 11) cold CBF, 12) cold CDP/cux, 13) cold C/EBP and
14) cold SP1 consensus oligonucleotides.

Figure 4.10: Overexpression of CDP/cux with binding to the -80bp
site.
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EMSAs

were

performed

using

a

19bp

double-stranded

probe

corresponding to the -80bp CCAAT box in the COL1A2 proximal
promoter

and

nuclear

extracts

from

human

kidney

fibroblasts

transfected either with an empty vector or CDP/cux, p75 isoform. The
study showed that CBF binds to the COL1A2 promoter at the -80bp
probe (compare lane 4 and 2). Interestingly, the experiment revealed
that both CDP/cux and CBF consensus oligonucleotides competed with
the radio-labelled -80bp DNA probe (lanes 11 and 12 compared to lane
9), only when cells were overexpressin g CDP/cux. While C/EBP and
SP1

unlabelled

consensus

oligonucleotides

did

not

compete

in

CDP/cux overexpressing renal cells.
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4.6 DISCUSSION
My studies lead me to conclude the following:

1) CDP/cux overexpression suppresses COL1A2 in human
kidney fibroblasts at a promoter, mRNA and protein level.
2) High-oncentrations of TGFβ induce CDP/cux in kidney cells
in a dose-dependent manner.
3) TGFβ induces COL1A2 promoter and mRNA levels but the
highest concentration used in this study had an inhibitory
effect.
4) CDP/cux overexpression reduces TGFβ-induced activation
of the COL1A2 promoter as well as basal activity.
5) At basal levels, CDP/cux binds to the COL1A2 promoter at a
cis-acting

element

located

at

-200bp

relative

to

the

transcriptional start site and CBF binds a cis-acting element
located at -80bp.
6) When

CDP/cux

is

overexpressed

in

kidney

cells,

it

competes for binding with CBF at the CCAAT box located at
-80bp relative to the transcriptional start site.
7) Finally,silencing CDP/cux using two different previously
published

siRNA

sequences

increased

type

I

collagen

protein levels.

CDP/cux, or CCAAT displacement protein, is a transcription factor
involved in transcription activation or repression of promotersin
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cells

depending

on

tissues

and

external

stimuli

(e.g.

concentration of TGFβ). I have shown that overexpression of
CDP/cux

causes

Additionally

decreased

overexpression

mRNA
of

expression

CDP/cux

of

suppresses

COL1A2.
COL1A2

promoter activity indicating it is acting through a cis-acting
element on the human promoter for mediating the action of
COL1A2 suppression in vitro. Finally, I have provided evidence
that overexpression of CDP/cux causes a reduction of type I
collagen expression in conditioned media and transfection of cells
with siRNA oligonucleotides that have previously been shown to
silence CDP successfully, increased type I collagen protein
production and deposition in the supernatant.

It is important to note that predicted transcription factor binding
sites only carry the potential to bind their corresponding protein
and every putative cis-acting element requires validation using a
protein-DNA binding assay. Consensus elements for transcription
factors can be found widely throughout the genome and are by no
means restricted to known regulatory regions (e.g. promoters of
genes). Sites outside regulatory regions are known to bind
transcription factors (Kodadek, 1998). Transcription factor binding
site prediction programs like MatInspector, which I used in my
studies,

can

infer

the

binding

potential,

although

not

the

functionality of a site. Functionality can ultimately be proven only
by

an

experiment

with

defined

settings,

particularly

since
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potential binding sites in a promoter can be functional in certain
cells, tissues or developmental stages and non-functional under
different conditions. Involving advanced bioinformatics strategies
like detailed promoter analysis of orthologous or co-regulated
genes can significantly reduce the number of test candidates.
Here in my study I have shown using transcription factor binding
site prediction programs the identification of functional sites
within promoters can take place.

The bioinformatics analysis predicted two putative binding sites in
the COL1A2 proximal promoter; one located at -80bp, and the
second at -200bp relative to the transcriptional start site. The
potential of either CDP/cux or CBF to bind the CCAAT boxes was
studied by EMSA; using 19bp radiolabelled double-stranded DNA
probes. I observed that CBF binds constitutively to the COL1A2
promoter at position -80bp and overexpression of CDP/cux can
displace CBF. Consistent with my findings, binding of CBF to
COL1A2 proximal promoter at position -80bp relative to the
transcription start site has been previously described (Collins et
al., 1998). Of interest is the finding, by Collins et al. that there
are two distinct transcription factors that can both bind COL1A2
promoter at -80bp relative to the transcriptional start site. The
authors concluded that one of the binding proteins is CBF but did
not provide any information for the second transcription factor
binding the same CCAAT box. My study suggests that the second
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transcription factor is CDP/cux. Also consistent with my findings
is the observation that CDP/cux can displace CBF in a model
organism (Kim et al., 1997).

Type I collagen production and CDP/cux expression has not
previously been linked and my study is the first to demonstrate
that overexpression of CDP can abolish collagen production in a
in vitro system. Consistent with my findings, a study by Mitchel et
al. (2005) employed a high throughput RNAi screen and identified
CDP/cux as a TGFβ-inducible gene. In more detail, they have
shown that CDP/cux protein and mRNA is induced by stimulation
with TGFβ in mouse embryonic fibroblasts and that CDP/cux is
required

for

the

TGFβ-mediated

migratory

effects

of

those

particular cells. My study has taken this finding a step further and
has demonstrated that possibly the reason why CDP/cux is
required for migration in response to TGFβ stimulation is because
type I collagen might be involved in the migration process and
CDP/cux silencing would increase type I collagen thus influencing
motility. Future experiments looking at stimulation of cells with
TGFβ and blocking type I collagen expression either by a
blocking antibody and/or siRNA would give some more insight on
whether this hypothesis is valid.

TGFβ is a major cytokine involved in mediating pro-fibrotic gene
upregulation, including type I collagen and CTGF. However, TGFβ
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induces

a

negative

feedback

loop

whereby

it

stimulates

expression of Smad7 which is an inhibitory Smad, and stops
Smad2 downstream action (Fidler, 2005;Halder et al., 2005). In
this chapter I provided evidence that TGFβ also induces CDP/cux
and described its role, which is to bind to the COL1A2 proximal
promoter at -200 and/or -80bp relative to the transcriptional start
site

and

fibroblasts.

suppress

collagen

expression

in

human

kidney

I therefore suggest that activation of CDP/cux by

TGFβ acts as a negative feedback system to limit COL1A2
expression.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

All experiments, described in this chapter, were performed in vitro
using transformed cells lines and translating an in vitro finding to
an in vivo situation is not always straightforward. However, for
investigating transcription factor binding properties, a cell system
is required because it is a more controlled environment where a
lot of different factors can be easily manipulated, in the presence
of

appropriate

positive

and

negative

controls.

Additionally,

proving that a transcription factor can bind to a specific fragment
of DNA under endogenous conditions requires ChIP (Buche et al.,
1989) . However, in this study ChIP analysis was not performed
because we were limited by the availability of the antibodies and
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therefore we have not proven binding of CDP/cux to the collagen
gene at an endogenous level.

KEY FUTURE WORK

Analysis of CDP/cux protein expression during development of
kidney disease would be interesting to study with particular
emphasis

on

the

deposition

is

at

stage
peak.

of
I

fibrosis

where

hypothesise

that

excessive

matrix

CDP/cux

protein

expression, which is normally abundantly expressed in the normal
kidney (Alcalay et al., 2007; Sharma et al., 2004; Quaggin et al.,
1997), would be lower if not completely silenced during fibrosis
and this would correlate with increased type I collagen expression.
I further hypothesise that overexpression of CDP/cux in the
kidney would rescue partially the disease development and
reduce deposition of type I collagen. Experiments including
conditional and promoter/ time inducible transgenic mice overexpressing human CDP/cux at sites of injury and applying a
model

of

kidney

disease

such

as

UUO

and/or

ischemia

reperfusion would be informative in this context.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
All metazoans are committed to respiration using molecular
oxygen

and

as

a

consequence

they

are

dependent

on

a

continuous supply of it. A fundamental challenge underlying much
of the physiology of higher organisms, such as humans, is
avoiding local oxygen starvation and at the same time avoiding
too much oxygen which can potentially be dangerous leading to
damage of nucleic acids and proteins. Since those functions are
vital to all metazoans, organisms have developed sophisticated
mechanisms to maintain the right amount of oxygen (Maxwell,
2003). Even though there are other transcription control systems
which respond to oxygen, hypoxia inducible factor-1 (HIF-1) is the
best understood. HIF-1, which is a transcription factor that
responds to oxygen, is recognised as a central molecule involved
in many aspects of oxygenation. HIF-1 complex contains the α
and β subunits with β being constitutively expressed and α
subunits regulated by oxygen, see Figure 5.1 for details on low
and

normal

levels

of

oxygen

and

the

corresponding

HIF

activation/degradation status (Maxwell, 2004).

Low oxygen tension (or hypoxia) is a well-established feature of
wounded tissue and re-establishing oxygen supply is an important
aspect of wound healing (Niinikoski et al., 1972). In the context of
the kidney, while they receive a higher blood flow per unit mass,
they attract a lower fraction of oxygen than other organs in the
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body. Despite this, the kidneys are very sensitive organs to
conditions

of

hypoperfusion

(Brezis

and

Heyman,

1986).

Alteration of the ECM, including its structure and properties, are
important pathological features of the failing kidneys. Coupled
with a decrease in ECM degradation by proteinases, such as
MMPs, ECM deposition leads to kidney tubulointerstitial fibrosis a
condition which represents a poor prognostic indicator and is a
common final pathway in the development of end-stage renal
disease (Kisseleva and Brenner, 2008). Hypoxia resulting from
capillary loss and decreased blood supply has been associated
with progression of chronic kidney disease and hence the ‘chronic
hypoxia hypothesis’ was put forward a decade ago (Fine and
Norman, 2008; Fine et al., 2000;Fine et al., 1998). One of the
major components of ECM that plays an important role in
maintenance of structure and function of the kidney is type I
collagen. Fibroblasts constitute the main source of type I collagen.
Studies have shown that low oxygen (2%) stimulates mRNA
production of COL1A1 gene in human dermal fibroblasts (Falanga
et al., 1993).

A further study from the same group identified a

region between -804 and -107bp upstream the transcriptional
start site of COL1A1 to be responsible for the hypoxia response
and investigators showed that TGFβ is an important component of
this process (Falanga et al., 2002).
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Low pO2- HIF

HIF INACTIVATION- O2

Hydroxylation

Transcription

Ubiquitylation

Destruction

Figure 5.1: HIF response in the presence and absence of oxygen.
At low oxygen HIF-α binds to the β subunit to form an active HIF-1
which then recruits p300 (left panel). In normal oxygen, HIF-1 is
inactivated and chemical modifications (i.e. hydroxylation at one or
two sites) eventually lead to recognition of HIF-1 by von HippelLindau

(VHL)

component

of

protein,
an

a

ubiquitin

tumour
ligase

suppressor
complex.

gene,
As

a

which
result

is

a

HIF

is

polyubiquitinated and subjected to proteosomal degradation when
oxygen is available.
Picture adapted from: Maxwe ll, 2003
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5.2 HYPOXIA INDUCES INCREASED mRNA EXPRESSION OF
THE COL1A2 GENE
Aim and Experimental design
Type I collagen is made up by two chains the α1 and α2 in a ratio
2:1. Those chains are encoded by two different genes, COL1A1
and COL1A2 respectively. Even though hypoxia has been shown
to change the metabolism of ECM in renal cells and COL1A1
mRNA expression is increased I response to hypoxia (Norman et
al., 1999), there is no report so far about COL1A2 status in
response to hypoxia. Therefore, the aim of this part of the study
was to investigate the potential of COL1A2 to respond to hypoxia
in human renal and lung fibroblasts, using an in vitro model.

To test the response of COL1A2 in hypoxia, human kidney and
lung fibroblasts were exposed to 24 and 48 hours of hypoxia (2%
oxygen),

after

which

incubation

mRNA

levels

of

vascular

endothelial growth factor, which is an established marker of HIF
activity (Tzao et al., 2008),

and COL1A2 were measured by

qPCR and compared between cells exposed to normal oxygen
conditions. Moreover, cells were transfected with a hypoxia
response element/luciferase reporter construct to demonstrate
whether or not hypoxia was capable to induce HIF-dependent
transcriptional activity in the cells tested.
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Results
I observed that mRNA production for COL1A2 did not change
significantly after 24 hours of hypoxia (Figure 5.2 A) in human
kidney fibroblasts when compared with normoxia cultured cells.
However, 48 hours of hypoxia had a significant impact on mRNA
production of COL1A2, which was increased by 3-fold in human
kidney fibroblasts (Figure 5.2 A), compared to kidney fibroblasts
cultured in normoxia.

Moreover, the work was replicated in a different cell line when
human lung fibroblasts were exposed to the same conditions, and
I observed that 24 hours of hypoxia was not a sufficient amount
of time to induce a significant increase of COL1A2 but 48 hours
was (Figure 5.2 B) when compared with lung fibroblasts cultured
in normoxia.

I validated these data by demonstrating that 24 and 48 hours of
hypoxia elevates VEGF mRNA production (Figure 5.3 A) It is
clearly illustrated that 24 hours of incubation of the cells in
hypoxic conditions lead to a substantial increase in VEGF mRNA
levels by 10-fold and 48 hours resulted in a 15-fold increase of
VEGF in human kidney fibroblasts (Figure 5.3 A). Similar results
were obtained in human lung fibroblasts (data not shown). As an
additional control a hypoxia responsible element (HRE)-luciferase
vector was transfected in the cells and cells were then exposed to
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hypoxia for either 24 or 48 hours. I showed that hypoxia induced
a 30-fold increase in HRE activity compared to cells cultured in
normoxia. Moreover 48 hours induced an even higher response,
(Figure 5.3 B).

In

summary,

renal

fibroblasts

demonstrated

physiological

responses to 24 or 48 hours incubation in hypoxic conditions, but
48 hours exposure to hypoxia led to COL1A2 induction.
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Figure 5.2: COL1A2 expression in kidney and lung cells.
Human kidney and lung fibroblasts were cultured in normoxia or 24-48
hours of hypoxia. Subsequently, mRNA was extracted, cDNA was
synthesised and COL1A2 mRNA was measured by qPCR. A) In renal
cells, 48 hours of hypoxia ca used a 3-fold increase of COL1A2 mRNA
but 24 hours of hypoxia did not have a significant effect. B) In lung
cells, 48 hours in hypoxia significantly increases mRNA synthesis of
COL1A2 but 24 hours of hypoxia did not have the same effect when
compared to lung cells incubated in normoxia. Experiments were
repeated 3 independent times with triplicates within each experiment.
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A paired student two tailed t-test was performed and p-values greater
than 0.05 were considered as non-significant (NS).

Figure 5.3: VEGF expression and HIF activity in human kidney
fibroblasts in response to hypoxia.
A) Human kidney fibroblasts were cultured in normoxia or 24-48 hours
of hypoxia. Subsequently mRNA was extracted, cDNA was synthesised
and VEGF mRNA was measured by qPCR. The measurement of VEGF
assisted in validating the physiological responses of the particular
cells to hypoxia. A) The data shows that both 24 and 48 hours of
hypoxia induced VEGF mRNA significantly by 10- and 20-fold, when
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compared to normoxia-incubated cells. B) As an additional control the
transcriptional activity of HIF was assessed by transfecting the cells
with a HRE/luciferase construct and measuring promoter activity in
hypoxia compared to normoxia. 24 and 48 hours of hypoxia elevate
transcriptional levels of HRE-driven luciferase when compared with
normoxic conditions. Experiments were repeated 3 independent times
with triplicates within each experiment. A paired student two tailed ttest was performed.

5.3 BIOINFORMATICS ANALYSIS OF COL1A2 5’ UTR FOR
PUTATIVE HYPOXIA RESPONSE ELEMENTS AND SP1

Aim and Experimental design
The aim of this part of the work was to identify putative hypoxia
response elements (HREs) where HIF could possibly be binding
to

COL1A2

5’

UTR

DNA

region

and

thus

promoting

gene

regulation in hypoxia. Moreover, since SP1 has been shown to
play an important role mediating the effects of hypoxia on
COL1A1 (Falanga V), I have also searched for SP1 binding
elements on promoter and enhancer of COL1A2.

The known consensus site for HIF binding that is found in many
genes comprises the following sequence: ‘RCGTG’ Kaelin, Jr. and
Ratcliffe, 2008). Furthermore, mutating base pairs in this motif
would inhibit HIF from binding to target genes. Based on this
information the proximal promoter of COL1A2 as well as the farupstream enhancer were analysed for putative binding sites for
HIF. Binding sites were identified using a bioinformatics approach
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and database searching with MatInspector (Genomatix Company,
Germany).

In order to

minimise false positive

matches a high

matrix

similarity algorithm was used. Additionally, after obtaining all the
HRE matches a validation was generated by manually checking
all of the matches and comparing them against the known
consensus HIF binding motif. All the sequences presented here
have been validated in this way.

Results
I have demonstrated that there are putative binding sites for both
HRE and SP1, previously unidentified, present in both the
minimal promoter of COL1A2 and the far-upstream enhancer
(Figure 5.4). More specifically, there are two putative HRE (box 1
and 2) present in the proximal promoter of COL1A2 (Figure 5.4 A).
Additionally, the far-upstream enhancer carries two SP1 putative
binding

elements

and

only

one

HRE

box

(Figure

5.4

B).
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A
Putative HRE 1 Putative SP1 Putative HRE 2
cgACGTGtc
cgACGTGtc
cccCGTGgc

-348bp -300bp

-296bp

-138bp

+52bp

complete sequence of minimal promoter:
-5’ UTRccggagatctgcaaattctgcccatgtcggggctgcagagcactccgacgtgtcccatagtgtttc
caaacttggaaagggcgggggagggcgggaggatgcggagggcggaggtatgcagacaa
cgagtcagagtttccccttgaaagcctcaaaagtgtccacgtcctcaaaaagaatggaaccaatt
taagaagccagccccgtggccacgtcccttcccccattcgctccctcctctgcgcccccgcaggc
tcctcccagctgtggctgcccgggcccccagccccagccctcccattggtggaggcccttttgga
ggcaccctagggccagggaaacttttgccgtataaatagggcagatccgggctttattattttagc
accacggcagcaggaggtttcggctaagttggaggtactggccacgactgcat -3’ UTR-

B
Putative SP1
ttGCCCaa
-22.4kb

-20.9kb

Putative HRE
agCGTGgc
-19.5kb

Putative SP1
ACGCCtt
-19.45kb
-18.8kb

complete sequence of enhancer:
-5’ UTRatgaattcacaaataatggttctgttcatcattctattaaataggctttgaaaatattacccccaatttacagatgaaagaaatgatgat
caaagggcattttacccctctctcatttctgttcctgccaagtttttaacaatttgcccaaaaaattaatgtcccaactctggaagttgcc
cttaacatatatgatgagaacaatatcaggctgatcattaaattcacacaactaatttaaagcaaagcaccactcaatcggaatcc
attaaaaacagcaagtcaaccttaacagacttctcattggtaaattatggattgtgcttgaatgttcatcctatagaactgatcaagttt
ctgggtttttttctctgtccttagacttcatgttatataaacaagtgtcagggtatacattcagcaagttagttccttgtgaaatgaggaga
aaataagcttttcatttctgatttccttcaagttcatgaagagaaaaatcccaagaactgtactttctattaaattgagaagagagatat
gtaatgaggaaagaattttgttcaacaatagcagcagtgccacatagctgaccagctggagctttgcctggtggtggctccacctc
cctcccttccagagagaagccagcgtggctcaacccctctctgtgagggtgagagacgccttcacagagggagtttgccctcagc
cctcatcagagaaaccagccatcctttctgtagtagaatgtatgcacttataaaacttttctgatctctctctctctgttttcccaactgctg
ccttttaagtcagtttggtggctttcacatgagcatttgagtgtattgggtccacccaggcaatccttggatttaaatgagttgctttttatttc
ctcggggacttaattttattcaaaagatgagggttacacactgacgatttatgtgagagagagaaagagagagagagagaaagg
ccattctgagatcaacatttcaacctctccttcctgattgctacttaaatcacttattccaacttggggagattgtaatatatagtttcttaat
gtgtttagttaaggacttcatgaatcatgtggatttctcctcaacctaagtggttattatgctgacccaagggtgtgccgttttgcggaca
cttcatttttgtgtccctgtttatttgtagcaagcaagctcagttctgtaagacattgattagagggacaatggaagttgttatctactgtaa
gtcgcattcagcaaaaagctgccaagtggtgttcacataattgaagaggtagagctttcagacttgattgtgattttgggtttggggctt
ccagttctaactcaggctctcaataaggctaagaccactccttatcttgaattgttccttttcaggaacaacactctaacaacaaatctt
ggagatctcatacaagttgttgcatttaaaacctccttaactaggacaatcttttcctcagtcttcctaaagctaacgagcccaagctg
cttcctttgcttgctgctggatatcaactttgcaagggattttactaagcggagagaggctatgggggatggtattggcagtgagttact
tagtacaaccccagggctgggagggagggagatgctgtgctttcttaccagctgttatacttcaagaagaaacaggattttgtaacc
ctttcctggcataccagtctcaaaacaaaggccagactcagttttgacaaagattttcttgtgaaaatacacacaacacaacagtat
gaatgcattcctatctaaatatgattaataaaatgtgacattgtttctgtgttttggattttcacaagaaagtgtgaaaacagaggcatta
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Figure 5.4: Putative hypoxia response elements and SP1 motifs on
COL1A2 regulatory DNA sequences.
The putative binding sites within the proximal promoter for human
COL1A2, sites were identified using MatInspector web-based computer
program and were confirmed by analysing the sequence and shown in
A. There are two putative HRE sites and one SP1 site within the
promoter, highlighted in yellow and grey respectively.
The putative sites for HRE and SP1 that lie within the human farupstream enhancer. There were two SP1 sites identified and one HRE,
grey and yellow respectively, shown in B.
Matrix similarity was increased to maximum in both bioinformatics
searches to minimize false positives.
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5.4 MINIMAL DNA REGION REQUIRED FOR THE HYPOXIAINDUCED COL1A2 INCREASED EXPRESSION
Aim and Experimental design

Having established that stimulating the cells for 48 hours with
hypoxia (2% oxygen) induces an increased expression of COL1A2
mRNA (Figure 5.2); the aim of this set of experiments was to
identify possible HREs and to test whether those lie within the
previously identified promoter/enhancer DNA sequence for the
COL1A2 gene.

Sequential deletion constructs, described in Chapter 3, were
employed as a tool to investigate COL1A2 promoter response to
hypoxia (Figure 5.5 A). The promoter alone or the promoter/full
enhancer or one of the deletion-constructs were transiently
transfected in fibroblasts, growing in DMEM supplemented with
10% serum. Cells were then exposed to 2% oxygen for 24 and 48
hours. After which, cells were harvested and promoter activity
was

measured

by

measuring

β-galactosidase

activity

in

luminometer and normalising against luciferase.

Results
I observed using human kidney fibrotic fibroblasts that the
promoter/enhancer

constructs

generated

an

increased

β-gal
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activity compared to the proximal promoter alone (as indicated in
Chapter 3), when cells were incubated in normoxic conditions.
Moreover, 24 hours of hypoxia did not alter either the promoter or
promoter/enhancer response and the picture that emerged is very
similar to normoxia incubated cells (Figure 5.5 B). However, after
48 hours of incubation of the cells in 2% oxygen there was an
increased

activity

from

the

promoter/full-length

enhancer

construct compared to cells incubated in normoxia (Figure 5.5 C).
To determine where the element of hypoxia response is located
within

the

enhancer,

a

series

of

deletion

constructs

were

transfected in fibroblasts which were then exposed to 48 hours of
hypoxia. The data shows that a construct, which is 320bp in
length, termed ‘D’ shows a statistically significant increase (the
highest amongst the various constructs) of reporter activity after
exposure to 48 hours of hypoxia (Figure 5.5 C).

Thus, I conclude that the region of the enhancer spanning the 18.8kb to -19.12kb relative to COL1A2 transcription start site
(corresponding

to

clone

D)

is

sufficient

for

enhanced

transcriptional activity in response to hypoxia and contains two
putative binding sites for SP1 and a single one for HIF. The
COL1A2 promoter alone, despite the fact that contains both
putative binding sites for SP1 and HREs, was not capable of
responding to hypoxia by increasing the basal levels of COL1A2.
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Figure 5.5: The COL1A2 promoter/enhancer is activated in response
to hypoxia.
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A) Schematic representation of size and position of constructs used for
transient transfection experiments, in order to assess the COL1A2
promoter/enhancer response to hypoxia. Activity of COL1A2 promoter
alone and full-length enhancer/promoter was compared to activity of
the deletion constructs, in normoxia and hypoxia.
(B and C) Human kidney fibroblasts, grown in DMEM supplemented
with 10% FCS, were transfected with the above mentioned constructs
(A). 24 hours post-transfection they were placed in incubators with
either normal or 2% oxygen concentration. 24 (B) or 48 (C) hours after
hypoxia incubation they were harvested and beta-galactosidase was
measured as an indicator of COL1A2 promoter activity. Results were
normalised against luciferase activity, which indicated transfection
efficiency.
All

e xperiments

were

performed

in

triplicate

and

repeated

3

independent times. A paired student two tailed t-test was performed
and results that p-values greater than 0.05 were considered as nonsignificant (NS).
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5.5 DISCUSSION
The exact mechanisms underlying progression of kidney disease
and the involvement of hypoxia remain poorly understood to date.
A growing pool of evidence suggests that hypoxia is a driver of
fibrogenesis in the kidney as well as other organs (Bechtel and
Zeisberg,

2009;Moon

et

al.,

2009;Sun

et

al.,

2006).

Transdifferentiation of resident fibroblasts to proto-myofibroblasts
has been reported by several investigators to play a significant
role in the process of disease (Strutz, 2008;Uhal et al., 2007;Gao
et al., 2007). Fibroblasts upon stimulation are thought to produce
excessive amounts of matrix molecules which are then deposited
outside the cells; this process slowly contributes in sclerosis of
the affected organ (Andrade et al., 1999). One of the key findings
presented in this chapter of my PhD thesis, that hypoxia induces
COL1A2 mRNA, (one of the two genes that make up type I
collagen), support a role for hypoxia in stimulating fibroblasts to
produce matrix. The in vitro experiments were performed in
human lung and kidney fibroblasts and show that incubating the
cells in hypoxic conditions (i.e. 2% oxygen) is enough to stimulate
an increase of COL1A2. Interestingly, exposure of cells to low
concentrations of oxygen require a relatively long time in order to
activate collagen genes compared to vascular endothelial growth
factor

(VEGF).

VEGF

mRNA

was

increased,

after

24

hour

stimulation with hypoxia, while a significant collagen mRNA
increase is only observed at 48 hours, suggesting that the factor
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that mediates the hypoxia effect between VEGF and COL1A2
might not be the same or might be acting through a different
mechanism for collagen that it does for VEGF.

Moreover, in our lab we have an established system of examining
COL1A2 promoter activity and, as described in previous chapters,
I have constructed several sequential deletion constructs in order
to study closely the transcriptional activity of COL1A2. This tool
was employed in order first of all demonstrate that 48 hours of
hypoxia,

but

not

transcriptional

24,

induce

mechanism.

an

increase

Moreover,

a

of

mRNA

via

a

series

of

deletion

constructs were used in order to map the minimal cis-acting DNA
region of hypoxic response in human kidney fibroblasts. The data
generated

with

transient

transfection

of

the

constructs

and

exposure of the cells subsequently to hypoxia, confirmed that the
regulatory elements for COL1A2 are activated in response to
hypoxia. Additionally, using the deletion constructs we were able
to demonstrate, that despite the presence of putative sites for
SP1 and HIF binding motifs in the proximal promoter of COL1A2,
the promoter contributed minimally to the hypoxic response.
Instead it was the enhancer of COL1A2, which is located -18.8kb
relative to the transcription start site, which showed the increased
activity in response to hypoxia. Moreover, I demonstrated that a
DNA fragment of 320bp (positioned between -18.8 and -19.12kb
relative to transcriptional start site) was capable of responding to
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hypoxia

when

linked

to

the

endogenous

COL1A2

proximal

promoter. The finding that the proximal promoter of COL1A2,
without the enhancer, is not capable of responding to hypoxia
was also reported and is interesting because although the
promoter

contains

putative

regulatory

elements

for

HIF,

presumably they are inactive.

Enhancers

were

traditionally

thought

to

be

necessary

for

increasing the basal expression of genes, however this set of
data along with other publications, supports the hypothesis that
enhancers also function to promote tissue- and stimulus-specific
expression of a gene depending on the requirements of the cell
(Zhang et al., 2009). It is interesting and unexpected that the
promoter itself does not confer any hypoxia response, unlike the
COL1A1 gene that carries a HRE on the proximal promoter
(Falanga et al., 2002). This highlights the differences between the
two genes that make up type I collagen molecule and emphasises
the importance of studying both of the genes in order to identify
critical transcription control mechanisms which could potentially
used

for

therapeutic

approaches

against

fibrotic

diseases.

Upregulation of COL1A2 expression in hypoxia is a novel finding
and previous published work is mainly focusing on COL1A1, the
other gene making up type I collagen (Norman JT and Fine LG,
2006). Collectively this work supports the hypothesis that hypoxia
is a pro-fibrotic stimulus that promotes matrix synthesis.
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Metazoan cells sense when oxygen availability is insufficient and
undergo adaptive changes in gene expression that either enhance
oxygen delivery or promote survival in low oxygen (hypoxic)
environments. An evolutionarily conserved pathway mediated by
oxygen-dependent post-translational hydroxylation of HIF plays a
pivotal role in this process. HIF consists of an unstable α subunit
and a stable β that binds DNA via HREs (Kaelin, Jr. and Ratcliffe,
2008). I observed using a HRE-luciferase reporter construct that
hypoxia triggered high HIF-mediated activity when compared to
normoxia. Common to several HIF regulated genes is the above
mentioned consensus sequence: ‘RCGTG’ which is required for
HIF to bind to promoters of genes and thus to enhance their
expression. The fact that a HRE-luciferase construct was highly
induced by 24 hours in hypoxic conditions, whereas COL1A2
mRNA

was not induced

provides indirect

evidence

for

two

speculative ideas. The first speculation is that since HREluciferase activity is high, HIF protein expression is most likely
upregulated in those cells under hypoxia, although the idea was
not directly tested. Secondly, upregulation of COL1A2 mRNA at a
later time point (i.e. 48 hours) is probably not HIF-mediated.
Future experiments to answer whether COL1A2 hypoxic response
is regulated by HIF are required. To test this idea a DNA vector
containing HIF cDNA which is mutated at 3 critical regions, where
HIF is targeted for degradation (i.e. N-terminus transactivation
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domain), and

therefore

is

constitutively

active

even

in

the

presence of oxygen, could be over-expressed in the cells. This
experiment will give some insight as to whether the COL1A2
response is HIF- dependent. In addition, to gain of function
experiment, pharmacological inhibitors of HIF can be added to
suppress its activity in hypoxic conditions, if that reverses
hypoxia-induced COL1A2 upregulation then that would also imply
that HIF is involved; or if not, it would exclude its involvement.

ALTERNATIVE TO HIF HYPOXIA MECHANISMS FOR COL1A2
REGULATION

SP1

is

a

ubiquitous

transcription

factor

involved

in

basal

transcription of several genes including COL1A2 and COL1A1
(Zhang et al., 2000; Rodrigues et al., 2008; Navarro et al., 2007;
Mann et al., 2001). Moreover, SP1 has been implicated to play a
role in hypoxia mechanisms as well (Eltzschig et al., 2009; Lee et
al., 2004; Discher et al., 1998). The COL1A2 enhancer region and
promoter

contain

several

putative

sites

for

SP1.

Moreover,

blockade of SP1 binding in fibroblastic cells transfected with
COL1A2 promoter constructs shows a reduced promoter activity
indicating that SP1 is very important for basal expression of
COL1A2 (Kang et al., 2008;Verrecchia et al., 2001). Additionally
VEGF and erythropoietin which are both well-established HIF
target genes, apart from containing consensus binding sites for
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HIF, they both also contain binding elements for SP1 (Pore et al.,
2004;Reisinger et al., 2003) and it has been shown that SP1 is
playing a role in the hypoxic response of those genes, as well as
HIF. Interestingly interaction between Smads and SP1 and HIF
has been described in the literature (Sanchez-Elsner et al., 2004).
Considering that COL1A2 and COL1A1 for physiological reasons
(personal communication with George Bou-Gharios) could be
expressed at the same time in response to the same stimuli so
that they can make up a complete collagen I molecule, then it is
not entirely unreasonable to speculate that SP1 might be equally
important for COL1A1 and COL1A2, although I have not directly
tested this idea. Additionally synergistic effects between hypoxia
and

TGFβ

signalling

have

been

reported

for

production

of

collagen I in both lung and skin fibroblasts (Hu et al., 2007).
Finally, future work, for the continuation of this part of the study
would include a molecular approach to understanding the exact
transcription

factor(s)

involved

in

the

hypoxic

response

of

COL1A2 by possibly employing the already prepared sequential
deletion constructs in in vitro and/or in vivo systems.

A lot of research on hypoxic effects on gene expression that are
HIF-independent

has

also

focused

on

p38

MAPK

and

its

involvement (Beguin et al., 2007;Jeong et al., 2005;Karamsetty et
al., 2002;Kulisz et al., 2002). We cannot exclude, based on data
presented here, the possibility that MAPK might be involved in
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the hypoxia response to control COL1A2 and future work needs to
be undertaken in order to test the hypothesis.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

All the experiments were performed in transformed human and
mouse

cell

lines, and

despite

the

fact

that

cell

lines

are

invaluable tools to study molecular mechanisms, they also have
significant disadvantage, such as they are a very artificial
environment that might not fully replicate the in vivo situation.
Using primary cells would simulate the in vivo situation more
closely; however, we decided against the use of primary cells
because of the difficulty that researchers are faced with when it
comes to transient transfections in primary cells (Hamm et al.,
2002;Holmen et al., 1995).

Secondly, in this set of experiments I have investigated the
effects of COL1A2 production in response to a hypoxia stimulus
at the mRNA level but not at the protein level. The central dogma
of biology indicates the flow from DNA to RNA to protein, however
there are reports where this is not always the case and it is hard
to estimate how much protein would be produced by only
measuring mRNA production (Greenbaum et al., 2003).

KEY FUTURE WORK
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This

will

mediated

include
the

determining

hypoxia

effect

the
by

transcription

employing

a

factor

that

bioinformatics

approached coupled with DNA-protein binding assays and siRNA
to confirm the effects. Secondly an in vivo validation would be
highly valuable where hypoxia can be induced in a mouse model
of ischemia/reperfusion and study the response of COL1A2 by in
situ hybridisation as well as by immunohistochemistry. Finally
sections from fibrotic human biopsies can be also stained for
expression

of

collagen

and

co-localisation

of

the

relevant

transcription factor that mediates the effect.
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CHAPTER 6- GENERAL DISCUSSION
6.1 DISCUSSION

Main conclusions

The promoter region of COL1A2 is a DNA sequence that has been
the subject of numerous studies published over the past 30 years
but there are various unanswered questions that still remain to be
resolved. The regulation of transcription, which takes place in the
promoter and the promoter/enhancer of the gene, is highly
complex

and

not

easy

to

dissect.

Regulation

of

COL1A2

transcription through the enhancer is largely unknown, at the
moment, with very few papers published so far (Antoviv et al.
2001, Ponticos et al. 2005 and Alexakis, 2006).

The main conclusions from my thesis are as follows:
1. The promoter only construct exhibited basal activity in all the
cells tested in this project and the basal activity was enhanced in
response

to

TGFβ

stimulation.

However,

the

far-upstream

COL1A2 enhancer, when studied using a reporter construct that
contained both enhancer and promoter fused to the LacZ gene,
showed that the enhancer is not constitutively active in normal
renal

and

lung

fibroblasts.

Instead

it

displayed

constitutive
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activity only in fibrotic renal fibroblasts and can be further
activated in normal renal fibroblasts by TGFβ and hypoxia.
2. TGFβ induces COL1A2 transcriptional activity via both the
promoter and promoter/enhancer regulatory regions. Additionally,
a two base pair mutation of a putative AP1 consensus site located
at -19.59kb, in the enhancer region, reduces COL1A2 basal
activity, suggesting that AP1 activation may be important. 3. High
concentrations of TGFβ induce the transcription factor CDP/cux
which can bind to the COL1A2 promoter (at -80bp and -200bp
sites) and suppress its activity. Moreover, gene silencing and
overexpression

studies

revealed

that

CDP/cux

is

a

novel

repressor of type I collagen transcription and subsequently
protein expression.
4. Hypoxia induces COL1A2 transcriptional activation via the
promoter/enhancer and fine-mapping revealed that the region
spanning

-18.8kb

to

19.2kb

is

important.

The

transcription

factor(s) responsible remain elusive.

In summary, I have provided evidence that several stimuli, that
have been previously been shown to influence type I collagen
production, such as TGFβ and hypoxia, act through specific
protein-DNA interactions to regulate COL1A2 gene transcription.
The exact proteins/cytokines and transcription factors that are
required for altering expression of COL1A2, in a variety of
circumstances, still remain to be characterised fully. Overall this
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work could potentially be used for further studies in which a
prospective

therapeutic

approach

against

fibrosis

could

be

developed.

Investigation of the COL1A2 human far-upstream enhancer –
disparity between in vitro and in vivo studies

I have investigated the potential of the 5’ UTR COL1A2 enhancer
to direct expression in a kidney-specific manner by comparing the
activity of the COL1A2 5’ UTR in both kidney and non-kidney
transformed cells. My cell culture work did not provide evidence
that

COL1A2

specific

promoter/enhancer

expression.

Moreover,

regions
my

work

can
failed

direct
to

kidney

replicate

previously published in vivo work and notably, I demonstrated
that the enhancer only directs increased activity of a reporter
gene in fibrotic renal cells and has no effect in normal renal cells
or

normal

cells

from

other

organs.

Furthermore, sequential

deletion constructs of the upstream enhancer were generated and
they showed that a short construct of 330bp, termed MF8, which
is located at the 3’ end of the human COL1A2 enhancer,
increased reporter gene expression when compared with other
deletion constructs containing various portions of the COL1A2
enhancer linked to the endogenous proximal promoter and fused
to LacZ. MF8 directed increased reporter gene expression in all
cells tested, not only renal, and this universal activation further
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provided evidence against the hypothesis that the enhancer
directs kidney-specific expression of COL1A2.

It is important to discuss the differences between my in vitro work
and previously published in vivo work, where the investigators
suggested that the upstream enhancer is required for enhanced
reporter

gene

expression

(Antoviv

et

al.

2001).

Possible

explanations for the discrepancy between previously published in
vivo findings and my in vitro data include:

•

The

presence

of

different

transcriptional

machinery

available to modulate COL1A2 gene regulation in the mouse
when compared with human cell lines derived from adult
kidney and/or skin. The possibility that certain transcription
factors required for high activity of the COL1A2 enhancer
are expressed in the mouse but are not present in cultured
human renal cells cannot be excluded.
•

Chromatin rearrangement is different in vivo compared to
the in vitro situation and chromatin is important in COL1A2
gene regulation.

•

Variation

of

gene

expression

profiles

and

other

physiological activities between human and mouse could
account for differences. In addition, the cell lines used were
derived from adult tissue, while previous enhancer work was
performed in mouse embryos. This could account for the
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discrepancy if COL1A2 gene expression/regulation during
development and adulthood is different.
•

Using the in vitro system does not provide a platform to
study a 3D extracellular environment. The 3D environment
was shown to be important for accurate expression of matrix
gene/proteins and when gene expression was assessed in a
2D system significant changes were observed (Carlson et
al., 2009).

It could be argued that for tissue specificity an in vivo system
would be more appropriate in order to eliminate some of the
problems that are inherent with an artificial cell culture system.
However, when I attempted to generate transgenic embryos we
were faced with intractable technical difficulties and had to
abandon this approach. The idea of removing the human COL1A2
proximal promoter and replacing it with a heterologous promoter
that is silent unless linked to a strong enhancer sequence has
been used successfully in the past for the identification of
enhancers (Bee et al., 2009; Sumoy et al., 1995). In our system
though, employing a chimeric construct encompassing the human
COL1A2 enhancer fused to a HSP68 proximal promoter was not
successful, mainly because we did not observe the a consistent
staining pattern; moreover, a second limiting factor was the low
efficiency of transgenesis.
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Basal activity of the COL1A2 enhancer

My studies revealed that the constitutive activity of the COL1A2
enhancer

in

non-fibrotic

fibroblasts

was

relatively

low.

Nevertheless, they revealed several interesting features about
the COL1A2 enhancer. I observed that a portion of the enhancer
(termed MF5) directed decreased expression of a reporter gene in
renal cells, which is consistent with the idea that regulatory DNA
sequences not only contain regions of activation but also cisacting elements for suppression of gene expression. It is possible
that the suppression is because of binding of a repressor protein
or alternatively that the particular construct was designed in such
a way that a binding site for a protein that activates transcription
was removed.

It was also interesting to note that a construct that exhibited an
increased expression in all cell lines tested (termed MF8) could
not be mapped at a detailed level by generation of smaller
constructs - because all of the sub-clones displayed reduced
activity compared to MF8 or the full-length enhancer. Possible
reasons for the observed results could include the previously
described hypothesis that in order for a promoter or enhancer to
function in full capacity protein/DNA interactions between more
than

one

transcription

factor

and

cis-acting

sequences

are

needed (Janky et al., 2009; Gertz and Cohen, 2009; Chen et al.,
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2007; Villard, 2004); by shortening the DNA sequence some of
the essential interactions may have been disrupted.

COL1A2 transcriptional control via TGFβ

TGFβ has a well established role in fibrosis and is known to
induce both COL1A1 and COL1A2 (Chen et al., 1999). However,
the molecular mechanisms that underlie transcriptional activation
of collagen genes by TGFβ remain incompletely understood. In
this thesis, I have demonstrated that TGFβ induces COL1A2
transcriptional

activity

via

both

the

promoter

and

enhancer

regulatory regions. TGFβ−induced activation of COL1A2 via the
proximal promoter is a well-documented phenomenon (Chung et
al, 1996; Chen et al, 2000). The involvement of the far-upstream
enhancer in the TGFβ induced-activation of the gene is not
completely understood.

A study by Chung et al (1996), showed that an AP1 cis-acting
element on the COL1A2 proximal promoter is important for
mediating upregulation of promoter-reporter construct in response
to stimulation with TGFβ. Moreover, it was shown that in gel shift
assays that AP1 consensus oligonucleotides competed for binding
to promoter sequences but not SP1 or NFkB, indicating the
importance of AP1. Moreover, transfection experiments of the
promoter-reporter construct with a mutation at the critical region
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for

AP1,

showed

a

reduced

promoter

response

to

TGFβ

stimulation. Based on the finding of this study I carried out sitedirected mutagenesis of two putative AP1 cis-acting binding
elements, located in the upstream enhancer. The involvement of
the upstream enhancer in response to stimulation with cytokines
is largely unknown. My studies supported a possible role of AP1
in regulation of basal COL1A2 transcription through a site located
at -19.59bp upstream from the transcription start site. Further
work needs to be carried out in order to identify whether AP1 may
bind the enhancer e.g. by EMSA and ChIP. Furthermore, it would
be interesting to understand the molecular effects that silencing
AP1 in renal cells may have on type I collagen production both at
basal state and in cells stimulated with TGFβ (Figure 6.1). My
work is consistent with a recently published study showing that
TGFβ directs COL1A2 transcription through a non-canonical
Smad pathway, whereby AP1 isoforms are induced and bind to
the enhancer (-20.1 kb relative to the start site) (Ponticos et al.
2009). My study extend these findings by identifying another
putative site for AP1, present in the enhancer of the same gene
but at a different position and describes a similar effect. Both my
work together with that of Ponticos et al support the idea that the
AP1 transcription factor is important for basal activation of the
COL1A2 gene as well as TGFβ-mediated activation.
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It is interesting to note that the canonical TGF pathway involves
the induction, phosphorylation and nuclear translocation of the
Smad proteins; in particular the involvement of the receptor
activated r-Smad2 and 3 and, the only Smad common mediator
present in humans, co-Smad4 (Cho et al., 2006;Wang et al.,
2006;Williams et al., 2005;Yagi et al., 2002;Mucsi and Goldberg,
1997). Following the discovery of theTGFs, described by DeLarco
and Todaro in the late 1970s, TGFβ family members have been
strongly associated with signalling through the Smad family of
signal transducers (Mizel et al., 1980;DeLarco and Todaro, 1976).
Despite the fact that Smads have a weak DNA-binding affinity,
thus requiring binding of co-activators such as CBP and p300,
they have been shown to upregulate expression, in response to
TGFβ stimulation, of various genes including COL1A2 (Tu and
Luo, 2007;Simonsson et al., 2006;Itoh et al., 2000;Ghosh et al.,
2000). In particular, for COL1A2 Smad proteins have been shown
to bind to the proximal promoter of the gene in response to TGFβ
(Ihn et al., 2006; Runyan et al., 2003; Verrecchia et al., 2001;
Poncelet and Schnaper, 2001; Chen et al., 2000). Why humans
and other higher organisms have evolved a complex system that
requires multiple transcription factors for activation of a single
gene (type I collagen), remains a question that is difficult to
address. In addition to AP1 and Smad, SP1 has also been
implicated as a transcription factor mediating the TGFβ signal for
upregulation of collagens, including COL1A2. Studies have shown
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that SP1 sites present in the proximal promoter of COL1A2 are
vital for the TGFβ effect (Zhang et al., 2000).

Further

work

to

characterise

the

TGFβ-mediated

COL1A2

response that takes place in the upstream enhancer should be
carried

out

to

provide

further

insights

into

the

molecular

mechanisms regulating COL1A2 transcription in response to
TGFβ, a cytokine involved in diverse developmental processes
and the pathogenesis of many diseases including tissue fibrosis.
Advancement

in

the

knowledge

of

the

exact

molecular

interactions that are required for induction of type I collagen gene,
may make it possible to develop new anti-fibrotic therapies.

Can

high

concentrations

of

TGFβ

suppress

COL1A2

transcriptional activity via induction of CDP/cux?

One of the most interesting findings of my PhD work, presented in
this thesis, is the identification of CDP/cux as a negative
regulator of COL1A2 transcription in renal cells. Overexpression
of CDP/cux correlated with a significant decrease of COL1A2
mRNA and protein expression. It has been reported in the
literature that different isoforms of CDP/cux (namely, p75, p200,
p110) can direct different transcriptional effects of target genes.
CDP/cux

is

an

interesting

molecule

shown

to

act

as

a

transcriptional repressor in many cell settings. Namely, CDP/cux
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has been shown to transcriptionally suppress factor inhibiting HIF
(FIH) activity in renal clear carcinoma cells in a PKCδ dependent
fashion

(Li

et

al.,

2007).

Additionally

CMV-driven

CDP/cux

expression in transgenic mice correlated with organ hypertrophy
and specifically with a decrease of p27 and p21 in the renal
cortex (Sharma et al., 2005; Ledford et al., 2002). The finding
that CDP/cux regulates cell cycle proteins is not surprising, since
it is a TGFβ-responsive gene and TGFβ itself has been shown to
regulate

the

cell

cycle

in

numerous

studies

(Wang

et al.,

2009;Richard et al., 2008;Kanli and Savli, 2007;Burdette et al.,
2005). Specifically, TGFβ has been shown to downregulate p21
and p27 expression in various cell settings (Reynisdottir et al.,
1995;Polyak et al., 1994). CDP/cux has also been implicated in
activation of some genes recently (Fei et al., 2007). What made
CDP/cux a fascinating molecule to work with is its previously
described ability to displace CBF from regulatory regions of
genes (Barberis et al., 1987). CBF, or CCAAT binding factor, is
an important transcription factor involved in regulation of COL1A2
expression. The EMSA experiments that I performed showed that
overexpressed CDP/cux and CBF compete for occupancy of the
same CCAAT box (located -80bp) in the COL1A2 promoter. I
therefore suggest that CDP/cux negatively regulates COL1A2
transcription by displacing CBP from the proximal promoter.
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TGFβ is classically thought to induce expression of genes that
would be involved in upregulation of collagens, such as the rSmad and co-Smad cascade of signal transducers and more
recently AP1 transcription factors (discussed above). My studies
of CDP/cux seemed paradoxical at first because they suggested
that TGFβ may inhibit COL1A2 expression in some circumstances.
Specifically,

I

observed

that

relatively

low

doses

of

TGFβ

enhanced COL1A2 transcription whereas relatively high doses
suppressed it. Interestingly, high doses of TGFβ enhanced the
expression

of

CDP/cux

which

interacted

with

the

proximal

promoter of COL1A2 and reduced its activity. My findings lead me
to propose that TGFβ signalling to COL1A2 is regulated by a
dose-dependent switch (Figure 6.1). This novel mechanism for
COL1A2 suppression in cells exposed to high concentrations of
TGFβ may be important in maintaining physiological homeostasis
and for preventing excessive collagen production during wound
healing. This idea is consistent with previous observations that
TGFβ

also induces expression of an inhibitory Smad, Smad 7,

which is an inhibitor of the canonical TGFβ pathway (Yan et al.,
2009; Monteleone et al., 2008; Akel et al., 2007). I therefore
propose that CDP/cux is induced by high concentrations of TGFβ
in order to suppress COL1A2 expression in a specific context.
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Figure 6.1: TGFβ mediates COL1A2 transcription in a dose-dependent
manner via induction of CDP/cux.
In

the

basal

transcription

state,

rate

is

COL1A2
low.

In

promoter/enhancer
stimulated

state

1,

is

active

but

relatively

low

concentration of TGFβ, (1-5ng/ml), stimulates COL1A2 transcription
via, previously described mediators (Smad, AP1 and SP1). However, in
stimulated state 2, high concentration of TGFβ (10ng/ml) stimulates
induction of a transcription factor, CDP/cux, which then binds to the
COL1A2 promoter at two distinct CCAAT boxes and displaces CCAAT
binding factor (CBF), thus suppressing COL1A2 transcription. TGFβ
stimulation possibly further increases COL1A2 transcription rate via
induction of the transcription factor AP1 at a cis-regulatory element
located at the 5’ UTR (-19.59kb), although this hypothesis remains to
be tested.
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COL1A2 response to hypoxia in fibroblasts

Experiments performed with normal oxygen concentrations as
well as low oxygen (2%) revealed that COL1A2 mRNA is hypoxia
responsive. It is interesting to note that VEGF, which is a HIF
regulated gene, was increased at 24 hours of stimulations with
hypoxia however it took 48 hours in order to be able to detect
statistically significant changes of COL1A2 mRNA in response to
hypoxia. The difference in responses of the two genes may
suggest that there are different mechanisms regulating their
responsiveness to hypoxia in vitro. The hypoxia response element
for

COL1A2

was

mapped

in

the

far-upstream

enhancer.

Bioinformatics analysis of this portion of DNA revealed putative
binding sites for AP1, SP1, and Smad transcription factors. Of
these, SP1 is already a known hypoxia-inducible transcription
factor and is therefore a candidate for the induction of COL1A2 in
response to this stimulus (Falanga V and Yufit T). Additionally, a
synergy between hypoxia and TGFβ has been reported (Stavri et
al., 1995). Moreover, I have shown that the enhancer not only
responds to hypoxia but it also responds to TGFβ, further work to
address the relative contribution of both TGF and hypoxia would
be interesting and would further help to delineate the molecular
mechanisms that control COL1A2 transcription.
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6.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The results reported in this thesis suggest that several areas of
research on COL1A2 transcriptional regulation are worthy of
further investigation.

Identification

of

novel

transcription

factors

involved

in

collagen regulation

•

My work has identified a panel of putative transcription
factors that might be involved in type I collagen regulation.
Future work could be undertaken to prove whether those
transcription

factors

do

actually

bind

to

regulatory

sequences in the COL1A2 gene or not, and what their
relative contributions are. To do that, EMSAs can be
employed to determine the binding activity of the potential
factors. Once it has been established which of those
proteins bind to the DNA, then site-directed mutagenesis
could be used to identify whether those DNA/transcription
factor interactions are important or not for basal promoter
activity and for TGFβ and hypoxia -induced activation of the
COL1A2 gene. Those experiments could lead to a better
understanding of the molecules that regulate collagen and
could help uncover novel potential therapies against fibrosis.
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Generation of CDP/cux transgenics

•

Novel

data

in

this

thesis

revealed

that

CDP/cux

can

downregulate COL1A2 in vitro. It is desirable to now take
these observations from the in vitro setting into an in vivo
system and carry out proof-of-principle experiments to show
the ability of CPD/cux to down-regulate COL1A2 levels in
vivo. To show that, generation of transgenic mouse lines
that

overexpress

CPD/cux,

can

be

employed.

The

overexpression of CDP could ideally be inducible and under
the control of a specific promoter that responds to TGFβ,
such as Smad3. Expression of CDP/cux should be induced
after tissue injury to check the ability of CDP/cux to
suppress collagen production and deposition in a tissue that
is already in a progressive stage of fibrotic disease. In
addition the effects of CDP/cux before the onset of the
disease should be studied to identify CDP/cux’s potential
role as a prophylactic/protective molecule, which could be
given when fibrosis is suspected (i.e. after surgery to avoid
scarring) and its ability to prevent or halt fibrosis. This
series of experiments could prove to be very powerful and
potentially illustrate that overexpression of CDP/cux might
be enough to maintain normal levels of COL1A2 following
tissue injury in vivo. There is a choice of potential animal
disease models that could be used; examples include lung
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fibrosis (bleomycin- induced) or kidney fibrosis (ischemiareperfusion or UUO).

•

After having established the CDP/cux’s contribution to
prevent or reverse fibrosis in vivo in lungs and/or kidneys of
mice, the next step would be to acquire human tissue from
patients that have developed kidney and lung fibrosis and
perform immunohistochemical analysis to determine the
levels of CDP/cux expression. However, at this stage it is
important to mention the main limitation with this approach
is

the

lack

of

specific

antibodies

against

CDP/cux

–

therefore I suggest that there is also a need to develop an
antibody against CDP/cux and that can prove exceedingly
useful. As CDP/cux is induced by TGFβ, it could be
expected that CDP expression may be altered in patients
with kidney fibrosis compared to healthy controls. Moreover,
tissues from patients with kidney fibrosis could be obtained
and stained to check for CDP/cux expression compared to
normal healthy controls.

•

Finally,

generation

of

CDP/cux, is required.

small
It

is

molecule
known

that

antagonists
the

of

full-length

CDP/cux protein is made up of 4 DNA binding domains. In
addition, since the full-length protein is a relatively large
molecule (200kDa), it may be possible to engineer a
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truncated recombinant version of CDP, containing only the
part of the protein (DNA binding domain) that is necessary
for downregulation of collage. Once the truncated versions
of CDP/cux are generated the next step would be to test
them initially in vitro and subsequently in vivo. Molecules
validated in vitro could then be tested in vivo, and different
delivery methods should be assessed. This approach can be
complemented by screening libraries of small molecules for
activation/inhibition of CDP. An initial step in this process
would be the development of a high-throughput assay for
CDP activity e.g. CDP reporter gene assay or ELISA of the
active form.

6.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

Transcriptional reporters can be used to rapidly establish a
tentative expression pattern for a gene of interest. Fusing 5′
upstream sequences to a reporter gene such as LacZ or Green
Fluorescent Protein (GFP) can be done in a number of ways.
Compared to translational-based reporters, however, promoter
fusions may not give a complete representation of the real
expression pattern of a gene, both spatially and temporally, which
is a problem when a study relies on the fidelity of a 5’ upstream
sequence to reproduce transcriptional activity as close to the in
vivo situation as possible. Translational reporters, instead, can
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provide a more faithful representation of a gene's expression
pattern because additional regulatory information that may be
present in introns or 3′ UTRs is included in such reporter
constructs.
provide

In

addition,

information

temporal

aspects

translational

about

of

gene

gene

fusions

can

also

subcellular

localization

and

regulation,

which

important

are

the

elements when studying a gene in any condition, physiological or
pathological.

The C. elegans genome is very compact and most of the genes
contained within it are positioned closely downstream from cisregulatory information. In contrast, the human genome is not
compact and regulatory information is more widely spread out. In
addition, there is a growing number of examples of genes in the
human genome that are controlled by crucial cis-regulatory
sequences located within introns (especially genes containing
large

introns);

or the

3′ UTR

and

frequently

cis-regulatory

sequences have been found at unusually long distances (beyond
upstream or downstream flanking genes) from the gene of interest.
All these observations make studying transcription of a given
gene a difficult task. Given the above discussed considerations,
translational reporters may provide a more faithful representation
of gene expression compared to promoter reporters in some
situations.
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Reporter transgenes may not represent the complete expression
pattern for a gene, but still have provided testable hypotheses,
over the years, about the sites at which it functions. Nevertheless,
I think that it is vital to validate findings generated using promoter
reporters with mosaic analyses, antibody staining and in situ
hybridization.
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APPENDIX A- SUPPLIERS
Abbot Laboratories Ltd

Kent, UK

American National Can

Greenwich, CT, USA

Appligene Oncor

Harefield, UK

Bayer

Newury, UK

B. Braun

Melsungen, Germany

BD Biosciences

Oxford, UK

BD Transduction Laboratories

Oxford, UK

Beckman Instruments Inc

Fullerton, CA, USA

Biocarta

Oxford, UK

Biogen Inc

Cambridge, UK

Cell path plc.

Powys, UK

Centocor

Philadephia, PA, USA

Chemicon International Inc.

Temecula, CA, USA

Citifluor Ltd.

London, UK

Corning Ltd.

Hemel Hempstead, UK

DAKO

Glostrup, Denmark

Ethicon

Edinburh, UK

Gibco Life Technologies

Paisley, UK

GraphPad prism

San Diego, CA, USA

Harlan-Sera Labs

Loughborough, UK

Lab Tech International

Ringmer, UK

Novocastra Kabs Ltd.

Newcastle upon Tyne, UK

New England Biolabs

Hitchin, Hertfordshire, UK

Olympus Optical

London, UK
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R&D Systems

Abington, UK

Roche Diagnostics

Welwyn Garden City, UK

Research Diagnostics

Flanders, NJ, USA

Sigma

Poole, UK

VWR International Ltd.

Poole, UK
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APPENDIX B- BUFFERS AND SOLUTIONS

PBS 0.1M pH 7.0-7.4
8g/L sodium chloride
0.2g/L potassium chloride
0.2/L potassium di-hydrogen phosphate
1.15g/L disodium hydrogen phospate

Tris Buffer
20mM Tris base
150mM sodium chloride

Washing buffer for Western
0.05% Tween 20 in PBS or TBS

1x TAE
40mM Tris-acetate
4mM EDTA
pH 8.0

6% DNA Loading buffer
0.25 % (w:v) bromophenicol blue
30% (w:v) glycerol in distilled water

LB agar
263

LB broth 2% (w:v)
1.8% (w:v) agar made in distill water

SOC media
10g bactotyptone
5g bacto-yeast extract
0.5g NaCl
10ml of 1M MgCl 2
10ml of 1M MgSO 4
10ml of 2M glucose
Make up to 1L with distilled water

TTS buffer
1xLB
10% (w:v) polyethylene glycol PEG8000
5% DMSO
50mM MgCl 2
pH 5.6

Tail buffer
0.1M EDTA
0.1M NaCl
0.5M Tris/HCL
pH 8.0
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Fixative solution
2% folmaldehyde
0.2% glutaraldehyde
0.1M NaH 2 PO 4
0.1M Na 2 HPO4,
5mM EGTA (pH 8.0)
2mM MgCl 2
In water

Rinse solution
2mM MgCl 2
0.2% (w:v) deoxychlolic acid
0.2% (v:v) Igepal CA-630 in PBS

Staining solution
1ml X-gal (25mg in dimethylformamide)
92mg K 4 Fe(CN)6
82.5mg K 3 Fe(CN)6
Make up to 40ml in rinse solution
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APPENDIX C- TF EXTENDED LIST

Position
Further Information

Opt.

from to

Str.

Sequence
(red: ciCore Matrix value > 60
sim. sim.
capitals:
core
sequence)

V$CLOX/CDP.01

Cut-like
homeodomain
protein

0.75

8 - 26

(+)

1.000

0.783

cacaaaTAATggttctgtt

V$HOXF/BARX2.01

Barx2, homeobox
transcription
factor that
preferentially
binds to paired
TAAT motifs

0.95

10 26

(+)

1.000

0.971

caaaTAATggttctgtt

Binding site for a
V$PBXC/PBX1_MEIS1.01 Pbx1/Meis1
heterodimer

0.74

19 35

(-)

1.000

0.756

agaaTGATgaacagaac

V$CART/XVENT2.01

Xenopus
homeodomain
factor Xvent-2;
early BMP signaling
response

0.82

25 41

(-)

1.000

0.828

ttTAATagaatgatgaa

V$SORY/HBP1.01

HMG boxcontaining protein
1

0.86

25 41

(-)

1.000

0.870

tttaatagAATGatgaa

V$HOXF/PHOX2.01

Phox2a (ARIX) and
Phox2b

0.87

27 43

(-)

1.000

0.882

tattTAATagaatgatg

V$SATB/SATB1.01

Special AT-rich
sequence-binding
protein 1,
predominantly
expressed in
thymocytes, binds
to matrix
attachment regions
(MARs)

0.94

27 41

(-)

1.000

0.941

tttAATAgaatgatg

V$NKXH/HMX3.02

Hmx3/Nkx5-1
homeodomain
transcription
factor

0.92

30 44

(-)

1.000

0.923

ctatTTAAtagaatg

V$HOXF/HOXC13.01

Homeodomain
transcription
factor HOXC13

0.91

31 47

(+)

1.000

0.931

attctatTAAAtaggct

V$HOMF/EN1.01

Homeobox protein
engrailed (en-1)

0.77

32 44

(-)

1.000

0.819

ctaTTTAatagaa

V$LEFF/LEF1.02

TCF/LEF-1,
involved in the Wnt
signal transduction
pathway

0.94

41 57

(-)

1.000

0.971

atattttCAAAgcctat

V$HNF1/HNF1.02

Hepatic nuclear

0.77

46 -

(-)

1.000

0.782

gggTAATattttcaaag
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factor 1

62

V$CAAT/ACAAT.01

Avian C-type LTR
CCAAT box

0.83

59 73

(+)

1.000

0.844

acccCCAAtttacag

V$OCT1/OCT1.06

Octamer-binding
factor 1

0.81

62 76

(-)

1.000

0.819

catctgtaAATTggg

V$GATA/GATA3.02

GATA-binding
factor 3

0.91

69 81

(+)

1.000

0.915

tacAGATgaaaga

V$PERO/PPAR_RXR.02

PPAR/RXR
heterodimers

0.69

80 102

(+)

1.000

0.796

gaaatgatgatcAAAGggc
attt

V$LEFF/LEF1.01

TCF/LEF-1,
involved in the Wnt
signal transduction
pathway

0.86

84 100

(+)

1.000

0.958

tgatgatCAAAgggcat

V$NR2F/HNF4.01

Hepatic nuclear
factor 4

0.82

84 104

(+)

1.000

0.908

tgatgatCAAAgggcatttt
a

V$GKLF/GKLF.01

Gut-enriched
Krueppel-like
factor

0.86

85 97

(+)

1.000

0.874

gatgatcaaAGGG

V$GKLF/GKLF.02

Gut-enriched
Krueppel-like
factor

0.96

89 101

(+)

1.000

0.995

atcAAAGggcatt

V$ETSF/ELF2.01

Ets - family
member ELF-2
(NERF1a)

0.90

113 133

(-)

1.000

0.906

acttggcaGGAAcagaaat
ga

V$BTBF/KAISO.01

Transcription
factor Kaiso,
ZBTB33

0.92

121 131

(+)

1.000

0.993

gttcCTGCcaa

V$MYT1/MYT1.02

MyT1 zinc finger
transcription
factor involved in
primary
neurogenesis

0.88

127 139

(+)

1.000

0.892

gccAAGTttttaa

V$SORY/SOX5.01

Sox-5

0.87

134 150

(+)

1.000

0.988

ttttaaCAATttgccca

V$BRNF/BRN3.02

Brn-3, POU-IV
protein class

0.89

147 165

(-)

1.000

0.910

gggacatTAATtttttggg

V$BRNF/BRN4.01

POU domain
transcription
factor brain 4

0.89

147 165

(+)

1.000

0.904

cccaaaaaatTAATgtccc

V$PDX1/ISL1.01

Pancreatic and
intestinal limhomeodomain
factor

0.82

147 167

(-)

1.000

0.834

ttgggacatTAATtttttgg
g

V$PDX1/ISL1.01

Pancreatic and
intestinal limhomeodomain
factor

0.82

148 168

(+)

1.000

0.848

ccaaaaaatTAATgtccca
ac

V$HOXF/GSH1.01

Homeobox
transcription
factor Gsh-1

0.85

149 165

(-)

1.000

0.872

gggacatTAATtttttg

V$LHXF/LHX3.01

Homeodomain
binding site in
LIM/Homeodomain
factor LHX3

0.81

150 164

(-)

1.000

0.858

ggacaTTAAtttttt
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V$RBIT/BRIGHT.01

Bright, B cell
regulator of IgH
transcription

0.92

150 162

(+)

1.000

0.939

aaaaaATTAatgt

V$HOMF/MSX.01

Homeodomain
proteins MSX-1
and MSX-2

0.97

151 163

(-)

1.000

0.972

gacatTAATtttt

V$SORY/HMGA.01

HMGA family of
architectural
transcription
factors (HMGA1,
HMGA2)

0.88

151 167

(+)

1.000

0.916

aaaAATTaatgtcccaa

V$SRFF/SRF.01

Serum response
factor

0.66

181 199

(-)

1.000

0.681

ctcatcaTATAtgttaagg

V$SRFF/SRF.01

Serum response
factor

0.66

182 200

(+)

1.000

0.680

cttaacaTATAtgatgaga

V$BRNF/BRN5.01

Brn-5, POU-VI
protein class (also
known as emb and
CNS-1)

0.74

183 201

(+)

1.000

0.756

ttaaCATAtatgatgagaa

V$RUSH/SMARCA3.01

SWI/SNF related,
matrix associated,
actin dependent
regulator of
chromatin,
subfamily a,
member 3

0.96

184 194

(+)

0.960

0.979

taACATatatg

V$EVI1/MEL1.02

MEL1
(MDS1/EVI1-like
gene 1) DNAbinding domain 2

0.99

187 203

(+)

1.000

0.994

catatatGATGagaaca

V$SORY/SOX5.01

Sox-5

0.87

196 212

(+)

1.000

0.986

tgagaaCAATatcaggc

V$PDX1/ISL1.01

Pancreatic and
intestinal limhomeodomain
factor

0.82

210 230

(-)

1.000

0.861

gtgtgaattTAATgatcag
cc

V$SORY/HMGA.01

HMGA family of
architectural
transcription
factors (HMGA1,
HMGA2)

0.88

214 230

(+)

1.000

0.887

gatCATTaaattcacac

V$BRNF/BRN4.01

POU domain
transcription
factor brain 4

0.89

224 242

(+)

1.000

0.910

ttcacacaacTAATttaaa

V$HOXF/GSH1.01

Homeobox
transcription
factor Gsh-1

0.85

227 243

(+)

1.000

0.883

acacaacTAATttaaag

V$HOMF/MSX2.01

Muscle segment
homeo box 2,
homologue of
Drosophila (HOX
8)

0.95

229 241

(+)

1.000

0.987

acaaCTAAtttaa

V$HOXF/GSH2.01

Homeodomain
transcription
factor Gsh-2

0.95

230 246

(+)

1.000

0.965

caacTAATttaaagcaa

V$ATBF/ATBF1.01

AT-binding

0.79

232 -

(-)

1.000

0.790

ctttgctttaAATTagt
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transcription
factor 1

248

V$SORY/HMGA.01

HMGA family of
architectural
transcription
factors (HMGA1,
HMGA2)

0.88

232 248

(+)

1.000

0.911

actAATTtaaagcaaag

V$NKXH/NKX32.01

Homeodomain
protein NKX3.2
(BAPX1, NKX3B,
Bagpipe homolog)

0.96

248 262

(-)

1.000

0.965

ccgattgAGTGgtgc

V$HOXF/BARX2.01

Barx2, homeobox
transcription
factor that
preferentially
binds to paired
TAAT motifs

0.95

259 275

(-)

1.000

0.960

ttttTAATggattccga

V$HOXF/HOXC13.01

Homeodomain
transcription
factor HOXC13

0.91

263 279

(+)

1.000

0.939

aatccatTAAAaacagc

V$RXRF/VDR_RXR.05

Bipartite binding
site of VDR/RXR
heterodimers: 3
spacer nucleotides
between the two
directly repeated
motifs

0.79

279 303

(-)

1.000

0.859

tgaGAAGtctgttaaggtt
gacttg

V$CAAT/NFY.01

Nuclear factor Y
(Y-box binding
factor)

0.90

297 311

(-)

1.000

0.947

tttaCCAAtgagaag

V$CART/XVENT2.01

Xenopus
homeodomain
factor Xvent-2;
early BMP signaling
response

0.82

300 316

(-)

1.000

0.828

caTAATttaccaatgag

V$HOXF/HOXB9.01

Abd-B-like
homeodomain
protein Hoxb-9

0.88

301 317

(+)

1.000

0.893

tcattggTAAAttatgg

V$BRNF/BRN3.01

Brn-3, POU-IV
protein class

0.78

302 320

(+)

1.000

0.815

cattggtaaATTAtggatt

V$BRNF/BRN5.01

Brn-5, POU-VI
protein class (also
known as emb and
CNS-1)

0.74

302 320

(-)

1.000

0.836

aatcCATAatttaccaatg

V$CLOX/CUT2.01

Cut repeat II

0.67

302 320

(+)

1.000

0.918

cattggtaaATTAtggatt

V$NKXH/NKX25.02

Homeo domain
factor Nkx2.5/Csx, tinman
homolog low
affinity sites

0.88

305 319

(-)

1.000

0.936

atccaTAATttacca

V$PIT1/PIT1.01

Pit1, GHF-1
pituitary specific
pou domain
transcription
factor

0.92

308 320

(+)

1.000

0.923

taaaTTATggatt
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V$FAST/FAST1.01

FAST-1 SMAD
interacting protein

0.81

310 324

(+)

0.983

0.836

aattatgGATTgtgc

V$HNF6/OC2.01

CUT-homeodomain
transcription
factor Onecut-2

0.82

310 326

(-)

1.000

0.844

aagcacAATCcataatt

V$PAX8/PAX8.01

PAX 2/5/8 binding
site

0.88

319 331

(-)

1.000

0.907

catTCAAgcacaa

V$CHRF/CHR.01

Cell cycle gene
homology region
(CDE/CHR tandem
elements regulate
cell cycle
dependent
repression)

0.92

321 333

(+)

1.000

0.925

gtgcTTGAatgtt

V$HOXF/NANOG.01

Homeobox
transcription
factor Nanog

0.94

323 339

(+)

1.000

0.944

gcttgAATGttcatcct

V$TBPF/LTATA.01

Lentivirus LTR
TATA box

0.82

381 397

(-)

1.000

0.852

ttaTATAacatgaagtc

V$FKHD/FREAC7.01

Fork head related
activator-7
(FOXL1)

0.96

389 405

(+)

1.000

0.995

gttataTAAAcaagtgt

V$TBPF/TATA.01

Cellular and viral
TATA box
elements

0.90

390 406

(+)

1.000

0.922

ttataTAAAcaagtgtc

V$RUSH/SMARCA3.02

SWI/SNF related,
matrix associated,
actin dependent
regulator of
chromatin,
subfamily a,
member 3

0.98

397 407

(-)

1.000

0.985

tgacACTTgtt

V$CSEN/DREAM.01

Downstream
regulatory
element-antagonist
modulator, Ca2+binding protein of
the neuronal
calcium sensors
family that binds
DRE (downstream
regulatory
element) sites as a
tetramer

0.95

402 412

(+)

1.000

0.978

gtGTCAgggta

V$CEBP/CEBPB.01

CCAAT/enhancer
binding protein
beta

0.94

430 444

(+)

1.000

0.954

ttccttgtGAAAtga

V$IRFF/IRF4.01

Interferon
regulatory factor
(IRF)-related
protein (NF-EM5,
PIP, LSIRF,
ICSAT)

0.94

464 484

(-)

1.000

0.949

gaacttgaagGAAAtcaga
aa

V$STAT/STAT.01

Signal transducers
and activators of
transcription

0.87

466 484

(-)

1.000

0.872

gaacttgaaGGAAatcaga
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V$PXRF/PXRCAR.01

Halfsite of PXR
(pregnane X
receptor)/RXR
resp. CAR
(constitutive
androstane
receptor)/RXR
heterodimer
binding site

0.98

477 487

(-)

1.000

0.999

caTGAActtga

V$RARF/RAR.02

Retinoic acid
receptor, member
of nuclear
receptors, DR5
site

0.70

477 505

(+)

1.000

0.711

tcaaGTTCatgaagagaaa
aatcccaaga

V$HEAT/HSF2.02

Heat shock factor
2

0.95

479 503

(+)

1.000

0.995

aagttcatgaagAGAAaaa
tcccaa

V$NFKB/NFKAPPAB.02

NF-kappaB

0.82

491 503

(-)

1.000

0.865

ttGGGAtttttct

V$PLZF/PLZF.01

Promyelocytic
leukemia zink
finger (TF with
nine Krueppel-like
zink fingers)

0.86

500 514

(-)

1.000

0.945

aagTACAgttcttgg

V$MYT1/MYT1.01

MyT1 zinc finger
transcription
factor involved in
primary
neurogenesis

0.75

505 517

(-)

1.000

0.756

agaAAGTacagtt

V$BCL6/BCL6.02

POZ/zinc finger
protein,
transcriptional
repressor,
translocations
observed in
diffuse large cell
lymphoma

0.77

509 525

(-)

1.000

0.834

aatttaaTAGAaagtac

V$HOXF/PHOX2.01

Phox2a (ARIX) and
Phox2b

0.87

509 525

(-)

1.000

0.877

aattTAATagaaagtac

V$PDX1/ISL1.01

Pancreatic and
intestinal limhomeodomain
factor

0.82

510 530

(-)

1.000

0.823

ttctcaattTAATagaaag
ta

V$NKXH/HMX3.02

Hmx3/Nkx5-1
homeodomain
transcription
factor

0.92

512 526

(-)

1.000

0.926

caatTTAAtagaaag

V$HOXF/HOXC13.01

Homeodomain
transcription
factor HOXC13

0.91

513 529

(+)

1.000

0.952

tttctatTAAAttgaga

V$HOMF/EN1.01

Homeobox protein
engrailed (en-1)

0.77

514 526

(-)

1.000

0.873

caaTTTAatagaa

V$NKXH/HMX3.02

Hmx3/Nkx5-1
homeodomain
transcription
factor

0.92

515 529

(+)

1.000

0.926

tctaTTAAattgaga

V$EVI1/EVI1.02

Ecotropic viral

0.83

524 -

(+)

1.000

0.837

ttgagAAGAgagatatg
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integration site 1
encoded factor,
amino-terminal zinc
finger domain

540

V$CREB/E4BP4.01

E4BP4, bZIP
domain,
transcriptional
repressor

0.80

530 550

(+)

1.000

0.879

agagagatatGTAAtgagg
aa

V$PARF/VBP.01

PAR-type chicken
vitellogenin
promoter-binding
protein

0.86

531 547

(+)

1.000

0.889

gagagatatGTAAtgag

V$PARF/TEF_HLF.01

Thyrotrophic
embryonic factor /
hepatic leukemia
factor

0.78

532 548

(-)

1.000

0.796

cctcaTTACatatctct

V$HOXF/HOX1-3.01

Hox-1.3,
vertebrate
homeobox protein

0.82

537 553

(+)

1.000

0.864

tatgTAATgaggaaaga

V$ETSF/PU1.01

Pu.1 (Pu120) Etslike transcription
factor identified in
lymphoid B-cells

0.89

539 559

(+)

1.000

0.897

tgtaatgaGGAAagaatttt
g

V$NFAT/NFAT.01

Nuclear factor of
activated T-cells

0.95

544 562

(+)

1.000

1.000

tgaGGAAagaattttgttc

V$SORY/SOX5.01

Sox-5

0.87

559 575

(+)

1.000

0.994

gttcaaCAATagcagca

V$AP4R/AP4.02

Activator protein 4

0.92

586 602

(-)

1.000

0.928

agctccAGCTggtcagc

V$ZFIA/ZID.01

Zinc finger with
interaction domain

0.85

614 626

(+)

1.000

0.903

tgGCTCcacctcc

V$EGRF/CKROX.01

Collagen krox
protein (zinc finger
protein 67 - zfp67)

0.88

615 631

(-)

1.000

0.900

gggaGGGAggtggagcc

V$EGRF/CKROX.01

Collagen krox
protein (zinc finger
protein 67 - zfp67)

0.88

619 635

(-)

1.000

0.900

ggaaGGGAgggaggtgg

V$ETSF/GABP.01

GABP: GA binding
protein

0.86

623 643

(-)

1.000

0.887

ttctctctGGAAgggaggg
ag

V$HEAT/HSF1.01

Heat shock factor
1

0.84

623 647

(-)

0.952

0.856

tggcttctctctGGAAggg
agggag

V$EBOX/ATF6.01

Member of b-zip
family, induced by
ER damage/stress,
binds to the ERSE
in association with
NF-Y

0.93

644 656

(-)

1.000

0.952

gagCCACgctggc

V$SNAP/PSE.01

Proximal sequence
element (PSE) of
RNA polymerase
II-transcribed
snRNA genes

0.75

660 678

(-)

0.967

0.784

cTCACcctcacagagaggg

V$EKLF/EKLF.01

Erythroid krueppel
like factor (EKLF)

0.89

665 681

(+)

1.000

0.925

tctgtgaGGGTgagaga

V$GCMF/GCM1.01

Glial cells missing

0.85

666 -

(-)

1.000

0.861

caCCCTcacag
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homolog 1, chorionspecific
transcription
factor GCMa

676

V$ZNFP/SZF1.01

SZF1,
hematopoietic
progenitorrestricted KRABzinc finger protein

0.82

669 693

(+)

1.000

0.820

tgaGGGTgagagacgcctt
cacaga

V$WHNF/WHN.01

Winged helix
protein, involved in
hair keratinization
and thymus
epithelium
differentiation

0.95

678 688

(+)

1.000

0.967

gagACGCcttc

V$SP1F/BTEB3.01

Basic transcription
element (BTE)
binding protein,
BTEB3, FKLF-2

0.93

690 704

(+)

1.000

0.938

cagagGGAGtttgcc

V$NFKB/NFKAPPAB.02

NF-kappaB

0.82

692 704

(+)

1.000

0.859

gaGGGAgtttgcc

V$GCMF/GCM1.01

Glial cells missing
homolog 1, chorionspecific
transcription
factor GCMa

0.85

701 711

(+)

1.000

0.895

tgCCCTcagcc

V$EVI1/MEL1.02

MEL1
(MDS1/EVI1-like
gene 1) DNAbinding domain 2

0.99

708 724

(-)

1.000

0.995

tttctctGATGagggct

V$GCMF/GCM1.01

Glial cells missing
homolog 1, chorionspecific
transcription
factor GCMa

0.85

708 718

(+)

1.000

0.884

agCCCTcatca

V$YY1F/YY1.01

Yin and Yang 1
activator sites

0.82

724 742

(+)

1.000

0.867

accagCCATcctttctgta

V$BRNF/BRN5.01

Brn-5, POU-VI
protein class (also
known as emb and
CNS-1)

0.74

740 758

(-)

1.000

0.806

agtgCATAcattctactac

V$TEAF/TEF1.01

TEF-1 related
muscle factor

0.84

741 753

(-)

1.000

0.843

ataCATTctacta

V$TBPF/LTATA.01

Lentivirus LTR
TATA box

0.82

749 765

(-)

1.000

0.833

tttTATAagtgcataca

V$NKXH/NKX32.01

Homeodomain
protein NKX3.2
(BAPX1, NKX3B,
Bagpipe homolog)

0.96

751 765

(-)

1.000

0.967

ttttataAGTGcata

V$TBPF/ATATA.01

Avian C-type LTR
TATA box

0.78

751 767

(-)

1.000

0.780

agttttaTAAGtgcata

V$RUSH/SMARCA3.02

SWI/SNF related,
matrix associated,
actin dependent
regulator of
chromatin,

0.98

752 762

(+)

1.000

0.992

atgcACTTata
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subfamily a,
member 3
V$SRFF/SRF.01

Serum response
factor

0.66

752 770

(+)

1.000

0.680

atgcactTATAaaactttt

V$CDXF/CDX2.01

Cdx-2 mammalian
caudal related
intestinal transcr.
factor

0.84

753 771

(-)

1.000

0.879

gaaaagtTTTAtaagtgca

V$FKHD/FHXB.01

Fork head
homologous X binds
DNA with a dual
sequence
specificity (FHXA
and FHXB)

0.83

754 770

(+)

1.000

0.845

gcacttATAAaactttt

V$TBPF/TATA.01

Cellular and viral
TATA box
elements

0.90

756 772

(+)

1.000

0.939

acttaTAAAacttttct

V$NKXH/HMX2.02

Hmx2/Nkx5-2
homeodomain
transcription
factor

0.82

757 771

(+)

1.000

0.831

cttataAAACttttc

V$MYT1/MYT1.02

MyT1 zinc finger
transcription
factor involved in
primary
neurogenesis

0.88

759 771

(-)

1.000

1.000

gaaAAGTtttata

V$GABF/GAGA.01

GAGA-Box

0.78

768 792

(-)

1.000

0.795

aaaacAGAGagagagagat
cagaaa

V$GATA/GATA3.02

GATA-binding
factor 3

0.91

768 780

(-)

1.000

0.950

gagAGATcagaaa

V$FKHD/ILF1.01

Winged-helix
transcription
factor IL-2
enhancer binding
factor (ILF),
forkhead box K2
(FOXK2)

0.98

782 798

(-)

1.000

1.000

gttgggaaAACAgagag

V$RBPF/RBPJK.02

Mammalian
transcriptional
repressor RBPJkappa/CBF1

0.94

786 800

(-)

1.000

0.945

cagtTGGGaaaacag

V$IKRS/IK2.01

Ikaros 2, potential
regulator of
lymphocyte
differentiation

0.98

787 799

(-)

1.000

0.989

agttGGGAaaaca

V$MYOD/MYF5.01

Myf5 myogenic
bHLH protein

0.90

792 808

(-)

1.000

0.910

aaaggCAGCagttggga

V$MYBL/CMYB.01

c-Myb, important
in hematopoesis,
cellular equivalent
to avian
myoblastosis virus
oncogene v-myb

0.90

793 805

(+)

1.000

0.918

ccCAACtgctgcc

V$CREB/CREBP1.01

cAMP-responsive
element binding
protein 1

0.85

801 821

(-)

1.000

0.905

ccaaacTGACttaaaaggc
ag
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V$CAAT/ACAAT.01

Avian C-type LTR
CCAAT box

0.83

811 825

(-)

1.000

0.874

gccaCCAAactgact

V$MITF/MIT.01

MIT
(microphthalmia
transcription
factor) and TFE3

0.81

823 841

(-)

1.000

0.850

aaatgctCATGtgaaagcc

V$FAST/FAST1.01

FAST-1 SMAD
interacting protein

0.81

840 854

(+)

1.000

0.833

ttgagtgTATTgggt

V$CP2F/CP2.01

CP2

0.90

846 864

(-)

1.000

0.902

gcCTGGgtggacccaatac

V$GLIF/GLI1.01

Zinc finger
transcription
factor GLI1

0.87

851 865

(+)

1.000

0.904

gggtccaCCCAggca

V$TBPF/MTATA.01

Muscle TATA box

0.84

867 883

(-)

1.000

0.858

tcattTAAAtccaagga

V$SORY/HMGA.01

HMGA family of
architectural
transcription
factors (HMGA1,
HMGA2)

0.88

869 885

(-)

1.000

0.911

actCATTtaaatccaag

V$HOMF/EN1.01

Homeobox protein
engrailed (en-1)

0.77

872 884

(+)

1.000

0.880

ggaTTTAaatgag

V$NFAT/NFAT.01

Nuclear factor of
activated T-cells

0.95

884 902

(-)

1.000

0.988

cgaGGAAataaaaagcaac

V$NOLF/OLF1.01

Olfactory neuronspecific factor

0.82

890 912

(-)

1.000

0.836

attaagTCCCcgaggaaata
aaa

V$BRNF/BRN2.03

Brn-2, POU-III
protein class

0.92

902 920

(+)

1.000

0.977

ggggacttaATTTtattca

V$MEF2/MEF2.01

Myocyte-specific
enhancer factor 2

0.77

902 924

(-)

1.000

0.811

cttttgaaTAAAattaagt
cccc

V$LHXF/LHX3.01

Homeodomain
binding site in
LIM/Homeodomain
factor LHX3

0.81

903 917

(+)

1.000

0.859

gggacTTAAttttat

V$NKXH/NKX25.02

Homeo domain
factor Nkx2.5/Csx, tinman
homolog low
affinity sites

0.88

904 918

(+)

1.000

0.956

ggactTAATtttatt

V$CART/CART1.01

Cart-1 (cartilage
homeoprotein 1)

0.86

907 923

(+)

1.000

0.904

ctTAATtttattcaaaa

V$HOXF/HOXC13.01

Homeodomain
transcription
factor HOXC13

0.91

907 923

(-)

1.000

0.913

ttttgaaTAAAattaag

V$BRNF/BRN2.01

Brn-2, POU-III
protein class

0.86

913 931

(+)

0.966

0.888

ttTATTcaaaagatgaggg

V$CHRF/CHR.01

Cell cycle gene
homology region
(CDE/CHR tandem
elements regulate
cell cycle
dependent
repression)

0.92

913 925

(-)

1.000

0.920

tcttTTGAataaa

V$BARB/BARBIE.01

Barbiturate-

0.88

917 -

(+)

1.000

0.919

ttcaAAAGatgaggg
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inducible element

931

V$EVI1/MEL1.02

MEL1
(MDS1/EVI1-like
gene 1) DNAbinding domain 2

0.99

917 933

(+)

1.000

0.993

ttcaaaaGATGagggtt

V$GKLF/GKLF.01

Gut-enriched
Krueppel-like
factor

0.86

919 931

(+)

1.000

0.881

caaaagatgAGGG

V$GCMF/GCM1.01

Glial cells missing
homolog 1, chorionspecific
transcription
factor GCMa

0.85

923 933

(-)

1.000

0.908

aaCCCTcatct

V$CREB/ATF.01

Activating
transcription
factor

0.90

934 954

(+)

1.000

0.902

acacacTGACgatttatgtg
a

V$TBPF/MTATA.01

Muscle TATA box

0.84

938 954

(-)

1.000

0.845

tcacaTAAAtcgtcagt

V$GABF/GAGA.01

GAGA-Box

0.78

949 973

(+)

1.000

0.942

atgtgAGAGagagaaagag
agagag

V$GABF/GAGA.01

GAGA-Box

0.78

951 975

(+)

1.000

0.894

gtgagAGAGagaaagagag
agagag

V$GABF/GAGA.01

GAGA-Box

0.78

953 977

(+)

1.000

0.943

gagagAGAGaaagagagag
agagag

V$PRDF/BLIMP1.01

Transcriptional
repressor B
lymphocyteinduced maturation
protein-1 (Blimp-1,
prdm1)

0.81

955 973

(+)

1.000

0.831

gagagaGAAAgagagagag

V$GABF/GAGA.01

GAGA-Box

0.78

959 983

(+)

1.000

0.886

gagaaAGAGagagagagag
aaaggc

V$GABF/GAGA.01

GAGA-Box

0.78

961 985

(+)

1.000

0.919

gaaagAGAGagagagagaa
aggcca

V$GABF/GAGA.01

GAGA-Box

0.78

963 987

(+)

1.000

0.802

aagagAGAGagagagaaag
gccatt

V$GABF/GAGA.01

GAGA-Box

0.78

965 989

(+)

1.000

0.831

gagagAGAGagagaaaggc
cattct

V$NR2F/HPF1.01

HepG2-specific
P450 2C factor-1

0.78

970 990

(+)

1.000

0.805

agagagagAAAGgccattc
tg

V$PRDF/PRDM1.01

PRDI binding
factor 1

0.81

971 989

(+)

1.000

0.810

gagagaGAAAggccattct

V$ETSF/ELF2.01

Ets - family
member ELF-2
(NERF1a)

0.90

1004 1024

(-)

1.000

0.939

agcaatcaGGAAggagagg
tt

V$HOXC/PBX1.01

Homeo domain
factor Pbx-1

0.78

1013 1029

(+)

1.000

0.790

ttcctGATTgctactta

V$NKXH/NKX31.01

Prostate-specific
homeodomain
protein NKX3.1

0.84

1020 1034

(-)

1.000

0.892

tgatttAAGTagcaa

V$TBPF/ATATA.01

Avian C-type LTR
TATA box

0.78

1020 1036

(-)

1.000

0.825

agtgattTAAGtagcaa

V$HOXF/HOXA9.01

Member of the

0.87

1021 -

(+)

1.000

0.880

tgctacttaAATCactt
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vertebrate HOX cluster of
homeobox factors
Homeodomain
binding site in
LIM/Homeodomain
factor LHX3

1037

0.81

1021 1035

(-)

1.000

0.821

gtgatTTAAgtagca

0.79

1022 1038

(-)

1.000

0.862

taagTGATttaagtagc

V$GFI1/GFI1B.01

Growth factor
independence 1
zinc finger protein
Gfi-1B

0.86

1027 1041

(+)

1.000

0.910

ttaAATCacttattc

V$NKXH/NKX31.01

Prostate-specific
homeodomain
protein NKX3.1

0.84

1029 1043

(-)

1.000

0.862

tggaatAAGTgattt

V$HOXF/NANOG.01

Homeobox
transcription
factor Nanog

0.94

1069 1085

(+)

1.000

0.944

ttcttAATGtgtttagt

V$CART/CART1.01

Cart-1 (cartilage
homeoprotein 1)

0.86

1071 1087

(+)

1.000

0.867

ctTAATgtgtttagtta

V$FKHD/HFH1.01

HNF-3/Fkh
Homolog 1
(FOXQ1)

0.84

1073 1089

(-)

1.000

0.894

cttaacTAAAcacatta

V$TBPF/ATATA.01

Avian C-type LTR
TATA box

0.78

1079 1095

(+)

1.000

0.819

gtttagtTAAGgacttc

V$HOXF/HOXA9.01

Member of the
vertebrate HOX cluster of
homeobox factors

0.87

1090 1106

(+)

1.000

0.919

gacttcatgAATCatgt

0.79

1091 1107

(-)

1.000

0.880

cacaTGATtcatgaagt

V$LHXF/LHX3.01

V$HOXC/PBX_HOXA9.0 PBX - HOXA9
1
binding site

V$HOXC/PBX_HOXA9.0 PBX - HOXA9
1
binding site
V$PAX6/PAX6.01

Pax-6 paired
domain binding site

0.77

1091 1109

(+)

1.000

0.797

acTTCAtgaatcatgtgga

V$MITF/MIT.01

MIT
(microphthalmia
transcription
factor) and TFE3

0.81

1095 1113

(+)

1.000

0.844

catgaatCATGtggatttc

V$FAST/FAST1.01

FAST-1 SMAD
interacting protein

0.81

1101 1115

(+)

0.983

0.860

tcatgtgGATTtctc

V$NKXH/HMX2.01

Hmx2/Nkx5-2
homeodomain
transcription
factor

0.83

1115 1129

(-)

1.000

0.842

ccaCTTAggttgagg

V$SNAP/PSE.02

Proximal sequence
element (PSE) of
RNA polymerase
III-transcribed
genes

0.73

1116 1134

(+)

1.000

0.760

ctcaaCCTAagtggttatt

V$NKXH/NKX32.01

Homeodomain
protein NKX3.2
(BAPX1, NKX3B,
Bagpipe homolog)

0.96

1118 1132

(+)

1.000

0.971

caacctaAGTGgtta

V$HAML/AML3.01

Runt-related
transcription

0.84

1122 1136

(+)

1.000

0.841

ctaaGTGGttattat
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factor 2 / CBFA1
(core-binding
factor, runt
domain, alpha
subunit 1)
V$PARF/DBP.01

Albumin D-box
binding protein

0.84

1128 1144

(+)

1.000

0.851

ggttaTTATgctgaccc

V$PAX9/PAX9.01

Zebrafish PAX9
binding sites

0.78

1133 1153

(-)

1.000

0.784

caCACCcttgggtcagcata
a

V$MYBL/VMYB.05

v-Myb, variant of
AMV v-myb

0.90

1149 1161

(-)

1.000

0.946

caaAACGgcacac

V$FKHD/HFH8.01

HNF-3/Fkh
Homolog-8
(FOXF1)

0.92

1180 1196

(-)

1.000

0.983

tacaaatAAACagggac

V$FAST/FAST1.01

FAST-1 SMAD
interacting protein

0.81

1182 1196

(+)

1.000

0.877

ccctgttTATTtgta

V$MEF2/MEF2.05

Myocyte-specific
enhancer factor 2

0.89

1182 1204

(-)

1.000

0.894

ttgcttgctacaAATAaac
aggg

V$CREB/E4BP4.01

E4BP4, bZIP
domain,
transcriptional
repressor

0.80

1205 1225

(+)

1.000

0.844

gctcagttctGTAAgacat
tg

V$PARF/TEF.01

Thyrotrophic
embryonic factor

0.85

1206 1222

(+)

1.000

0.866

ctcagttctGTAAgaca

V$PARF/TEF_HLF.01

Thyrotrophic
embryonic factor /
hepatic leukemia
factor

0.78

1207 1223

(-)

1.000

0.820

atgtcTTACagaactga

V$CART/XVENT2.01

Xenopus
homeodomain
factor Xvent-2;
early BMP signaling
response

0.82

1215 1231

(-)

1.000

0.823

tcTAATcaatgtcttac

V$CLOX/CDP.01

Cut-like
homeodomain
protein

0.75

1217 1235

(-)

1.000

0.783

tccctcTAATcaatgtctt

V$HOXF/PHOX2.01

Phox2a (ARIX) and
Phox2b

0.87

1217 1233

(-)

1.000

0.954

cctcTAATcaatgtctt

V$HNF6/HNF6.01

Liver enriched Cut
- Homeodomain
transcription
factor HNF6
(ONECUT)

0.82

1218 1234

(-)

1.000

0.874

ccctctaaTCAAtgtct

V$SORY/SOX9.01

SOX (SRY-related
HMG box)

0.90

1230 1246

(+)

1.000

0.930

gagggaCAATggaagtt

V$GATA/GATA1.04

GATA-binding
factor 1

0.91

1244 1256

(-)

1.000

0.972

agtaGATAacaac

V$HOXF/NANOG.01

Homeobox
transcription
factor Nanog

0.94

1257 1273

(-)

1.000

0.946

tgctgAATGcgacttac

V$SNAP/PSE.01

Proximal sequence
element (PSE) of
RNA polymerase
II-transcribed
snRNA genes

0.75

1261 1279

(+)

1.000

0.793

gTCGCattcagcaaaaagc
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V$CIZF/NMP4.01

NMP4 (nuclear
matrix protein 4) /
CIZ (Casinteracting zinc
finger protein)

0.97

1271 1281

(+)

1.000

0.973

gcAAAAagctg

V$NKXH/HMX3.01

H6 homeodomain
HMX3/Nkx5.1
transcription
factor

0.89

1278 1292

(+)

1.000

0.904

gctgccAAGTggtgt

V$FKHD/XFD3.01

Xenopus fork head
domain factor 3
(FoxA2a)

0.82

1285 1301

(-)

1.000

0.836

attatgtgAACAccact

V$BRNF/BRN3.01

Brn-3, POU-IV
protein class

0.78

1292 1310

(-)

1.000

0.859

acctcttcaATTAtgtgaa

V$BRNF/BRN5.01

Brn-5, POU-VI
protein class (also
known as emb and
CNS-1)

0.74

1292 1310

(+)

1.000

0.761

ttcaCATAattgaagaggt

V$HOMF/S8.01

Binding site for S8
type homeodomains

0.97

1293 1305

(+)

1.000

0.999

tcacaTAATtgaa

V$NKXH/NKX25.02

Homeo domain
factor Nkx2.5/Csx, tinman
homolog low
affinity sites

0.88

1293 1307

(+)

1.000

0.979

tcacaTAATtgaaga

V$PAX6/PAX6.01

Pax-6 paired
domain binding site

0.77

1315 1333

(+)

1.000

0.815

ctTTCAgacttgattgtga

V$PAX8/PAX8.01

PAX 2/5/8 binding
site

0.88

1318 1330

(-)

1.000

0.970

caaTCAAgtctga

V$HOXC/PBX1.01

Homeo domain
factor Pbx-1

0.78

1321 1337

(+)

1.000

0.783

gacttGATTgtgatttt

V$GFI1/GFI1.02

Growth factor
independence 1

0.90

1324 1338

(-)

1.000

0.911

caaAATCacaatcaa

V$RREB/RREB1.01

Ras-responsive
element binding
protein 1

0.80

1333 1347

(-)

1.000

0.860

cCCCAaacccaaaat

V$E2FF/E2F.02

E2F, involved in
cell cycle
regulation,
interacts with Rb
p107 protein

0.84

1337 1353

(-)

1.000

0.849

tggaagcccCAAAccca

V$ETSF/ELK1.02

Elk-1

0.91

1340 1360

(-)

1.000

0.911

ttagaactGGAAgccccaa
ac

V$NFKB/CREL.01

c-Rel

0.91

1341 1353

(+)

1.000

0.937

tttggggcTTCCa

V$GREF/ARE.02

Androgene
receptor binding
site

0.89

1342 1360

(+)

1.000

0.931

ttggggcttccaGTTCtaa

V$AP1F/AP1.02

Activator protein 1

0.87

1356 1366

(-)

1.000

0.874

cctGAGTtaga

V$EVI1/EVI1.06

Ecotropic viral
integration site 1
encoded factor,
amino-terminal zinc
finger domain

0.83

1387 1403

(-)

1.000

0.875

aattcaAGATaaggagt
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V$GATA/GATA1.06

Complex of Lmo2
bound to Tal-1,
E2A proteins, and
GATA-1, half-site
2

0.96

1388 1400

(-)

1.000

0.989

tcaaGATAaggag

V$SORY/SOX5.01

Sox-5

0.87

1394 1410

(-)

1.000

0.981

aaggaaCAATtcaagat

V$BCL6/BCL6.01

POZ/zinc finger
protein,
transcriptional
repressor,
translocations
observed in
diffuse large cell
lymphoma

0.76

1405 1421

(-)

1.000

0.780

ttgTTCCtgaaaaggaa

V$STAT/STAT.01

Signal transducers
and activators of
transcription

0.87

1406 1424

(+)

1.000

0.911

tccttttcaGGAAcaacac

V$GATA/GATA3.02

GATA-binding
factor 3

0.91

1440 1452

(+)

1.000

0.915

tggAGATctcata

V$HOXF/HOXB9.01

Abd-B-like
homeodomain
protein Hoxb-9

0.88

1459 1475

(-)

1.000

0.900

gaggtttTAAAtgcaac

V$HOMF/EN1.01

Homeobox protein
engrailed (en-1)

0.77

1461 1473

(-)

1.000

0.813

ggtTTTAaatgca

V$TBPF/MTATA.01

Muscle TATA box

0.84

1462 1478

(+)

1.000

0.877

gcattTAAAacctcctt

V$TBPF/ATATA.01

Avian C-type LTR
TATA box

0.78

1470 1486

(-)

1.000

0.824

tcctagtTAAGgaggtt

V$NFAT/NFAT.01

Nuclear factor of
activated T-cells

0.95

1482 1500

(-)

1.000

0.976

tgaGGAAaagattgtccta

V$ETSF/PU1.01

Pu.1 (Pu120) Etslike transcription
factor identified in
lymphoid B-cells

0.89

1485 1505

(-)

1.000

0.908

aagactgaGGAAaagattg
tc

V$HOXF/HOXB9.01

Abd-B-like
homeodomain
protein Hoxb-9

0.88

1501 1517

(+)

1.000

0.880

gtcttccTAAAgctaac

V$SNAP/PSE.02

Proximal sequence
element (PSE) of
RNA polymerase
III-transcribed
genes

0.73

1501 1519

(+)

1.000

0.796

gtcttCCTAaagctaacga

V$MYBL/VMYB.04

v-Myb, AMV v-myb

0.85

1512 1524

(+)

1.000

0.899

gctAACGagccca

V$NRSF/NRSF.01

Neuron-restrictive
silencer factor

0.69

1530 1550

(-)

1.000

0.693

tccAGCAgcaagcaaagga
ag

V$MYT1/MYT1.02

MyT1 zinc finger
transcription
factor involved in
primary
neurogenesis

0.88

1550 1562

(-)

1.000

0.888

gcaAAGTtgatat

V$CDXF/CDX1.01

Intestine specific
homeodomain
factor CDX-1

0.94

1563 1581

(+)

1.000

0.949

aagggatTTTActaagcgg
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V$NFKB/NFKAPPAB.02

NF-kappaB

0.82

1563 1575

(+)

1.000

0.875

aaGGGAttttact

V$CREB/E4BP4.01

E4BP4, bZIP
domain,
transcriptional
repressor

0.80

1608 1628

(-)

1.000

0.817

gttgtactaaGTAActcac
tg

V$AP1F/AP1.02

Activator protein 1

0.87

1609 1619

(+)

1.000

0.875

agtGAGTtact

V$PARF/VBP.01

PAR-type chicken
vitellogenin
promoter-binding
protein

0.86

1611 1627

(-)

1.000

0.866

ttgtactaaGTAActca

V$NKXH/NKX31.01

Prostate-specific
homeodomain
protein NKX3.1

0.84

1612 1626

(-)

1.000

0.883

tgtactAAGTaactc

V$HNF1/HNF1.01

Hepatic nuclear
factor 1

0.80

1613 1629

(+)

1.000

0.851

aGTTActtagtacaacc

V$EGRF/CKROX.01

Collagen krox
protein (zinc finger
protein 67 - zfp67)

0.88

1634 1650

(+)

1.000

0.893

ggctGGGAgggagggag

V$EGRF/CKROX.01

Collagen krox
protein (zinc finger
protein 67 - zfp67)

0.88

1638 1654

(+)

1.000

0.960

gggaGGGAgggagatgc

V$AP4R/AP4.02

Activator protein 4

0.92

1662 1678

(-)

1.000

0.940

tataacAGCTggtaaga

0.91

1662 1678

(-)

1.000

0.910

tataACAGctggtaaga

Myogenic bHLH
V$MYOD/MYOGENIN.0
protein myogenin
1
(myf4)
V$ZFHX/AREB6.04

AREB6 (Atp1a1
regulatory element
binding factor 6)

0.98

1685 1697

(-)

1.000

0.997

atcctGTTTcttc

V$CREB/E4BP4.01

E4BP4, bZIP
domain,
transcriptional
repressor

0.80

1691 1711

(+)

1.000

0.848

acaggattttGTAAcccttt
c

V$PARF/HLF.01

Hepatic leukemia
factor

0.84

1692 1708

(+)

1.000

0.928

caggattttGTAAccct

V$CEBP/CEBP.02

CCAAT/enhancer
binding protein

0.92

1693 1707

(+)

0.971

0.934

aggattttGTAAccc

V$PARF/TEF_HLF.01

Thyrotrophic
embryonic factor /
hepatic leukemia
factor

0.78

1693 1709

(-)

1.000

0.790

aagggTTACaaaatcct

V$ETSF/ELF2.01

Ets - family
member ELF-2
(NERF1a)

0.90

1700 1720

(-)

1.000

0.905

gtatgccaGGAAagggtta
ca

V$STAT/STAT1.01

Signal transducer
and activator of
transcription 1

0.77

1703 1721

(-)

1.000

0.787

ggtatgccaGGAAagggtt

V$LEFF/LEF1.01

TCF/LEF-1,
involved in the Wnt
signal transduction
pathway

0.86

1725 1741

(+)

1.000

0.893

ctcaaaaCAAAggccag

V$NR2F/HPF1.01

HepG2-specific

0.78

1725 -

(+)

1.000

0.865

ctcaaaacAAAGgccagac
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P450 2C factor-1

1745

tc

V$AP4R/TH1E47.01

Thing1/E47
heterodimer, TH1
bHLH member
specific expression
in a variety of
embryonic tissues

0.93

1731 1747

(+)

1.000

0.948

acaaaggCCAGactcag

V$SMAD/SMAD3.01

Smad3
transcription
factor involved in
TGF-beta signaling

0.99

1735 1743

(-)

1.000

0.991

GTCTggcct

V$TALE/TGIF.01

TG-interacting
factor belonging to
TALE class of
homeodomain
factors

1.00

1748 1758

(-)

1.000

1.000

ctttGTCAaaa

V$GFI1/GFI1.02

Growth factor
independence 1

0.90

1750 1764

(-)

1.000

0.901

gaaAATCtttgtcaa

V$FAST/FAST1.01

FAST-1 SMAD
interacting protein

0.81

1768 1782

(-)

1.000

0.892

ttgtgtgTATTttca

V$SORY/HBP1.01

HMG boxcontaining protein
1

0.86

1787 1803

(+)

1.000

0.866

acagtatgAATGcattc

V$BRNF/BRN2.02

Brn-2, POU-III
protein class

0.82

1788 1806

(-)

1.000

0.884

taggaatgcatTCATactg

V$HOXF/NANOG.01

Homeobox
transcription
factor Nanog

0.94

1790 1806

(+)

1.000

0.942

gtatgAATGcattccta

V$TEAF/TEAD.01

TEA domaincontaining factors,
transcriptional
enhancer factors
1,3,4,5

0.90

1796 1808

(+)

1.000

0.929

atgCATTcctatc

V$GATA/GATA2.02

GATA-binding
factor 2

0.90

1800 1812

(-)

1.000

0.904

tttaGATAggaat

V$CART/CART1.01

Cart-1 (cartilage
homeoprotein 1)

0.86

1806 1822

(-)

1.000

0.873

atTAATcatatttagat

V$HOXF/CRX.01

Cone-rod
homeoboxcontaining
transcription
factor / otx-like
homeobox gene

0.94

1808 1824

(-)

1.000

0.961

ttatTAATcatatttag

V$BRNF/BRN3.02

Brn-3, POU-IV
protein class

0.89

1809 1827

(-)

1.000

0.922

attttatTAATcatattta

0.79

1811 1827

(+)

1.000

0.843

aataTGATtaataaaat

V$HOXC/PBX_HOXA9.0 PBX - HOXA9
1
binding site
V$BRNF/BRN3.02

Brn-3, POU-IV
protein class

0.89

1812 1830

(+)

1.000

0.917

atatgatTAATaaaatgtg

V$BRNF/BRN4.01

POU domain
transcription
factor brain 4

0.89

1812 1830

(-)

1.000

0.913

cacattttatTAATcatat

V$HOXF/HOXA9.01

Member of the
vertebrate HOX cluster of

0.87

1812 1828

(-)

1.000

0.925

cattttattAATCatat
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homeobox factors
V$LHXF/LMX1B.01

LIM-homeodomain
transcription
factor

0.91

1813 1827

(+)

1.000

0.911

tatgatTAATaaaat

V$CDXF/CDX1.01

Intestine specific
homeodomain
factor CDX-1

0.94

1814 1832

(-)

1.000

0.995

gtcacatTTTAttaatcat

V$HOXF/HOXC13.01

Homeodomain
transcription
factor HOXC13

0.91

1815 1831

(+)

1.000

0.931

tgattaaTAAAatgtga

V$SATB/SATB1.01

Special AT-rich
sequence-binding
protein 1,
predominantly
expressed in
thymocytes, binds
to matrix
attachment regions
(MARs)

0.94

1817 1831

(+)

1.000

0.940

attAATAaaatgtga

V$SORY/SOX5.01

Sox-5

0.87

1826 1842

(-)

1.000

0.986

cagaaaCAATgtcacat

V$E2FF/E2F.01

E2F, involved in
cell cycle
regulation,
interacts with Rb
p107 protein

0.75

1860 1876

(+)

1.000

0.774

agaaagtgtGAAAacag

V$FKHD/ILF1.01

Winged-helix
transcription
factor IL-2
enhancer binding
factor (ILF),
forkhead box K2
(FOXK2)

0.98

1864 1880

(+)

1.000

0.988

agtgtgaaAACAgaggc

V$FKHD/FREAC2.01

Fork head related
activator-2
(FOXF2)

0.84

1877 1893

(+)

1.000

0.880

aggcatTAAAcagtgtt

V$OCTB/TST1.01

POU-factor Tst1/Oct-6

0.90

1877 1889

(+)

1.000

0.920

aggcATTAaacag

V$PBXC/PBX1_MEIS1.0
3

Binding site for a
Pbx1/Meis1
heterodimer

0.76

1894 1910

(+)

1.000

0.820

ggtctcatTGACatcca

V$COMP/COMP1.01

COMP1, cooperates
with myogenic
proteins in
multicomponent
complex

0.77

1895 1917

(+)

1.000

0.860

gtctcATTGacatccaaat
ggca

V$SORY/HMGA.01

HMGA family of
architectural
transcription
factors (HMGA1,
HMGA2)

0.88

1896 1912

(+)

1.000

0.886

tctCATTgacatccaaa

V$TALE/TGIF.01

TG-interacting
factor belonging to
TALE class of
homeodomain
factors

1.00

1899 1909

(-)

1.000

1.000

ggatGTCAatg
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V$NEUR/NEUROG.01

Neurogenin 1 and 3
(ngn1/3) binding
sites

0.92

1906 1918

(-)

1.000

0.932

gtgCCATttggat

V$RUSH/SMARCA3.01

SWI/SNF related,
matrix associated,
actin dependent
regulator of
chromatin,
subfamily a,
member 3

0.96

1907 1917

(-)

1.000

0.986

tgCCATttgga

Heterodimers of
the bHLH
V$HAND/HAND2_E12.0
transcription
1
factors HAND2
(Thing2) and E12

0.75

1908 1922

(-)

1.000

0.810

agtagtGCCAtttgg

V$BCL6/BCL6.01

POZ/zinc finger
protein,
transcriptional
repressor,
translocations
observed in
diffuse large cell
lymphoma

0.76

1930 1946

(-)

1.000

0.813

gctTTCCttgagggaga

V$GCMF/GCM1.01

Glial cells missing
homolog 1, chorionspecific
transcription
factor GCMa

0.85

1931 1941

(+)

1.000

0.872

ctCCCTcaagg

V$NFAT/NFAT5.01

Nuclear factor of
activated T-cells 5

0.83

1942 1960

(-)

1.000

0.850

agtGGAAaagactggcttt

V$IRFF/IRF4.01

Interferon
regulatory factor
(IRF)-related
protein (NF-EM5,
PIP, LSIRF,
ICSAT)

0.94

1965 1985

(+)

1.000

0.944

agtagggaaaGAAAacacc
aa

V$FKHD/ILF1.01

Winged-helix
transcription
factor IL-2
enhancer binding
factor (ILF),
forkhead box K2
(FOXK2)

0.98

1970 1986

(+)

1.000

1.000

ggaaagaaAACAccaat

V$CAAT/NFY.01

Nuclear factor Y
(Y-box binding
factor)

0.90

1978 1992

(+)

1.000

0.914

aacaCCAAtctgaaa

V$IRFF/IRF3.01

Interferon
regulatory factor 3
(IRF-3)

0.85

1985 2005

(+)

1.000

0.931

atctgaaaaaGAAAaagtg
ga

V$NKXH/HMX3.01

H6 homeodomain
HMX3/Nkx5.1
transcription
factor

0.89

1993 2007

(+)

1.000

0.902

aagaaaAAGTggagg

V$BARB/BARBIE.01

Barbiturateinducible element

0.88

1994 2008

(+)

1.000

0.906

agaaAAAGtggaggg

V$CIZF/NMP4.01

NMP4 (nuclear
matrix protein 4) /

0.97

1994 2004

(+)

1.000

0.981

agAAAAagtgg
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CIZ (Casinteracting zinc
finger protein)
V$GKLF/GKLF.01

Gut-enriched
Krueppel-like
factor

0.86

1996 2008

(+)

1.000

0.904

aaaaagtggAGGG

V$PERO/PPAR_RXR.02

PPAR/RXR
heterodimers

0.69

2015 2037

(+)

1.000

0.717

ctcctcttggttAAAGccc
agaa

V$CHRF/CHR.01

Cell cycle gene
homology region
(CDE/CHR tandem
elements regulate
cell cycle
dependent
repression)

0.92

2039 2051

(-)

1.000

0.959

acatTTGAatacg

V$STAT/STAT.01

Signal transducers
and activators of
transcription

0.87

2048 2066

(-)

1.000

0.946

actcttaagGGAAgcacat

V$NKXH/HMX3.02

Hmx3/Nkx5-1
homeodomain
transcription
factor

0.92

2052 2066

(-)

1.000

0.955

actcTTAAgggaagc

V$NKXH/HMX3.02

Hmx3/Nkx5-1
homeodomain
transcription
factor

0.92

2055 2069

(+)

1.000

0.955

tcccTTAAgagttaa

V$NFKB/NFKAPPAB.01

NF-kappaB

0.89

2074 2086

(-)

1.000

0.891

ctGGGAggtgcct

V$GLIF/GLI1.01

Zinc finger
transcription
factor GLI1

0.87

2075 2089

(+)

1.000

0.910

ggcacctCCCAggaa

V$STAT/STAT3.01

Signal transducer
and activator of
transcription 3

0.75

2075 2093

(-)

1.000

0.785

tcatTTCCtgggaggtgcc

V$STAT/STAT1.01

Signal transducer
and activator of
transcription 1

0.77

2077 2095

(+)

1.000

0.817

cacctcccaGGAAatgaca

V$ETSF/ETS1.01

c-Ets-1 binding site

0.92

2078 2098

(+)

1.000

0.938

acctcccaGGAAatgacaa
at

V$TCFF/TCF11.01

TCF11/LCRF1/Nrf1
homodimers

1.00

2088 2094

(-)

1.000

1.000

GTCAttt

V$NEUR/NEUROG.01

Neurogenin 1 and 3
(ngn1/3) binding
sites

0.92

2091 2103

(-)

1.000

0.951

ggaCCATttgtca

V$RUSH/SMARCA3.01

SWI/SNF related,
matrix associated,
actin dependent
regulator of
chromatin,
subfamily a,
member 3

0.96

2092 2102

(-)

1.000

0.963

gaCCATttgtc

V$NFAT/NFAT5.01

Nuclear factor of
activated T-cells 5

0.83

2113 2131

(-)

1.000

0.849

cagGGAAattagcagagct

V$SORY/HMGIY.01

HMGI(Y) high-

0.92

2113 -

(-)

1.000

0.928

gggaAATTagcagagct
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mobility-group
protein I (Y),
architectural
transcription
factor organizing
the framework of
a nuclear proteinDNA
transcriptional
complex

2129

V$OCT1/OCT1.06

Octamer-binding
factor 1

0.81

2114 2128

(+)

1.000

0.864

gctctgctAATTtcc

V$PRDF/BLIMP1.01

Transcriptional
repressor B
lymphocyteinduced maturation
protein-1 (Blimp-1,
prdm1)

0.81

2115 2133

(-)

1.000

0.815

ggcaggGAAAttagcagag

V$HOMF/DLX3.01

Distal-less 3
homeodomain
transcription
factor

0.91

2116 2128

(+)

1.000

0.911

tctgcTAATttcc

V$HOXF/GSH2.01

Homeodomain
transcription
factor Gsh-2

0.95

2117 2133

(+)

1.000

0.961

ctgcTAATttccctgcc

V$SP1F/SP1.01

Stimulating protein
1, ubiquitous zinc
finger
transcription
factor

0.88

2124 2138

(-)

1.000

0.911

ttggGGGCagggaaa

V$CAAT/ACAAT.01

Avian C-type LTR
CCAAT box

0.83

2131 2145

(+)

1.000

0.844

gcccCCAAtatccag

V$ZF35/ZNF35.01

Human zinc finger
protein ZNF35

0.96

2131 2143

(+)

1.000

0.963

gcccccAATAtcc

V$OCTP/OCT1P.01

Octamer-binding
factor 1, POUspecific domain

0.86

2135 2147

(+)

1.000

0.920

ccaATATccagac

V$SMAD/SMAD3.01

Smad3
transcription
factor involved in
TGF-beta signaling

0.99

2139 2147

(-)

1.000

1.000

GTCTggata

V$AP4R/TH1E47.01

Thing1/E47
heterodimer, TH1
bHLH member
specific expression
in a variety of
embryonic tissues

0.93

2143 2159

(+)

1.000

0.945

cagacttCCAGacatca

V$RUSH/SMARCA3.01

SWI/SNF related,
matrix associated,
actin dependent
regulator of
chromatin,
subfamily a,
member 3

0.96

2156 2166

(-)

1.000

0.972

aaCCATttgat

V$CIZF/NMP4.01

NMP4 (nuclear
matrix protein 4) /
CIZ (Cas-

0.97

2167 2177

(+)

1.000

0.981

agAAAAagtgt
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interacting zinc
finger protein)

V$RUSH/SMARCA3.02

SWI/SNF related,
matrix associated,
actin dependent
regulator of
chromatin,
subfamily a,
member 3

0.98

2169 2179

(-)

1.000

0.985

aaacACTTttt

V$FKHD/HFH1.01

HNF-3/Fkh
Homolog 1
(FOXQ1)

0.84

2170 2186

(-)

1.000

0.928

tcaaacTAAAcactttt

V$CHRF/CHR.01

Cell cycle gene
homology region
(CDE/CHR tandem
elements regulate
cell cycle
dependent
repression)

0.92

2179 2191

(+)

1.000

0.926

tagtTTGAaaaaa

V$HEAT/HSF1.01

Heat shock factor
1

0.84

2183 2207

(-)

1.000

0.883

agctaaacctcaAGAAttt
tttcaa

V$HOXF/PTX1.01

Pituitary
Homeobox 1 (Ptx1,
Pitx-1)

0.94

2192 2208

(-)

1.000

0.947

aagCTAAacctcaagaa

0.79

2209 2225

(-)

1.000

0.848

aatgTGATttgtgaggc

V$HOXC/PBX_HOXA9.0 PBX - HOXA9
1
binding site
V$GFI1/GFI1.02

Growth factor
independence 1

0.90

2214 2228

(+)

1.000

0.923

acaAATCacattctt

V$FKHD/FREAC2.01

Fork head related
activator-2
(FOXF2)

0.84

2222 2238

(-)

1.000

0.844

aaagggTAAAaagaatg

V$PERO/PPAR_RXR.02

PPAR/RXR
heterodimers

0.69

2228 2250

(-)

1.000

0.690

tgggctgggggaAAAGggt
aaaa

V$E2FF/E2F.01

E2F, involved in
cell cycle
regulation,
interacts with Rb
p107 protein

0.75

2233 2249

(-)

1.000

0.775

gggctggggGAAAaggg

V$ZBPF/ZNF219.01

Kruppel-like zinc
finger protein 219

0.91

2233 2255

(+)

1.000

0.938

cccttttCCCCcagcccagt
tta

V$MZF1/MZF1.02

Myeloid zinc finger
protein MZF1

0.99

2237 2245

(-)

1.000

0.994

tgGGGGaaa

V$TBPF/MTATA.01

Muscle TATA box

0.84

2244 2260

(-)

1.000

0.851

tttttTAAActgggctg

V$CABL/CABL.01

Multifunctional cAbl src type
tyrosine kinase

0.97

2265 2275

(+)

1.000

1.000

aaAACAacaac

V$IRFF/IRF4.01

Interferon
regulatory factor
(IRF)-related
protein (NF-EM5,
PIP, LSIRF,
ICSAT)

0.94

2283 2303

(+)

1.000

0.946

aaaaaaaaaaGAAAggaac
at

V$P53F/P53.02

Tumor suppressor
p53 (5' half site)

0.91

2288 2308

(+)

1.000

0.916

aaaaagaaaggaaCATGcc
tt
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V$P53F/P53.03

Tumor suppressor
p53 (3' half site)

0.92

2297 2317

(-)

1.000

0.972

cagaattccaaggCATGttc
c

V$P53F/P53.01

Tumor suppressor
p53

0.66

2298 2318

(+)

1.000

0.672

gaaCATGccttggaattctg
a

V$SF1F/FTF.01

Alpha (1)fetoprotein
transcription
factor (FTF), liver
receptor
homologue-1 (LRH1)

0.94

2301 2313

(-)

1.000

0.944

attcCAAGgcatg

V$HOXC/HOX_PBX.01

HOX/PBX binding
sites

0.81

2315 2331

(+)

1.000

0.813

ctgaTGATagattttca

V$OCT1/OCT1.01

Octamer-binding
factor 1

0.77

2321 2335

(-)

1.000

0.885

ttTATGaaaatctat

V$PARF/DBP.01

Albumin D-box
binding protein

0.84

2323 2339

(-)

1.000

0.867

caattTTATgaaaatct

V$CDXF/CDX1.01

Intestine specific
homeodomain
factor CDX-1

0.94

2324 2342

(-)

1.000

0.953

ggacaatTTTAtgaaaatc

V$TBPF/TATA.02

Mammalian C-type
LTR TATA box

0.89

2327 2343

(+)

1.000

0.899

tttcaTAAAattgtcca

353 matches found in this sequence.
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